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ABSTRACT

Systenic and feminist theories have been implemented iri the treatment ol

intrafanilial child se¡ual abuse. Hovever, most literature clearly identifies

the inappropriateness of the systemic theory in the area of family violence.

While working with fou¡ fanilies, the author attempted to integrate both

theo¡ies in a manner that vould fit the author's particular style ol therapy.

The results of such attempt clearly found purpose and therapeutic

eflectiveness to integrate both theories.
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A. 0biectives

i) Aim of Intervention

The theoretical basis of the intervention vill combine the integration of

systemic and feminist perspectives. Intervention will focus on working with

families where int¡afamilial sexual abuse has oc,cumed. The aim of the

intervention vill be l) to deal vith the presenting issues and other possible

fall out to the abuse, 2) to educate the fanily members about sexual abuse,

3) to decrease the chance of future victimization within the family, and 4) to

promote family stabílity and awareness in order for the family to utilize

their strengths to e¡hance future healthy functioning.

ii) Educational Benefits to the Student afid to the Profession

There will be many beflefits in doing this practicum. These vould include; I )

increased knovledge of the systemic and feminist approaches to family

violence, 2) crnsolidation of present knovledge about se¡ual abuse and

developing an approach to treatment that I can use upon returning to work

at a Child and Family Services ageûcy, 3) developing nev knovledge,

awareness, insight, skills and expertise in vorking with this client population

4) to critically e¡amine what approaches are feasible and most effective in



rvorking r/ith these lamilies considering the lack of community resources

and other restraints that are found in the practice setting and 5)to

conkibute to the body of practice literature at the School of Social Work.

B. Introduction to the Literature Reviev

Se¡ual abuse is not a nev phenomena. As a result of the feminist movement

and a strong voice of child advocates, sexual abuse has been identified as an

imporlanl social problem (Hechler, 1988 and Finkelhor, 1979). Finkelhor

(1979) states that sexuatity in the family is a given as all family members are

sexual beings, hovever it is the manfler in vhich the lamily's sexuality is

expressed that is the cause for great coûcern. Not all nembers of society

believe that there is this concern. In fact, the North American Man/Boy

Love Association (NAMBLA) believes that child sexuality should be liberated

and that laws restricting sex vith a child be abolished (Hechler, 1988).

Fortunately, this group and others like it are very rare. Child sexual abuse is

ûot cþndoned a¡d is the subject of active study by professional service

providers.

This literature review will locus specificatly on intrafanilial child sexuat

abuse, due to the focus of this practicum. Intrafamilial se¡ual abuse,

othervise known as incest, is said to one of the few universal taboos (Rist,

1979). Rist (1979) reviews the origin of this taboo by looking at four

perspectives: anthropological, biological, psychoanalytical and clinical. Rist

states that the anthropological viev of the origin of incrst is due to society

prohibiting se¡ual relationships between mother and child , as incest was

most likely to occur due to the strong and close ties during the child's

younger years, Father and child incest was believed to have a lower "natural
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probability of occurrence" (Rist, 1979, p. 682-683) and s'as therefore less

srongly prohibited and as a result, "in practice occurs more often" (Rist,

1979, p.683). From a biological perspective it is simply that incest or

inbreeding decreases the survival rate of the family group. In order to

prevent abnornalities in the offspring, incest vas prohibited. The

psychoanalytical perspective relies on the belief that "all affectional ties

have se¡ual origins, even though no specific sexual acts have occurred" (Rist,

1979, p, 682 ). Cuddling and fondling of the child, seen as needed ingredients

to fo¡m an attachment, vas vieved as being erotically charged. To avoid

acting on one's instinctual drive for sexual gratìfication vith a child, the

incest taboo evolved. Finally, Rist (1979) states that a clinical orientatìon

sees the origins of incest as a result of triangulation of one of the parents

vith a child. There is a breech of generational boundaries. The clinical

perspective appears to be the one most used in developing treatment

strategies for the intrafamilial se¡ual abuse case. Rist (1979)further states

that the "incest taboo encourages the child's concept of self as an individual

separate from the family (p. 682). The prohibition of sexual relationships

between family members caused nembers to become dependent on non

family members to satisfy their intimacy needs. As one s/ill note, isolation

of famìly members from society is a central dynamic of intrafamilial child

sexual abuse.

Although there has been an increased arr'areness and emphasis on the

treatmeû! of intrafamilial child se¡ual abuse, "not much [of the inlormationl

is clear cut" (Hechler, 1988, p. 3). Haugarrd and Reppucci (1988) believe that

there is no one correct r/ay to vorÍ vith families ol intrafamilial sexual

abuse and that there is a lack of enpirical evidence to assist one in making a
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decision about hov a family can be treated. Bolton and Bolton (1987) state

that "today practitioners must juggle competitive and unsupported theory

landl inadequate research ... in their attempts to benefit violent fanilies" (p.

25). They lurther state that the practitioner often has a problem choosing a

theoretical basis to working vith fanily violence. I also need to deal r¡ith

this dilemma. My decision to combine systemic and feminist perspectives in

dealing vith child se¡ual abuse appears contradictory, as systemic and

feminist approaches are distinctfully different. The following is an attempt

to integrate these two theoretical basis and identify an approach that r/ill fit
with my beliefs and an approach that vill be effective in the treatnent ol

intrafamilial child sexual abuse.

In chapter one of this document, feminist theory and therapy vill be

addressed which vill include the feminist approach to working vith

intrafamilial sexual abuse. Chapter tvo s/ill discuss sysûemic theory and

therapy and the systemic approach to vorking v/ith intrafanilial sexual

abuse. Included in chapter three vill be family and individual dynamics of

intrafamilial child sexual abuse. Chapter three vill also address the

dynanics of sibling sexual abuse and the long and short tern effects of

sexual abuse. Chapter fouc vill identify tfeatnent issues vhile chapter five

attempts to integrate systemic and feminist principles in the treatment of

intralamilial child sexual abuse. Chapter six identifies my personal

philosophy and finally, Chapter seven discusses the inùervention and

evaluation components ol my work. There will be tvo appendixes.

Àppendix One vill include a description of the measures used in this

practicum and Appendix Twowill include the aclual pre and posl measures

of the Family Assessment Measure.



FEMINIST TEEORY ÀND TEDRÀPY

Feminist theory is a framevork that provides a vorld viel¡ from the

perspective of vomen. Bergh and Cooper (1986) state that the feminist

perspective I ) values all classes of people as having the sane vorth, 2)

understands s/omen's pathology as a social and not as a personal issue (as

r/oüeû's pathology is said to be caused by social and sexual influences), 3)

opposes the view that women should adjust to a situation, instead the

feminist position advocates the need for change in social and political forces

that cause female oppression, 4) believes that a relationship should be equal

in all dimensions, 5) emphasizes that other vomen and the mate gender are

not the enemies to a feminist perspective (instead it is the social context that

encourages a vieci detrimental 10 s/omen that is the concern), 6) the maior

differences betveen the appropriate ser role behavior for each sex nust

disappear as differences encourage the pover differential betweeû men and

r¡omen and finally, 7) the feminist perspective believes that r/omen are to

have economical and psychological autonomy. Traditional q/orld vievs (such

as those presented by psychoanalytic, behavioral and systemic theories) are

"sexist, demeaning, contemptuous, extrinsic and often ... dangerous to the

health of woneû" (Brickman, ( 198{, p. 49). The traditional vorld vievs are

said to be patriarchal and promote the masculine perspective of the world.

As therapy is influenced by vorld vievs, and since most therapy subscribe

to the traditional vorld viev, most therapies promote the mascul¡ne

perspective. The feminisf movemeot has provided an alternative vorld

viev and approach to therapy, one that promotes not only the perspective of

tbe wome¡ but also looks at the folloving issues and their affect oû the

mental health of people of all ages and of both seres. The issues to be
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discussed in this chapter include cultural in-tluence, socialization process,

power structures, 'the personal is political'and pornography. In addition to

this, the feminist perspective of incest vill be revieved along with treatment

issues. Fìnally, there r¡ill be a look at the therapeutic relationship from the

feminist perspective.

Cultural Influences

Cultural values and norms influence the behavior of the people r/ithin that

cullure. Therefo¡e examining the cultural values and norms is crucial.

Rakov (1986, p. 21) states "the cultural creation of tvo distinct and

asymmetrical genders serves as an organizing principle that operates at

ûultiple levels". Her article discusses hov crmmunication is one of those

organizing principles that facilitates gender role cûnstruction and how

communicalion, up until rec€ntly, was from the nale perspective. Walker

(in Lystad, 1986) states that cultural influences have sanctioned the use of

violence. Weinbach and Curtiss (1986) state that abuse has been normalized,

is a routioe way of dealing with issues and requires little justification for its

use. Check and Malamuth (19E5), state that violence is perpetuated by myths

held by women and men that are socially reinforced. Bograd (1982)

identifies myths such as as; if a voman gets beaten it is her fault and any

problems a s/oman has is due to her or/ri psychopathology. Bograd (1982)

states that "the uncritical acceplance oi these nyths blocks clinical

understanding of the cause and dynamics of battering, rationalizes

conventional interventions, and functions to maintain the violence and the

privileged position of the male partner" (p. 75). Cultural uorms are said to
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define one's sense of maleness and lemaleness and provides one vith a viev

about what is the expected family form (Gordon, 1986).

Recognizing the effects o[ cultural influences, feminists have advocated for

social change and not only change in the individual or fanily unit. Many

feminists (such as Hooks, 1984, Macleod, 1987, and Schechter, 1982) believe

that patterns of behavior betveen the se¡es are reinforced by social

structures and instìtutional rules. Therefore focus on the individual and/or

tamily is not sufficient. A vider perspective of the problem is necessary and

must be addressed. Hooks (1984) and Schechter (1982) specifically identify

the influence o[ the capitalisüic social structure on the sexes. Schechter

( 1982) states that vomen's inferior status in a capitalist society is due to

women having lower paid jobs, unequal division of labour betveen men and

s/omen and that T/omen vho s/ork at home do not have any economic status.

They are not considered to be productive v¡ithin a capitalist framevork.

Hooks (1984) believes that "by condoning and perpetuating male domination

of vomen to prevent rebellion on the job, ruling male capitalists ensure that

male violence will be expressed in the home and not in the work place" (p.

12 I ). Expressing feelings in the *'ork place vould obviously slow dovn

progress and productivity. Therefore the male is to wait until he gets home

to deal with his frustrations, thereby projecting his feelings regarding work

onto his family. This practice is supported by the capitalist state. Therefore

it vill not be efficient to consider only family and/or individual dynamics

vhen engaging in a therapeutic relationship vith a family as their symptoms

will be reflections ol a dysfunctional social structure (such as the capitalist

state). Burton (19E5) enphasizes the need to reorganize expected

arrangements (ie. stereotypes) and to understand the wider factors in order



to understand s/hat goes on in the family. Wider factors in society could

include the effects of poverty, patriarchal (poverful and dominating)

institutions, ethnic and class status and stereotyping (vhich includes the

invalidation of the vomen's perspective).

Cultural norms and values are not tangible in and ol themselves. It is hov

these norms and values are played out in all aspects of life that are

important. By revieving issues such as the socialization process, the norms

and values vill be become clearer.

Socialization Process

Feminists believe in the social learning theory (Reilly and Gruszski, 1984)

which states that behavior is learned and reinforced. This theoretical base is

reflected in feminist recommended treatment. Therefore family of origin

(where behaviors are learned, reinforced and socialized) is also a key issue

in the leminist perspective. Much of the work done in the area of

socialization has been on how sex role behavior has shaped the individual's

behavior. Learned ser role behaviors are responsible for keeping men and

s/omen in their present relationship pattern.

Cultural forces (controlled largely by males) have identified role expectations

for men and vomen. Layton (1984) states that female and male roles are

believed to be conplimentary, s/omen having the expressive-affectional

role and men having the instrunental adaptive role. Layton (1984) states

that "Mana takes care of the childcen, while Papa negotiates the outside

vorld and supports the family vith money and shelter. Womeo are

typically accommodating, emotionally erpressive and nurturing, vhile men
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are competitive, f ational and instf umentally striving" (p. 2l ). Hooks (1983)

states that "to be female is synonymous with veakness, passivity and the

vill to nourish and affirm the lives of others" (p. 126). Men, on the other

hand, are associated with strength, dominance, aggression and violence.

(Hooks, 1983). So vhat's the problem? Men and rr'oneû each have their

role to perform. The problem appears to be not only how society appraises

these roles (mate role being more highly appraised) but that society, as a

patriarchal system, has the input into role definition and evaluation of

vomen. Due to society being a patriarchal system, male roles are going to be

more valued than female roles, and nore to the point, males are more

valued than females, (For example, this is seen right fron the time of the

child's birth. A male child appears to get a varmer'reception to the world

than does a female child.) Females take on a second class cilizen status

whose rights, or lack of rights, are controlled by men. The lack of rights and

status is seen as contributing to the oppression of the female gender.

Female oppression and male supremacy appear to summarize the stereotype

of both sexes (Valker, in Lystad, 1986). Rigby-Veinberg (1966) believes that

"the goal of superiority over men and women prevents men from developing

the social interest and cooperation vhich vould yield a secure sense ol

connectedness vith others" (p. 199). This statement ¡s significant as it

identifies that nen not only try to be dominant or superior only over wornen

but that they also try to exert this authority over other men. Therefore the

lack of connectedness in male relationships, as identified by Rigby-Veinberg

(198ó) extends to the entire human race. Walker (in Lystad, 1986) states that

men try to turn all unpleasant feelings into anger (an expression of feeling

that is more appropriate to the male gender). Men do not allos/ themselves
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to cÍy or to feel pain or hurt in vays other than s/hat they have been

'programmed'or socialized to feel. "Enotional repression of masculinity

exasperates men's attempts to salisfy their enornous emotional needs"

(McGrath, 1979, p.22).

Dalton (19E6) believes that both sexes have masculine and feminine

characteristics or 'sides' to them. Men are said to have 'cut themselves off '

from their feminine side in order to 'vin'over their father's attention and

respect, However, in doing so, men limit themselves (as vomen do) in

experiencing both sides of their sexual being. Dalton (1986) states that

fathers are important to their daughters, for it is the fathers l¡ho inform the

daughters what it means to be ol the male gender and also teaches their

daughters their role as rr'omen and and their role in relationships vith men.

Ðalton (1986) believes that in orde¡ for fathers to be healthy role models for

their daughters they have to acknovledge, recognize and allov their

feminine side to be expressed. In turn this vill allov daughters to develop

their feminine and masculine sides.

There are some maior differences in interpersonal relationships betveen the

sexes. Schultz a¡d Anderson (1986) state that stereotyped masculinity can

express sorrow for inappropriate behavior, yet vill blame the fenale or

external sources for the difficulties they are having. Men do not appear to

be able to accept responsibility [or their actions (a behavior encouraged

through the socialization process). Schulu and Anderson (1986) believe that

voû¡en are more villing to see themselves as emeshed in a relationship and

therefore experience a decrease in feelings of independence and autonomy.

Men on the other hand are believed to "view people [in a relationshipl as
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separate ... land see s/omen asl individuals ... connected to them" (Schultz

and Anderson, 1986, p. 369).

The socialization process has appeared to leave the female child vith an

inferior role to that of the male child. Hovever, Brickman (1984) states that
"there are serious limitations in the nale sex role: the emphasis on sexual

access of women as a need rather than a privilege; the failures of empathy, ...

the moral shortcomings in the area of retationships; the inability to have or

'access' leelings in situations where one would expect them to occur; the

substitution of anger and sexuality for other, richer feelings; the ability to

objectify the world, including other people; the vie'v of vife and children as

possessions or property designed to fill one's needs or to express one's

image; the idea that independence and separateness is a final developmental

goal rather thaî interrelatedness and psychic unify" (p. 62). It appears that

both sex roles have serious limitations in their role function. From reviewing

the feminist literature on sex role, there appears to be a need for both sexes

to consciously look at their prescribed sex role to consider the effects it had

on their socialization. communication, and personal skill development and to

have the freedom to change s/hat each feels that prevenls self actualization

aûd the development of healthy relationships. Rance-Wentt¿orth (1982)

supports this belief as she feels that sexism and competition need to be

confronted (nol taken for granted) in order for men and women to be

Iíberated and to live in a safe and nurturing environment. Liberation

requires the 'status quo' to challenged. In this case the status quo would be

the stereotypes of both sexes, which have been previously identified.
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Power Structures

It is a given that due to the male role being the preferred role, the male

inheritently has the pover in the home. Afte¡ all they are the ones that

usually bring the paycheck home and monetarily provide for the family.

Money is pover. Bograd (1986) believes that symptoms of problems seen in

!/omen are due to the "inequal hierarchical relationship betveen husband

and vife" b. 102). Boerad (1986) states that one must look at the issues of

domination and power . If this is not done, the least powerful (usually the

vomen) are victimized. Gerber (1986) deals vith the issue of relationship

balance. She looks for balance in the relationship in three areas: I )

Positivity balance -vhich is the extent to vhich husband and wife's

personality characteristics are seen as equally desirable. (This vould directly

relate to the value the culture places on the personality characteristics).

Gerber (1986) believes that the more positive feminine and masculine traits

one has , the more equally desirable the husband and vife vill be. 2)

Satisfaction balance- considers the level of satisfaction the couple have in

lheir maritat relationship. Gerber (1986) believes that the more leninine

traits that characterize the relationship, ttre hþher the level of satisfaction.

The more masculine traits, the lover the level of satisfaction. 3) Leadership

balance - looks at vho the leader is in the marriage. Leadership "reflects

the relative pover vhich is exercised by the husband and wife in the

marriage" (Gerber, 198ó, p. 2l). Vhen the relationship exhibits more sex

stereotypical traits, the male is said to be in pover. The q/oman is said to be

in power vhen there are more nonstereotypical traits. Gerbe¡ believes that

using lhis framevork helps one to conceptual¡ze the "impact that changes in

one naritai partner vill have on the other partner and on the relationship as
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a whole" (1986, p. 26). McGrath (1979) states that there is a transition

occurring betveen the tr/o types of lamily nodels; traditional (dominant)

family form to a new (equal) family forn.

Hovever, there is still a need to look at the eristing family form and its

po$/€r structure. Bagley (1984) states that there is a "deep-rooted value

climate vhich allovs males to regard females, and especially povecless

females, as suitable objects for all kinds of exploitation" (p. l7), exploitation

such as "rendering the experiences of women invisible and unrecorded"

(Bograd, 1986, p. 97) and to reinforce the woman's position ol

insubordination (Mitra, 1987). Bograd (1986) believes that there is a lack of

s/omen delined standards of fanily relationships, vhich highlights the

inequality of power between the sexes. As in other areas under ferninist

review, there is need to look at the vider social context which is supporting

this position of inequality. Mitra (1987) did research on father-daughter

incest appeal cases and found that the courts díd not consider the degree of

violence vheû sertencing the abuser buf did coflsider the degree of

'provocation'by the victim. The judicial atlitude s/as seen to "exonerate the

father...Iandl ...tocoritrolfemalesexuality'(p. 145). Theiudiciatsystenof

the land is a good indication of how far a socíety has come in considering

social issues such as power. Mitra's (1987) results do not provide support

that society is changing the sex role stereotypes that influenæ the moral

fibre of society. In this study, the iudicial system supports and encourages

the status quo: the domination of vomen by men, the oppression of vomen

and the pover imbalance betr/een the sexes.
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The Personal is Political

Eisenstein (1983), in chapler four of her book entitled 'Contemporary

Feminist Thought', describes the concept of 'personal ís political'. She

describes hov this concept developed out of the exercise of consciousness

raising, a technique used by feminist to raise one's consciousness and to

"become aware of knovledge one vould have preferred to keep hidden or

unconscious, of one's ovn subordination or oppression as a woman, and the

impact that this had on one's life" (p. 36). Through this process, which is

virtualiy the exchange of infornation from one r/oman to another, s/omen

began seeing their reality in a different light. Women vere given the

validation to erpress their feelings and encouraged ûol to be tied to the

feelings that they thought they should be expressing. Vhen together in a

group, I/omen shared personal feelings about their lives and found that their

experience r¡as not an isolated one. Due to other r/omen having similar

experiences, it was believed that the vomen's problems s/ere the "symptoms

of a society-wide structure of pover and poverlessness, in vhich the

victimization of vomen by the men holding the pover of official authority,

vhetber husband or public official, was hidden from public view by the

mechanism of privatization" (Eisenstein, 1983, p. 37-38). The personal

testimoriy of women became a collective phenomena, vhich became the

elements of political advocation. Therefore, vhat vas once personal, is nov

in the public eye and more readily available to all s/omen io society. The

process of the personal becoming the political highlights the feminist

philosophy that the vider social context needs to be understood and

addressed prior to the establisbnent of lasting meaningful change in all

relationships betrveen males and females.
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Pornograohy

Pornography is said to be male violence tos/ard females (Eckersley, 1987)

It is seen as a r/ay for men to gain power over s/omen and as an avenue for

sanctioned violent expression. (Eckersley, 1987). Women are seen as

universal victims of men and are seen as creating their or/tr oppression due

to compliance. (Eckersley, 1987). D'Amico (1984) believes that violence and

sexuality is used to perpetuate the patriarchal social relations betveen men

and vomen. Pornography in this light appears to be a means to ensure that

men and r/omen maiatain their proper role function. Although the 0ten in

pornography are seen as 'normal', acting in a normal way to express their

¡ormal sexual drives, the r/omeû are seen as veak, shameful, degrading,

seductive and natural targets of the male's natural sex driye (Eckersley,

1987, Hartsock, 1984 and D'Amico, 1984). Hartsock (1984) discusses how

males relate hostility and anger to sexual excitement and that excitement is

due to performing a shameful or forbidden act. Eckersley (1987) states that

pornography "e¡ables wonen to see themselves in men's eyes, ie. as

available and compliant objects of men's se¡ual demands vith no personal

autonomy or mode of sexual being of their ovn" (p. 174). Therefore, in some

r/ays, pornography is seen as a tangible reflection of the male view of sex

vhich is characterized by dominance, violenc€ and crnquest (Eckersley,

1987). Pornography may be seen as a larger social reflection of sexuality as

sexuality is "culturally and historically defined and constructed" (Hartsock,

198,1, p.2t).

Feminists make a distinction betveen erotica, good clean fun (Eckersley,

1987), and pornography that promotes degradation of or violence toc/ards
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vomen (Hartsock, 1984). Eckersley (1987) states that women engage in

erotìca vhen they read fomance novels. However, hov does one detecmine

vhat is erotica and s/hat is pornography or other literature that might be

oppressive and degrading to s/ornen. (Romance novels also tend to use sex

role stereotypes in their characters vhich promote male dominance.)

Hartsock (1984) states that it is difficult to differentiate between erotica and

pornography as society has a difficult time separating sex and violence. Sex

and violence tend to one of the same. Hooks (1984) reinforces this point

vhen she states that "love and violence have become so intertwined in thìs

society that many people, especially rr'omen, fear that eliminating violence

vill lead to the loss of love" (p. 124).

Feminist Perspective od Intraiamilial Child Sexual Abuse

Bagley (1984) suggests that intrafamilial child sexual abuse be defined within

the socio-biological framevork (vhere iûcest occurs vheri there are se¡ual

relationships betweeû the child and blood relatives or those people in the

position of a surrogate caregiver). The biological framework (vhere incest is

only said to occur betveen blood related people) does not take into

consideration the serual relationships betveen the child and a step-parent

or step-relative.

Brickman (198{) states that the "epidemíc of incest is not puzling or

accidental, but a direct consequence of the groving independence of vomen

from the protective coûtrol of men and the lack of concomitant growth and

development in men" $.62). Brickman (1984) believes that "men who

cannot deal with independent and equal sexual partners find themselves

looking for younger sexual partners or using increasingly coercive
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techniques or both" (p. 62). These dynamics result in incest. Incest is said

to represent "the final vay of teaching sexual submissiveness" (p. 62).

McGrath (1979) echoes Brickman's belief by stating that the degree of male

dominance is changing due to the changes in sex role. Males are seen as

doing all they can to reinforce their sense of control, thus threats of the past

become actions of the present and future. Males now have to resort to action

and not just vords if they r/ish to naintain their degree of control over

females. McGrath (1979) goes on to say that "domestic violence is an

indication of failures in other methods of social control and legitimation, a

weapon of last resort" (p, t7) as "battering and rape have alvays been the

ínstrumental foundation of men's pover, and are based in some combination

of male physical 'superiority'and propensity for aggressive behavior"

(p. t 8).

Brickman (1984) describes incest as an exchange of commodilies between the

powerful and the poverless. In intrafamilial sexual abuse, the offender is

seen as having his pover and sexual needs satisfied by the victim and in

exchange, the victim receives some special status or revard and carries vitb
her a life tine of trauma. This unbalanced exchange is seen in different

degrees in relationships vhere the power imbalance maintains the

celationship.

Bograd (1986) describes the iûcest betveen father and daughter. "lt is the

father vho has failed as parent and husband. He has not simply discharged

se¡ual tension in deviant vays, but has abused his power. The mother ¿akes

no action, not because she supports the incest, but because she is

ímnobilized and lacks pover in and out of the fanily. The daughter
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complies with father because she has little choice by virtue of being a female

child" (p. 98). Further to this, Bagley (1984) states that the seeds of child

'approval' in the se¡ual assault of female children is 'nurtured' through the¡r

socialization process vhen female children are taugh! passivity and

subordination (which is sometimes vieved as 'approval' or per mission).

Finkelhor (1979) agrees, vhen he emphasizes the power imbalance belween

the child and the abuser. It is therefore important to analyze family roles

and patterns in the coûtext of societal and ser role norms (Courtois, 1988).

From a feminist pecspective, incest is "more related to sex-role development

than to pathological processes" (Brickman, 1984, p. 66). It is sex role

behavior that gives the offender the 'pfivilege' to express his feelings in an

abusive manner (Schechter, l9E2), Schechter (1982) believes that stress

does not cause the abuse, as it is the olfender's choice on hov he vill express

hinself. (This is noted when the offender can handle himself appropriately

in fronr of his colleagues at the vork place when under stress, hovever does

not give his family members the same respect vhen feeling stressed while in

the home environnent. The offender has obviously made a choice as to

which behavior vill be emitted in vhich environment). The abusive

expression, as part of the male sex role, en-forces the male's authority and

pover position in the family. Society can therefore not cid itself of

incestuous relationships without "eradicating the traditional dominant-

submissive sexual pover struggle" (Brickman (1984, p. 62), Incest is not a

matter of sex, it is an issue of domination and pover (Swink and Leveille,

1986, and Bagley, l9E4).
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Feminist Treatment Approach to Intrafamilial Child Se¡ual Àbuse

The initial approach to treatment does not appear to be focused on the

family or the individuals vithin. There is a focus on the therapists vho will
be vorking r/ith the famiiy members. Workers need to deal vith their ovn
sexuality and feeiings about the sexual abuse of children (Bagley, l9g4) and

need to be aware of their ovn sexual bias and the impact this will have on

the therapeutic intervention.

Brickman (1984) believes that the victims, the mothers, the nonabused

siblings and lastly, the abuser, should receive treatmen!, in order of priority.

However, it appears that the abuser is otten the one r/ho receives the help or

'at¡ention'first. Gordon (l9Eó) discusses the d¡fficulry in determining who is

the victi¡o in the family where abuse has occurred. The abused child is the

obvious victim, however the mother is also a victim of oppression and

isolation. Svink and Leveille (1986) believe that the ¡nother, victim and

others in the hone are all victims of the father's violence. (To some extent,

all family members are victims.) Women (mothers) are said to play a dual

role in ab usive f amily environments. They are "simultaneously victims and

vic¿imizers, dependent and depended on, veak and poverful" (p. a5S).

Individual work is advocated initially in order to meet the needs of the

individual family members. (Bagley, 1984). In this section, the word
'victim'will include the child victim, the mother and the other nonoffending

people in the home, unless the information clearly states that it is referring

to one member of ¿he tamily.

Individual treatmenl lor the victim includes t ) validating and normalizing

the child's experiences and feelings, 2) alleviating the child's guilt feelings
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around taking responsibility for the abusive event, 3) exploration of the

child's feelings towards individualfamily members and 4) increasing the

child's self-awareness and self-esteem (Bagley, 1984). The victim needs to

be empowered as the offender abused the pover within their relationship

(Swink and Leveille, 1986). Individual treatnent may also include helping

the child clarify their role as a member of the female gender and increasing

the child's aq/areness of how this gender role is played out in the¡r orin

family.

Individual sessions for mother include I ) alloving her to vent and explore

her feelings about the abuse, 2)empos/er her to leave the abusive

relationship, 3) develop pot€ntial for social and economic independence

(Gordon, 1986), 4) to confront the "conpetitive and sexist contaninations" in

her ovn thinking (Rance-Wentvorth, 1982) and 5) to explore childhood

feelings and her own sexual history. The mother must deal with her history

(which nay include sexual abuse) before she is able to play an active role in

the treatment of herself or her children (Baeley, 1984).

Individual sessions for the father focus on one main issue; taking legal, moral

and emotional responsibility for the abuse (Bagley, 1984). In addition the

trealment focus may be in helping men to redefine and expand their sex role

characteristics and to acknovledge hov their present sex role affects their

life and the lives of their fanilies and significant others. Education is a large

component of the intervention. Men need to become more independent and

acknowledge their dependency on r/onen. Men and !r'onen need to

understand the advantages of egalitarian thinking. They need education

regarding both sex roles that emphasize the nature of mutual respect and
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equality. Men also need to learn hov to express feelings and thoughts in an

appropriate nanner. Due to the focus on leacning, the nen have to unlearn

years of reínforced behavior. This vill be an enormous task. Essentially,

men are assisted to develop a nev self-image.

Swink and Leveille (1986) identify a number of issues that need to be

addressed by the victim, s/hether that be in the context of individual, dyadic

or family vork. The issues include: I) victín to acknovtedge that the

abuse has happened, 2) "nyths and facts of incest need to be clarified" (p.

122),3) decreasing social isolation, {) dealing vith "dreams, nightmares

and/or flashbacks of the abuse" (p. 123),5) deal with fears and phobias, 6)

Iook at family dynamics, ie) role reversals, 7) vork through issues of guilt,

depression and damaged physical image, 8) look at pyschosomatic responses

to the abuse, 9) work tor/ard preventing self destructive behavior ie.

abuse of alcohol and drugs, eating excessively and becoming involved in

another abusive relationship, 10) deal with the feelings of lack of trust iû

relationships, 1i) Iook at the terdency to overvalue the male gender, t2)

the victim will need to feel more in control during sexual relationships, l3)

deal with the fear of intimacy and the expression of feelings, particulariy

anger and rage. Once anger is released, the victim is said to gain power.

"once they come into their own pover and realize that they can use it
appropriately, they are free to be survivors and no longer victims" (p. 128),

14) deal with the issue o[ control. Victims feel that there are tvo states of

control: having no control or being in control of everyone and everythíng,

l5) there is a need to increase decision making, communication,

assertiveness and parenting skills and to learn relaxation and self defense
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techniques, and finally, l6) the victim needs to confroût the abuser with the

abuse.

Baeley (1984) describes five general aspects of vork that needs to be

completed vhen involved in the treatment of intrafamilial sexual abuse

which include: 1) understanding and changíng values of the community,

individuals and the professional netvorks concerning their attitude towards

the sexual abuse of children, 2) develop an integrated response to sexual

abuse through community involvement and co-ordination, 3) treatment

programs for each family member will be lengthy and intensive and should

be associated vith self-help groups. All treatment should be geared to

enabling the victim to recover her sense of dignity, self-respect and self-

esteem, 4) treatment of the adult sexual abuse victim is crucial, and 5) the

victim must learn how to prevent further abuse.

Family treatment is seen as the last step in intervention, preceded by

i¡dividual and group vork. When doing family vork, the pattern of

authority is to be changed and the victim is to be empol¡ered to direct the

changes in the authority pattern in a way that q/ill make her feel safe

(Brickman, 198{). An equal pover balance is seen as the factor that

decreases the risk of the fanily and reduces the chaûce of re-victimization.

Implicit in this redistribution of power is giving one the power to make

choices that vill promote a safe environment (Brickman, 1984).

In the next part of this paper, the feminist approach to treatment vill be

addressed. The treatment approaches identified in this section can be

applied to the treatment of intrafamilial child sexual abuse,
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Feminist Approach to T¡eatment

Therapy looks at the "effect of the passive, noninstrumental, traditional

feminine role in undermining women's abilities to exercise authoríty

effectively and function as competent, seif-affirming people" (Libov, Raskin

and Caust, 198{ in Olson and Miller, 1984, p. 607). The goal of the feminisr

approach appears to be to empos/er the victim (Svink and Leveille, 1986 and

Rance-Wentworth, 1982). Empowerment can be done in many vays, such as

in consciousness raising groups (Thorman, 1983, Libov et al in 0lson and

Miller, 1984 and Rance-l7entvorth, 1982), assertiveness training (Thorman,

1983, and Libow et al in Olson and Milter, 1984), political actíon (Thorman,

1983 and Eisenstein, 1983) and women netvorking with each other

(Thorman, 1983 and Rance-Wentvorth, 1982). Due to the belief in social

Iearning theory, treatment often includes an educational conponeflt with all

members ol the famiiy.

Reilly and Gruszski (1984) identify a prograrn called "structured DÍdactic

Model" which is used to hetp men control their level of violence in the home.

Each session r¿ithin the program has goals for the men vho participate. For

example, some of the goals in session one are I ) to help the male break

down the feelings of isolation and dependency on one fenale by getting

support from others, 2) help nen to deal s/ith their feelings and to

understand the use of their anger, and 3) "to feel better about self [and] to

feel control over self and actions" (Reilty and Gruszski, 1984, p. ZZB). Other

sessions help the nen to identify physicat and emotional cues that inform

thenr that the level of violence will escalate, to help then look at how

violence affects all family members and to gain insight into lamily of origin
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issues regarding the sexes and sex roles. In regards to rr'omen, women learn

hoq/ to define "their os/n reality and create images of who they are and how

they want to be" (Rance-Wents/orth, 1982, p. 9l ). They learn hov to

differentiate between themselves and the projections of others on to them.

Rance-Wentworth (1982) calts this 'lreeing themselves from the projections'

power" (p. 9l ). Women also learn to 'heal thyself' due to their involvement

and cooperation vith other women aad by recognizing the 'power'of the

validation they give to each other (Rance-Wentvorth, 1982).

Bergh and Cooper (1986) state that the important components of feminist

therapy are "t ) informing clients of the nature of therapy, 2) not taking the

position of the expert [as there are no experts on the female perspectivel, 3)

enhancing the autonomy of clients in therapy, 4) serving as a positive roie

model and 5)facilitating the expression of anger" (p. I tS). The therapist is

to help the client to find personal pover and to ef¡courage the client to use

"her skills in nurturance to foster her ovn growth" (Chambless and Wenk,

1982, p. 57). Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman and Halstead (1988) state that

feminist family therapy "examines hov gender roles and stereotyping affect

i ) each individual in the fanily, 2) relationships be!\¡/een individuals in the

family, 3) reiationships betveen the ianily and society, and 4) relationships

between the fanily and the therapist" (p. 12). It is suggested that by

making gender role and stereotyping effects explicit, family members are

freed from the restrictions that causes them to look at thenselves, the

famìly and society in a rigid vay that rnaintains the status quo. Both sexes

need to learn that ¿here are choices to be made and that the status quo can

and should be challenged. Goodrich et al (1988) believe that I ) gender roles,

2) the traditional family model, 3) theory and 4) practice of family therapy
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are oppressive to women. They believe that gender role in lamilies is

accepted vithout question by family therapists. "Gender roles are key

determinants of the structure and functioning ol the family" (Goodrich et al,

1988, p. 13) and it is the dilemmas around gender roles that are the basis to

problems brought to therapy. The therapist needs to challenge the gender

role 'status quo'by questioning hov the sexes acquired theìr role and hov it

is maintained in their family. The traditional family modet is said to

support and maintain gender based division of labor even though the roles

of women have changed, Men are still viewed as dominant and women

subordinate which prevents the equal distribution of power. Theory of

family therapy is dominated by systems theory vhich is considered

patriarchal. There will be more discussion about this issue later. Finally,

practice in the feminist mode first looks at the therapist in terms of his/her

own values regarding gender roles and the family. The therapist must

evaluate these values and determine what part of his/her value base is

entrenched in se¡ist stereotypes. The therapist can then "address gender

issues and üake them explicit to the family precisely because the family

cannot see its problems as gender related" (Goodrich et al, 1988, p. 21),

Practilioners rnust not "confuse biological sex with socially perscribed gender

roles" (Goodrich et al, 1988, p. 2Ð. ln addition to this, practitioners must

ensure that the male and female family members accept their share of the

responsibility for family life. It is menrioned by Goodrich et al (1988) thar

the wife usually brings the fanily into family therapy and is focused on

most of the tine as the husband may be resistant and believe that his

attefldance is sufficient investnent in the therapeutic process.
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Feminist Critique of Svstemic Theory

There is nuch criticism fron feminists aboul systemic theory, Generally

speaking, systemic theory is said to be patriarchal, thereby condoning the

oppression of women. Systenic formulations "perpetuate culturally

dominant notions of the proper place of men and'women" (Bograd, 1986, p.

99). It is important to look aù the fanily situation as it presenls and not

through maie ideology (McGrath, 1979, p. 19). The strongest coaplaint ol the

feminists regarding systenic theory appears to be that the victim (child or

woman) is blaned for the farnily dysfunction (Valker, in Lystad, 19B6).

Systemic thinking does not consider gender based issues and the limitations

inherent in these issues, such as males being dominant and females being

oppressed (Bograd, 1984 and Layton, 1984). Women and men are defined

stereotypically (Bograd, 1984, Brickman, 1984 and Layton, 1984) u¿hich

reinforce the pos/er inbalance betl/een the sexes. Systemic semantics

actually hide gender issues such as when the phrases 'battering

couple/system' and 'violent couple' are used (Bograd, 1984). Systemic theory

does not "address role ol women in the family nor the position of women as

a class" (Bograd, 1986, p. 96).

According to systemic thinkine, violence may serve a function vithin the

family (Bograd, 1984) and there[ore somehov be sanctioned (Bograd, 1984

and Brickman, 1984) as part of the family functioning. Abuse is said to be

due to the interaction of the couple and not due to (even on occasion) the

male's personality characteristics (Bograd, 1984). Both men and wornen are

to accept responsibility for the abuse vhich usually results in the women

being blamed for the violence (Bograd, 1984). Schechter (1982) srates that
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systemic "therapists incorrectly place the source of the problen vithin the

[amily system, not within the person who beats, the traditions that naintain

the abuse or the institutions that support male domination" (p. 212).

Critique of the Feminist Theory

Information on the leninist critique is not readily available, other than

statements from authors (Dell, 1986 and Erickson, 1988) stating that feminist

theory is THE approach to use s/herì dealing with issues of violence. This

statement is somevhat correct. As mentìoned previously, the feminist

theory confronts the status quo: whether that be in terms of sex role

behavior or a social system (patriarchal in nature) that condones

oppression and violence towards woaen and all people. The status quo

needs to be challenged to broaden one's perspective of any situation. To

some extent the feninist approach in dealing with violence has become the

status quo. In keeping virh feminist principles, the theory needs to be

challenged.

Àllhough feminist lheory clearly identifies social issues that impact on the

behavior ol people, issues that have not previously been taken seriously and

acted upon as the leminists have done, the feminist theory falls short in

dealing with the afternath of the violence. Their theory is useful in the

initial stages of work, however there is little direction on hov to s/ork r/ith

the family, vhether that includes or excludes the father or offender. The

feminist theory does not provide a framework on how to deal vith family

issues. Gender roles and power inbalances, for example, are deall s/ith

vithin the context of the family. Hovever, the feminist rely on the systemic

framework in vorking with the family, such as when they recomnend that
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family dynamics and role reversals be discussed within the context of the

family, There is limited info¡mation that states hov to look at faBily

dynamics (other than via sex role behavior and pover imbalances) or how to

address the issue of role reversals if not from a systemic perspective. It is

confusing to hear feminists state that systernic theory is inappropriate to use

in the area of family violence as feminists appear to rely on systemic

principles in their treatment approach. Is it the theory or is it the therapist's

personal 'additions'ìn implementing the theory that is in question? There is

more to family functìoning than sex roles and power imbalances, although

these themes are important factors ¡n family f unctioning.

Systemic theory promotes thinking of the family in a fairly mechanistic way.

It is believed that there are predictable patterns that occur within a fanily
and that these patterns, when changed, can help the family regain healthy

functioriing. Feminist theory has added a humanistic side to family

inlervenlion. The family is not just a fev predictable patterns, but

individuals who have needs of their ovn and vho relate to olhers.

Due to a more linear approach !o ¡reatment, the strength olfeminist theory

appears to be in the area of dealing with victims and nonoffending parents

in individual and group work. However, vhile lamily members are in

individual or group work there is no attent¡on given to helping the fam¡ly

menbers vho reside in the home to re-unite after the explosion of the

disclosure. ( Às a result of the disclosure it nay be that the father, or

offender, does not reside in the hone.) In simplistic terns, the feminist

approach appears to isolate fanily members, even those r/ho reside in the

sane residence (nonoffending parent and children). Finally, although the
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feminist theory state that there are no experts in the experience of vomen,

the feminist approach does present as the 'expert'vay in dealing with

family violence, violence that includes the erperience of vomen.



SYSTEMIC THEORY AND THERAPY

A systemic approach to lamily issues focuses on " a set of rules, interactions

and interrelationships vithit the famity systems" (Libov et al in olson and

Miller, 1984, p. 606). Key concepts of the systemic approach are listed

below.

I ) "The parts of the family are interrelated. One part of the family cannot

be understood in isolation from the rest of the system. Family functioning

cannot be fully understood by sinply understanding each of the pacts"

(Epstein and Bishop, 1981, p. 447.). The entire system is said to be greater

than the sum of all the subsystems (L'Abate, Ganahl and Hansen, 1986). The

family is considered a system, as all parts of the family are necessary in

order for the family to function.

2 ) "Ä fanily's structure and organization are important factors determining

the behavior of family members. Transactional patterns of the fanily
system shape the behavior of family members" (Epstein and Bishop, 1981, p.

4{7}. Althoueh the structure is believed to remain stable, "individuals

vithin it are continually changing according to the process defined by the

family rules" (L'Abate et al, 1986, p. I 1).

3) Wit¡in the system there are smaller groups knowo as subsystems

(Skynner, l98l). Boundaries between these subsystems aad cpmmunication

across the boundaries provide the subsystems with structure and autonomy

(Skynner, l98l ) from the larger family system. "The boundary separates the

system from the other elements of the environment making it a

'distinguishable entity"' (L'Abate et al, 1986, p. l2). The separation noted is

30
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betçreen the system and subsystems vithin it and betveen the system and

the environment. Boundaries can differ in degrees of llexibility and

openness. In order to understand vhat is a good degree of openness and

flexibility, one must be aware of the issue of hierarchy riithin the fanily in
systemic theory. Each of the four major subsystems r/ithin the family (the

individual, husband-vife, sibling and parent-child) have their own roles,

norms and values. (L'Abate et al, 1986). It is "the larger system [thatl

interconnects and influences each of the subsystems" (L'Abate et al, 1986, p.

I I ). Being Boal directed, the family system has to organize itself in order to

the complete necessary tasks. Roles and rules are designed by the family to

assist in this organization. Therefore each subsystem has responsibility for

task completion. organization of the family system is seen in terms of a

hierarchy, \iith the marital subystem given the most pos/er, followed by the

parent-child, sibling and individual subsystems. Each subsystem needs to

identify and preserve an idefitity. Boundaries are set up in order to

maintain the identity of the subsystem and to clarify the roles and rules that

govern each subsystem. For erample, the Êarital subsystem is responsible

for the overall functioning of the home. The quality of their relationship

determines the quality of the home environrnent, due to the poverlul and

influential role this subsystem plays in the fanily system. If the marital

subsystem involves others (like children) into the subsystem, the subsystem

is rendered ineffective, as the marital subsystem, by definition, is only

accessible to the husband and vife. There is much focus on this subsystem

(at times to the e¡clusioû of other subsystems) and therefore the boundaries

betveen this subsystem and all others need to be clear and strong.
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Part of the felationship in this subsystem is of a se¡ual nature. Sexuality is

seen as a central ingredient to help bond the parental subsystem and

facilitate separation and autonomy from other family members. (Skynner,

1981, in Gurman and Kniskern, 1981). Sexual relationships betveen any

family members other than the husband and vife is not appropriate.

Another pact of the marital relationship is to deal s/ith emotional and

instrumental issues that are ol an adult nature, such as both adults being

emotionally supportive to each other, paying the bills and being responsible

for child care. These tasks are also not appropriate for children in the

family. The systemic theory identilies a hierarchy that is used in assessing

the family and to vork towards in clinical practice (ie. strengthen the

marital subsystem).

In addition to boundaries bets/een subsystems vithin the family, boundaries

between the family and the general environment are also addressed. It is

stated that it is important for the family system boundary with the

environment to be open in order for the family to grow (L'Abate, 1986).

Without the stimulus of external energies and influences, the famiiy would

stagnale and deteriorate.

4) Differentiation of fanily members from each other and from their family

of origin is important. If differentiation of family members is not

completed, the family proiection proc€ss is noted. Kerr ( 1981 in Gurman and

K¡iskern, 198 I ) states that the fanily projection process octurs vhere family

members project undifferentiated issues onto other lamily members. (This

sometimes is referred to one dumpi¡g their unresolved issues on olhers who

r¡ere not involved in the creation of the issues.) Kerr also identifies the
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importance of noting the presence of multigenerational issues that are

passed from one fanily of origin to the next. L'Abate et al 0986), discuss the

importance of differentiation of self and identifies a continuum of

diffe¡entiation: differentiated, reactive and undifferentiated. "The

diflerentiated person has clear sense of self and is only minimally concerned

with obtaining the approval of others. A reactive person functions in

reaction to the demands and expectations of a significant other ... The

undifferentiated individual does not function separate lrom the significant

orher" (L'Abate, 1986, p. 18). L',Abare et al (1986) srare rhat vhen srress is

apparent in a family system r/here the members are not differentiated, the

family tends to deal vith the stress through the use of triangulation.

Triangulation prevents one from differentiating and mainta¡ns ooe in

emotional mode of presentation, As undifferentiated people teûd to

response to stress predominantly r/ith emotions, "there is a greater chance

for d¡stortion and fantasy to occur" (p. l8). However, with a differentiated

person, there is a tendenry to respond to stress in a thinking mode.

5) There is a belief in systems theory that the helper is to move the fanily
to l¡ork tovard an affiliation, rather than oppositional, atti¿ude vith other

lamily members (Skynner, l98l in Gurman and Kniskern, l98l).

ó) Synptons of fanrity stress are seetr as failures in adaptation and are

usually not the 'real' reason for the systen's dysfunction. Kerr (198 t in
Gurman and Kniskern, l98l) states that "the type of sympton that develops

is frequently a complication or exaggeration of the mechanism that has been

used to preserve the systen balance in the first place" (p, 235).
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7) There are competing forces within a system that require an appropriate

balance, Theseforces include: a) individualityvs togetherness, b)

intellectual vs emotional and c) emotional dominance vs togetherness. (Kerr,

198l in Gurman and Kniskern, 198l ). Further to this Kerr states that the role

of complementarity is important. For example, if one member or part of the

systen is in the intellectual sphere of functioning, in order to have a balance,

other family members would have the complementary role in the emotional

sphere. Ïherefore, all fanily members are said to play complementary roles

to ma.intain the system's balance (Kerr, l98l in Gurman and Kniskern, 198l).

Further to this, systemic theory believes that the system can be self-

regulating (Erickson, 1988), as it maintains itself over time. It is the

complementary nature of the relationships vithin the system that assist in

the system's process of self-regulation.

8) The family is considered an open systeü. The family system is not

predetermined by it's initial state, "instead, the final state vill be

determined by the elements of the systerns itself vhích is goal directed"

(L'Abate et al, 1986, p. l4). The system is influenced by the environment in

vhich it exists. In reference to the fanily systen, the family vould be

influenced by all that come in contact with each family member. The

assumption that the system is open, implies that the family vill allow,

acknowledge and corsider the influences and feedback from the

environment. Influences and feedback from the environment may come

from subsystems vilhin lhe family and the systems acting on the fanily that

are not s/ithin the family system (ie. political and social influences). To safe

guard the systeB against'outside influence overload', there rieeds to be a

mechanism that will be able to determine what influences the system can
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and cannot endure. L'Abate e! al (1986) identify this mechanism as the

steady state. The "steady state represents the simultaneous operation of

several internal processes that combioe to allow the system to change and

develop over time while maintaining a degree of internal identity" (L'Àbate

et al, 1986, p. l3). The two internal processes identified by L'Abate et al

(1986) are homeostasis, where the system "maiütains a stable balance" (p.

I4) and morphogenesis, where the system aims toward "growth and

development" (p. la).

9) Circular causality is also an important issue in systemic thinking. This

approach to thinking believes that finding the cause of a behavior pattern is

impossible, and to some extent is not necessary, as the pattern is reinforced

by all members vithin the family systen. No one is to blame for the

dysfunction vithin the family as everyone contributes to the pathology.

Therefore there are many reasons or causes for an event happening. "lt is

not simply that A caused B, rather, A can be seen as if caused by previous

events andlor systemic relationships" (de Shazer, 1989, p. 119). The person

in the family "affects and is affected by the members of the systen"

(L'Abate, Ganahi and Hansen, 1986, p. I I ).

The topic of circularity includes the issue of feedback. "The therapist [isl to

conduct his investigation on the basis of feedback from the family ifi

response to the information he solicits about relationships and, therefore,

about difference and change" (Selvid, Boiscrlo, Cecctun and Prata, 1980, p.

8). Selvini et al (1980) gives examples of rhis rype of feedback. They discuss

how the therapist should get members of the family to conment on

relationships belveen other members in the family. For example, the son
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would comment on the relationship betr/een his father and mother. The

therapist vould use this information from the son as a means to help the

father and mother look at theìr issues. Selvini et al (1980) believe that

"regardless of the limitations imposed upon us by language and cultural

conditioning" (p. 9), ve, as therapists, can gain great insight into fanily

dynamics by allowing the family members to ident¡fy and des*ibe the

various relationships in the family. Each family member vill have their own

perception of the family or specilic relationships within it. These diflerent

vievs adds to the wealth of information on the family. Allowing the

exchange of information betveen family members promotes change vithin

the family system. The information allovs the system to correct itself in

terms of the systen's "course of action" (L'Abate et al, 1986, p. l2). Also the

therapist acts as a change agent by investigating the various patterns of

feedback betveen family members that affect the family's patterns of

itteraction. The circularity of feedback becpmes evident when the leedback

identifies a chain of events that occurs to help maintain the pattern of

behavior, For erample: son yells at nûother, nother yells at son, sister

becomes involved and yells at son, mother and son yell at sister, sister

leaves, mother and son relate in a positive naûûer, son yells at mother, etc.

10) Neutrality tends to be highly respected arBong systemic therapists.

There is a belief that one should and could be neutral vhen working vith
fanilies. Therapy is not the place for the therapist's values. The therapist is

to work lor the family in helping then to get to s/here they want to go in the

s/ay they want to 'travel'. Selvini et al (1980) consider neutrality in terns of

the therapist not 'siding'vith any pacticular fanily nember. They state that

i.t the family vas asked to provide leedback about the therapist, they could
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in terms of how effective the therapist was. However, if the fanily vas

asked to "state s/hom he [therapistl had supported or sided with or vhat
judgment he had made concerning one or another individual, or his

[therapistl respective behavior or of the entire family, they should remain

puzzled and uncerta.in" (Selvini et al, 1980, p. I I ). Selvini et al (1980) discuss

the issue of the tberapist shiftiûg alliances from one family member to

another r/ith the end result of the therapist "allied with everyone and no one

at the same time" (p. I I ). It is the good therapist s/ho is more interested in

encouraging feedback between the family and collecting information and

vho is therefore "less apt to make moral judgements o[ any kind" (Selvini er

al, 1980, p. I 1).

I I ) There is a focus on the present functioning of the family (present

coûtext emphasized). There is little locus on vhat is said, hovever there is

much interest on hov interactions affect others (process) and vhat role that

process plays in maintaining the lamily's stable state.

"A major contribution of general systems theory to family therapy has been

the idea of understanding the individual in relation to his family sysrem and

to understand the lanily in relation to the community." (L'Abate et al, 1986,

p. I 1). This philosophy or framevork has been an influential factor in

vorking vith families. Hovever the systemic theory has come under attack,

vhich has led systemic followers to question the general use of the theory in

all situations. In addition to it's utility there has been confusio¡ about what

constitutes systems theory. "ln many ways, the problem is riot that systems

theory is bad, but that r/hat most family therapists knov and use and love

or hate as systens theory is lust bad systems theory" (Constantine. 1989, p.
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I ll). People like Minuchin (1982) and Kanror and Vhite (1975 cited in

vhite, 1978) have used systemic theory to create their ovn approach to

working with people. Although their theoretical basis is systemic, they have

added to the theory. Systemic theory as proposed by Bateson (1979)will

follow.

Bateson is said to be the father of the systemic theory (Morris, l9g9 and

Erickson, 1988) and therefore appears to have the "pure" or untainted theory

about systems. In his book entitled Mind and Nature: A Necessary Unity,

Ba[eson (1979) vas interested in hov the vorld Tit together'. Bateson noted

the importance of the mind in determining the status of a situation. It was

not the nature of the situation itself, rather the meaning of the situation

given by the mind (the system). Bateson (1979) states that "it is the context

that fixes the meaoing to the action" {p. l5). One can note a relationship

between the environment and the system's perception. It is this relafionship

that is believed to be the most important factor (Bateson, 1979) in assessing

the systen.

A "relationship is always a product of double description" (Bateson, 1979, p,

132). Here Bateson refers to the belief that there is a need for at least ts/o

people in order to have a relationship. Anything that occurs in that

relationship is seen as a product of that relatiotrship, in other vords, a

product of the people in the relationship. Bateson is firm on his belief in the

importance of the relationship. He states that one cannot explain

aggressiveness and pride on an intrapsychic level as "such atr explanation,

vhich shifts attention from the interpersonal field to a factitious inner

tendency, principle, instinct or vhatnot, is ... very great ûonsense vhich only
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hides the real questions" (Bateson, 1979,p. 133). Bateson describes how

pride for example, relies on one being admired by another and one accepting

the admiration. There is a process or sequence that is necessary for one to

feel proud. "AIl characterological adjectives ... derive their def¡ûitions from

patterns of the interchange" (Bateson, 1979, p. 133). One can only

understand behavior within a relationship framework, therefore the only

information one needs is information regarding the relationship. Within this

framevork, individual behavior is not recognized as meaningful in

understanding behavior. It is therefore appropriate and consistent vith the

theory that Bateson dismisses the relevance of linear thinking and advocates

for circular causality, also knovn as 'cybernetic circuits of interaction'

(Bateson, I979).

Bateson looks for the "pattern vhich connects" (1979, p. I ). The patterû is a

s/ay to see hov each part of the organism (family) is retated or connected

with each other. A pattern conlains three components vhich is necessary lor

the development and maíntenance of the pattern. These three cornponents

are the stimulus, the response and the reinforcement. ( Bateson, 1979).

These components rely on the interplay of factors. For exampie, the stimulus

may be burned toast (factor one), the response may be one vhere the

intended eater demands that the person vho made the burned toast make

him some other toast (factor tv¡o) and the reinforcement for the demand for

new toast is noted when the person mates more toast (factor three). All

factors need to be presefit before any of them s/ere noted.

Patterns, or s/ays of acting, are divided in tvo categories: those patterns

that are complenentary (vhere one elicits a response and the other
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complements or completes it) and symmetrical (where one elicits a response

and the other provides the same response) (Brundage, 198j). An example

of a complementary relationship vould be vhere one persoo is dominant

and the other person is subordinate. In order for one to be dominant,

someone has to be subordinate. The subordinate complements the

dominant. An example of a symmetrical relationship would be where both

people in the relationship can nurture each other and there is no need to

have one identified as the nurturer and the other identified as the

dependent one. The complementary and symmetrical nature of relationships

can only be understood by looking at the relationship issues.

Individuality or personal autonomy r/ere not part of Bateson's theory.

Individuality "is the fallary of mentalism" (nental processes) (Brundage,

1985, p. 44) as all people are connected to a higher and more powerful

system. Under the syslemic perspective, the individual "perceives himself to

be part oî a greater and saving whole and, consequently, accepts a

complementary relationship to a Higher Pover or God ... the self- the

pseudo-individual bounded by his skin - accepts his nullity and impotence to

choose and, in so doing, achieves a new epistemology that is a new sanity"

(Brundage, 1985, p. 44). According to Brundage, Bateson sees this sr/itch

from individuality to being part of the whole, as "a change from an jncorrect

to a more correct epistemology" (1985, p. 44). There is no sense of self.

"Rather, the so-called self is an element ol a system" (Brundage, 1985, p. {4)

and it is the system that determines behavior. "lt is not the self that is

morally responsible, because it is the larger system that thinks, acts, and

decides ... Even at the highest level there is no moral responsibility, for even

God is bound by systemic determinism" (Bateson, l97l cited in Brundage,
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1985, p. 44). "The unit of survival ... is not the organism or the species but

the largest system or 'power'within which the meatures lives" (Bateson,

197 l, p. 332, cited in Brundage, 1985, p. 49). "The ultimate good is to be in

harmony vith Providence (which is Nature) and necessity" (Brundage, 1985,

p. 49). It is an assumption of this theory that nature knovs how to identify

harmony and to determine vhat ¡s necessity. Nature knows best.

It appears that 'pure'systemic thought focuses on the need to consider all

behavior in terms of its relationship vith the environment. No behavior

occurs in isolation and all behavior influences or affects subsequent

behavior. Bateson's viev of systems helps to provide a framework to assess

patterns in the family and to also account for the influence the family

experiences from larger systems, such as society. Bateson's view of behavior

appears similar to that of the 'food chain' c/e all learned in biology. Vhen

one part of the food chain is broken, the entire population within that lood

chain is affec[ed.

Systemic Persoective or Intrafamilial Child Sexual Abuse

The systemic perspective highlights the patterns thal arc believed to occur

in families vhere intrafamilial child sexual abuse has occurred, In keeping

vith the belief in patterrs, systemic theory looks at intergenerational

themes or patterns in the family's fanily of origin. A genogram, vhich

identifies issues and patterns throughout the generations, vould be a good

tool to use to identify intergenerational patterns of se¡ual abuse. Eist arid

Mandel (1968) state that if th€re are not patterns of incest that are noted in

intergenerational patteros, then there will be dynamics that are believed to

promote sexual abuse of children.
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Alexander (1985) states that one must consider the characteristics of the

family system and the environment that appear to maintain the incestuous

abuse and that there are certain predictable changes in the family structule

that must occur between the family and the environmenl in order for the

incest to stop. Predictable changes such as strenBthening generational

boundaries, in order to prevent role reversal betveen the mother and

daughter. Alexander (1985) states that $/ithio a systemic perspective, incest

is viewed as "a behavior symptomatic of a family that ís isolated from the

environment; that is, avoidant of the differentiation of roles, functions and

individual members and that uses the incest behavior as just one more

means to avoid the gros/th and change" (p. E2) necessary for healthy family

lunctioning. Giaretto (1982d) states that "incest can be regarded as a

symptom of a dysfunctional family: a family headed by parents vho are

unable to develop a satisfying marital relationship and vho cannot cooperate

effectively as parents" (p. 4). Incestuous families are considered to be closed

systems, enmeshed and to have an undifferentiated family structure

(Alexander, 1985).

Rist (1979) discusses the need to consider family patterns in terms of

trÌangles. She states that triangulation occurs vhen one ol the tvo people

from one generation (parenls) develops a coalition vith another member of

the family from another generation (child victim) against the other. What is

usually seen is a faüher developing a coalition with his daughter against the

mother. (The coalition noted in the nuclear family is often seen betr/een the

mother and her parents.) The breaching of generational ties $/ith the child is

said to lead to the breaching ol Benerational ties in the nert generation. Rjst
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(1979) states that incest is an issue of reiection and abandonment and not an

issue of sexual deviation.

Cited in Machotka et aI (1967), lleiner (1964) describes how the mother is

the corrierstone in the palhological fanily. The mother is saíd to be

dependent, infantile and pushes her daughter into fulfilling adult

responsibilities and expectations that she can¡ot meet. By doing this, the

mother is said to be rejecting the daughter. In addition, Weiner (1964) states

that the daughter's incestual relationship s¿ith the family is due to the

daughter's revenge against her mother for rejecting her. Weiner states that

if the daughter is in the pre-genital stage of development (pre adolescent),

the daughter is looking for some sort of parenlal atterìtion from the father

due to the reiection she is receiving from the mother. Weiner does riot state

what the daughter's intentions are if she is in the genital stage of

development.

Svan (1985) states that the child victim protects the family by divertiag

family pressures aì/ay from marital and family problems by being serually

abused. The child obtains pover due to the serual abuse and takes a

superior position in the fanily, a position that the child uses to blackmail

others in the fanily. The child seeks out pover aad is encouraged by the

family to take the responsibility of family problems off the family. "Rather

than the parent misusing power over a child, the parent gives up pover in

an incestuous relationship" (Swan, 1985, p. 69).

Machotka etal$967) discuss the patterns and roles of the non-participant

and the participant in intrafamilial child sexual abuse. According to the

systemic theory, everyone plays a role in the incestuous relationship. For
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example, the non-participant lamily members are said to deny that the

incest is occurring and therefore maintains the secret and incestuous

relationship. By doing this, the non-parricipant colludes siith the

participants and condones the incestuous relationship. The participants also

engage in denial vhich is said to keep them unavare of their own role in the

abuse and vhich creates the family secret. By keeping the secret, the

participants cement the pathological family relations and make the family

system more resistant to change. The child victim is seen as having the

power to blackmail family members by threatening disclosure of the seffet.

Machotka et al (1967) support their belief that intrafanilial sexual abuse is a

systems problem as they believe that if the child is removed from the

abusive environment, the symptom ¡¡¡ill be substituted. In other vords,

another child would take the place of a previously removed sexually abused

child.

It is clear from the above information that intrafamilial child sexual abuse

r/ithiri a systemic framework, is due to patterns within the family, patterns

that ail family members are responsible for and that there are predictable

vays in vhich to assist families dealing vith the intrafamilial sexual abuse.

There ís much faith that these predictable ways will bring about the

necessary changes that vill promote healthy family functioning.

other dynamics ol the íncestuous relationship that are formulated from a

systeBic perspective vill be identified later in this paper vhen general

dynamics of the incestuous family are discussed.

S]¡stemic Aporoach to the Treatment of Intrafamilial Child Sexual Abuse
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Systenic theory appears to allow for the treatment of Íami¡y members

outside of the entire lamily contert (Rist, 1979). Hovever much of the

treatnent focus appears to be on the family unit. "Treating the family as a

vhole would help distribute responsibility appropriately, place individual

guilt in perspective and prevent recurrence" (Machotka etal,196Z, p. I l3).

Treatment that emphasizes and deals r¡ith the family system and

environmental interplay could decrease or eliminate the family's need for

such symptomology. "This orientation would ... help to mitigate some of the

righteous indignation siith s/h¡ch incest is frequently viewed and which

serves only to further isolate the family from community resources"

(Alexander, 1985, p. 82). Blaming the abuser as the major part of therapy

only serves to veaken family ties and solidifies the negative experience and

therefore does ûot promote positive family functioning. If blame of the

abuser is the maior part of therapy, it is believed that there will be long

term negative affects for the family (Svan, l9B5).

Boundaries viùhin the family systen and subsystem are of major

importance. In intrafamilial sexual abuse lanilies there is no regard for
"personal territorial rights" (Eist and Mandel, 1968, p. 219). As alluded to

above, generational boundaries need to be strengthen. This vould result in

the marital, parental and sibling subsystems becoming clearly defined and

strengthened in order to prevent a breach of territorial space. Eist and

Mandel (1968) eive examples of work needed to be done regarding

boundaries; such as developing nev and appropriate coalitions, developing

better methods of communication and helping the child give the

responsibility for parenting back to the parents. Boundaries bets/een the

lamily and the environment oeed to be restructured. The therapist helps to
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provide the family with "positive, grovth producing extrafamilial

relationships" (Eist and Mandel, 1968, p. 223).

Machotka eL a|0967) advocates for the therapist to locus on the denial, the

incestuous behavior and the disordered relations. Each menber needs to

realize the role they played in maintaining the secrecy and environment that

was conducive to the abuse occurring. Alexander (1985) believes that the

treatment of sexual abuse should be a short term crisis orientated

intervention rather than a prolonged intervention.

In dealing with ùhe issue of family violence in general, Shapiro (1986)

believes that a systens approach can vork "if the resislance and fears ol

both the therapist and the fanily are addressed" (p. a8). Shapiro

recommends that a nonviolence contract be set up to prevent further abuse

and further states that a systemic approach can be effective as "both

partners have a personal ¡nvestment in maintaining the violent relationship"

(198ó, p. 4ó).

Much of the general approach to treatment, which will be discussed later,

includes systemic principles. It vould be repetitive to identify this

infor mation at this time.

Critique of the Systenic Approach to Family Violence

Intervention in family violence based on systemic theory has not been vell
received in the professional community (Willbach, 1989, Dell, 1986 and

Erickson, 1988). Dell (1986) states that "the systemic perspective is simply

incapable of addressing violence, pover, and control ... these phenomena ...
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can be neither distinguished nor even spoken of from within the vorld of

systemic epistemology" (p. 528). Villbach (1989) criticizes sysremic rheory

for its neutrality stance, stating that a therapists' "moral sense should inform

their practice" (p. a9) and that one's inability to "utilize their moral iudgment

results in personal confusion for ... therapists, vhich translates into

therapeutic confusion" (p. 49). Willbach (1989) also questions the systemic

belief in circular causality. He argues that !f everyone influences the

behavior of others, there is some implication of reciprocity. However,

reciprocity irnplies that all participants have an equal power base vhich is

not true in violent families.

Although there are csncerns about the systemic theory, one nust nol discard

the theory completely. Systemic theory caû provide direction vhen

assessing family dynanics, hovever the theory does not have the

framevork to consider issues of aa individual nature, such as an individual's

safety. Chapter Five vill discuss more about the use of these two theories.

Chapter Three, to follow, vill identify family dynamics.
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FAMILY I}YNÀMICS OF INTRÀFAMILIAL CEILD SDXUÀL ABUSE

Incest is seen as originating as a strained sexual relationship between

husband and vife. (Weiner, 1967 in Machotka, Pirtmatr and Flomenhafr, 1967

and Rist, 1979). Parents lack emotional energy to nurture each other and

design their social and l¡ork schedules in such a $/ay as to avoid each other

(Courtois, 1980). Role reversal between the mother and child is seen as a

result of the estranged parental retationship (lvlachotka el al, 1967, and

Finkelhor, 1978). Roles and boundaries between the generations and family

members become blurred (Everstine and Everstine, 1983), leaving the child

the responsibilities of the wife and parent role (Courtois, 1980). One of these

responsibilities for the surrogate wife is sexual satisfaction of the husband.

The mother is said to sacrifice her child for her ovn self-serving reasons

(Finkelhor, 1978) and that the mother consciously or unconsciously sanctions

the sexual relationship betveen her child and her husband (Rist, 1979). Role

reversal is also noted vhen the father looks for parenting from the child.

Failure of the child to meet the father's erpectations and needs leads to the

abuse (Bolton and Bolton, 1987).

Social isolation of the family is also said to promote sexual abuse (Finkelhor,

1979). The affects of social isolation are loneliness, an exaggerated sense of

how important the famity is (Bolton and Bolton, 1987) and the prevention of

the family being scrutinized by the public (Finkelhor, 1978). As a result of

the social isolation, the family environnent "offers the opportunity for

uncontrolled erperimentation and lapses in iudgement" (Bolton and Bolton,

1987, p. 47-45). The fanily relies on its menbers for need satisfacrion,

becomes enmeshed and develops rigid boundaries to 'outsiders'(Courtois,

1988) for protectiori.
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Incestuous farnilies live in a milieu of abandonment (Finkelhor, 1979).

These lanilies are said to have a history of abandonment, with fanily

members changing frequently. Finkelhor (1978 and 1979) stated that a

sexual relationship betveen an adult and child is seen as a way to keep lhe

lamily systen together. "lt is a desperate way to give some substance to

tenuous fanily ties that cannot seem to be sustain in any other way"

(Finkelhor, 1978, p. 46). This dynamic is said ro supporr rhe befief thar all

family members collude in maintaining the environment for the incestuous

relationship to continue.

Sexualization of family relatíonships (Finkelhor, 1978) is another commonly

found dynamic of the inæstuous fanily. The child is also said to be exposed

to sexually stimulating talk or unusual sexual acts (Finßelhor, 1979) and that

the fanily fails to protect and respect each other's need for privary and

personal boundaries (Finkelhor, 1978). Feelings of closeness are intolerable

and frightening. It is common for these fanilies to have a low level of

appropriate touch as affection is physically expressed in a se¡ual manner

(Courtois, 1988). Williams (1983) believes that rhe combinarion of sexualized

dysfunctional family relationships and the child's insecurity and unmet

needs for attetrtion and affection, predispose the child to serual abuse.

Inadequate parentinB (Courtois, 1988), poor supervision of the children

(Finkelhor, 1979, and Svaa, 1985), opporturiiry or access to child (Finkelhor,

1978), and a collective deniat of the ¡nc€stuous relationship (Machotka et al,

1967) are also said to be dynamics of the incestuous family. Other dynamics

vould include unpredictability and instability of the family environment,

poor tolerance for differences in the fanily (Courtois, lgBB), expression of
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feelÌngs are not alloved (Eist and Mandel, 1968), poor interpersonal skills ol

family members (lngram, l98J), alcoholism in the family (Svan, 1985), and

intergenerarional victimization (Courtois, 198 8 ).

A basic lack of trust bets/een family members and a conspiracy of fear help

to protect the seçret of sexual abuse (Finkelhor, 1978). Bolton and Bolton

(1987) stated that "as sources of grat¡fication [in the familyl are choked off

by jealousy, embarrassment oc fear of disclosure of the family secret,

reinforcement, recognition and support disappear" (p.75). Feelings of

helplessness, being trapped, having no control and being depressed is felt by

all family members (Bolton and Bolton, 19E7).

Courtois (1988) believes that the family develops rules to maintain the

incestuous environment. These rules include: I ) double binds, vhere the

child learns to dissociate as a response to the paradox,2) family members

are not to feel or express feelings, 3) family members are told to be in

control at all times and if they ask for help they are seen as being weak, 4)

to deny vhat is happening by not trusting their ovn perception of the event,

5) secrets are to be kept and even if disclosed, other family members vill
not believe the infornation in the disclosure and 6) the victim is to be

ashamed of herself for she is to blame for everything that goes wrong in the

tamily.

Finkelhor (1984) has identified eight factors 'vhich made the strongest

independent contribution to the explanation of sexual victimization" (p. ZB).

These factors are: i) the paternal parent is a step-father, ii) the children

have lived in a home without their mother, iii) children not emotionally

close to the mother, iv) the nother never finished high school, v) sex-
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punitive mother, vi) children receive no physical affection from the lather,

vii) the annual f amily income is under $ I 0,000 and viii) the children have

two friends or less in childhood. If a child has none of these factors in

his/her fanily, then sexual abuse is said to be virtually abseflt. If a child

has five of these factors, then the child has a sixty-six percent chance of

being sexually abused. Finally, if the child has si¡ or more of these factors,

the possibility of being sexually abused increases by ten to twenty percent

vith each additional factor.

Characteristics of the Victim. Nonoffendinq and 0flending Persons

The folloving is a sketch ol the characteristics of the sexually abused victim,

the nonoÍfending person (usually the nother) and the offending person

(usually the father). It should be noted that all of the members of these

three groups (victim, offending and nonoffending persons) have some

similarities r/ith other members of their group, such as mos[ child victims

experience role reversal \¿ith the noaoffending person. Hovever, each

member riithin a group is not identical to other members. Each

nonoffending and offending person and victim have their ovn unique

characteristics. It is this fact that supports ideatífying each group as

heterogeneous and identifying only those characteristics that are seen most

often.

Charactertistics of the Se¡ually Abused Child

There is nuch literature on describing the sexually abused child. These

characteristics include:
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I ) the child being responsible for their ot¡n emotional and physical care

(Eist and Mandel, 1968),

2) the child is not allowed to be dependent on adults (a normal

developmental phase) as the child becpmes responsible for neeting adult

needs (Bolton and Botton, 1987),

3) the child is ertremely needy (Machotka et al, 1967) as she and her needs

have been neglected,

4) the chíld feels abandoned by the mother and as a result, turns to the

father for affection (Rist, 1979),

5) the child feels that the basic trust bond in the family has been violated

and therefore does not feel protected (Everstine and Everstine, 1983),

6) the child has a poor relationship with the morher (Finkelhor, 1984),

7) the child experiences role reversal vith the mother (Finkelhor, 1978),

8) the child vho is victimized is usually the eldest daughter (Meiselman,

1978),

9) the child experiences feelings of guilt, s/orthlessness, lor/ self-esteem

(Everstine and Everstine, 1983) and insecurily (Williams, l9B3),

l0) the child emits behavior such as intense fears, night terrors, clinging

behavior, developmental regression, running behavior, a drop in school

performance (Williams, 1983), atypical se¡ual behavior, lying, habitual

stealing (Meiselman, 1978) and often the child cannot describe the abusive

situa¿ion in a clear way that is understandable by adults (Everstine and

Everstine, 1983). If the child discloses sexual abuse in a 'mumble junble'

way, there is a tendency by caretakers of the child not to take the disclosure

seriously.
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Characte¡istics of the Nonoffendine or Maternal Person

The mother of sexually abused children is described in folloving manner:

I ) she nay have been a victim of ab use previously or s/as an incest victim

in her fanily of origin (Bolton and Bolton, 1987),

2) she vas deprived of a normal family life as she had unhealthy childhood

experiences and inappropriate role models (Bolton and Bolton, 1987),

3) she vas rejected by her own mother (Eist and Mandel, 1968, Machotka et

al,1967),

4) she needs to deal with her own issues regarding her childhood (Swan,

te85),

5) she is said to be fearful of se¡, inhibited sexually (Everstine and

Everstine, 1983) and not available to her partner for sexual relations

(Meiselman, 1978),

6) she has unrealistic expectations of her marriage (Everstine and Everstine,

1983),

7) she has difficulty parenting, she maintains an emotional and physical

distance from her children (Browne and Fjnkelhor, 1986), has problems

relating to her victim daughter (Finkelhor, 1978) and is often absent from

family life or incapacitated (Meiselnan, 1978),

8) the nother has a lack of ability or villingness to protect her children

(Finkelhor, 1978) and is ineffective in her general role performance

(Machotka et al, 1967),

9) she often denies that the incest is oc.curring (Machotka et al,1967),
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l0) she is dependent, infantile (Rist, 1979), passive and one vho has a sense

of inferiority (Meiselman, 1978) vhich may lead to depression or suicide

(Bolton and Bolton, 1987).

Characteristics of the offendiris or Paternal Person

There is a lot of infornation on the offending person, vho is usually the

father. His characteristics will be divided into subheadings.

i) Family of Origin Issues

Meiselman (1978) describes the offending parent as one who left home early,

lived by himself or v¡ith nonfamily until he was married. He may have a

history offrequent job changes and periods of unemployment. The

offending parent's father vas said to be absent or a harsh disciplinarian and

r¡ho r/as an incest offender. Therefore the offending parent did not have an

opportuoity to learn about socially appropriate behavior. The offender is

said to have preferred his mother over his father, yet the ¡elationship vith
his mother was poor in quality. In general, child-parent relationships in his

family of origin vas de-emphasized in importance. It is not surprising that

Meiselman (1978) also found offenders to have psychopathology and were

personally maladjusted.

ii) Relationship Issues

The offender is said to be a powerful influence in the fanily. He is

controlling and dominant (Finkelhor, 1978 and 1979, and Meiselman, 1978)

and is an authoritarian (Finkelhor, 1978). He is often the eüotionally

essential person in the child victim's life (Finkelhor,1978) yet cannot control
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his involvement with the child (Meislman, 1978) and does not knov hov to

deal vilh the chìld's developing sexuality (Svan, 1985). The offender is more

likely to be step-father than a biological father (Finkelhor, 1984), vho may

want to be dependent on his vife or vho may vant his family to be

dependent on him (Bolton and Bolton, 1987). The offender is noted as

blaming the victim, discounting and rationalizing his behavior and may even

believe that the se¡ual abuse served as sex education (Faller, 1988). The

offender is seen as socially inept (Bolton and Bolton, 1987, Everstine and

Everstine, 1983) and shy (F.inkelhor, 1978). Bolton and Bolron (1987) discuss

the issue of role preparation of the male olfender. "First, this individual

finds it difficult to discriminate belween sexual and nonsexual affection.

Second, .. fhisl identity is closely tied to success at sexual conquest. Third, ...

sexual activity may be thoughr of as independent of the relationship status.

Fourth, ... lhel has been taughf to seek younger and smaller persons as sexual

partners. Finally, ... lhel has been socialized to be the aggressor, seducer and

initiator in sexual activity. If lhel reverses fthe parentall rotes c/ith the child

and seeks nurturafice ... from them; the nurturance may be sought through

sexual activity" $. 123).

iii) 0ther Characteristics

ïhe offender is noted as abusing alcphol (Finkelhor, 1978 and Meiselman,

1978), obsessed r/ith sexual concerns (Everstine and Everstine, 1983),

sexually fixated (Finkelhor, 1979), insecure about his nasculinity (Bolton and

Bolton, 1987 and Meiselman, 1978) and is insensitive and paranoid (Everstine

and Everstine, 1983). The offender is said to ser himself up ro fail (by

sexually abusing a child) vhich reinforces his lov self-esteeo. He feels out
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of control and is impulsive regarding his expression of fear or rage (Bolton

and Bolton, 1987). Depression and suicide are also noted in this client

population (Bolton and Botton, 1987).

Siblinqs as Perpetrators

The literature confidently states that sibling incest is the most common type

of incest (Santiago, 1973, Arens, 1986, and Mrazek and Kempe, lg8 I ). It is
said to be five times more common than father-daughter incest (Cole, 1982).

However, there is a need foc more informalion and research on sibling incesl

(Finkelhor, 1986) as "neither the seriousness of sibling incest nor its

complexity have been adequately appreciated" (Cole, 1982, p. 80). The

literature tries to separate the issue of incest and 'normal'sexual

experimentation (Cole, 1982), hovever this is a difficult task as there is risk

of minimizing the effect of the incestuous relationship. Age of the victim and

perpetÍator has been used as an indicator in helping one determine vhether

the se¡ual activity betr/een the victin and perpetrator is incest or 'normal'

(Finkelhor, l98l). If there is a five year or greater age differenæ betveen

the perpetrator and the victim, the sexual behavior is usually identifjed as

incest (Russell, 1986). Hovever, Russell (1986) states that this approach ro

differentiate incest from 'normal'is inappropriate as there is an issue of

mutual consent that needs to be addressed. Russell (1986) further advocates

that nutual consent cannot be preseßt vithin serual relationships betr/een

siblings as there is a pover differential between the perpetrator (usually the

brother) and the victin (usually the sister). Cole (1982) simply states that

age difference is not important in determining vhether incestuous activity

has occurred, ralher it is important to consider the dynamics of the
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involvement. The most comnon form of sibling incest is betveen brother

and sister, therefore this relationship vill be addressed in this paper.

Social Factors Affecting Sibling Incest

Society appears to be lolerant of se¡ual contact betr/een siblings if the

contact is seen as experimental and if transitory in nature (schlesinger,

l98l ). "0ur society reserves a special emotive reaction to brother-sistef

incest vhich fails to involve public insult or horror" (Arens, 1986, p. l42).

One may hear 'they're just kids, doing a little experinenting. There's

trothing vrong vith that. It's just the vay they shov thejr brotherly and

sisterly love'. Arens (1986) takes exception to this and states that sex is not

love.

There does not appear to be a clear definition ofvhat behavior is incestuous

and what behavior is iust 'normal'experimentation. This confusion is also

evident in the judicial system as the legalities of sibling incest ís not clear

(Porter, 1984). Bolton and Bolton (1987) state that "sibling abuse implies an

aggressive or violent act directed from one sibling to another" (p. 154). Does

this mean therefore that nonaggressive or violent acts are not considered to

be incest? There is concern about this generalization, as not all incestuous

relationships are initially seen by the victim to be aggressive or violent.

Russell (1986) states that there is a pleasurable wanted side to the incest,

hovever this is considered a rare occurrence. More specifically, there is a

want of pleasurable attention that the child vishes to receive from the

oftending sibling. There is concern that society and, more specifically,

professionals dealing with families where sibling sexual abuse or incest has

occurred, vill not take the reporting of abuse seriously and viev the abuse
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as 'just play' and believe that the consequences of sibling abuse is not

detrimental (Cole, 1982). Hovever, "sexual abuse betveen siblings ... is ...[al

genuine threat to normal childhood development" (Bolton and Bolton, 1987,

p. 156).

Dynamics of the Brother-Sister Incestuous Relationship

Sibling sexual abuse is said to have started by sexual play in early childhood

which progressed into sexual exploitation (Caprio, 1955 and Gebhard et al,

1965). The abuse isnot'benign'. Testimonyfrom women abused by

brothers identify that the abuse vas crercive, forceful, violent and was

accompanied by physical abuse (Cole, 1982). The offender engaged in

behavior similar to other sexual abuse perpetrators, such as threatening the

victim to maintain the secret and rationalizing the abuse (Santiago, 1973). ln

a study completed by Russell (1986), 44% of the sibling offenders used force

as a primary strategy for female compliance and others used ¿heir good

relationship to gain sexual access to their sisters. In this study, the average

age of a brother offender vas 17.9 years compared to the age of other sexual

olfenders which was 35.3 years. Inlerestingly, the average age of the victim

at the time of the first incident of abuse by a brother is 10.7 years, while the

average age of victims of abuse by other offenders is I l.l years. The

difference is not great. In a study done by Arndt (198 t ) more males than

females admitted to enteÍtaining some thought of beconing involved in

serual relationships vith their sibling.

The victim experiences self-blame (Cole, 1982 and Santiago, 1973),

dissociation (Santiago, 1973), and accepts responsibility lor the abuse

(Santiago, 1973). Victins may perceive incest as 'benign', yet experience
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after effects that suggest that lhe abuse does effect their lives. After effects

noted are depression, repeated victimization, lack of assertiveness, confusion

between ìntimacy and seruality and intense distrust of others (Cole, 1982, p.

87). Also, the victim is said to be more fearful of sexual assautts as children

than other victims of incest and that 47% of sibling incest victims never

marry (Russell, 1986). Santiago (1973) states that "any form of seduction

betr/een siblings ... may lead to serious emotional problems in childhood or

later in adulthood" ip. 170). Hovever, Finkelhor (l9gl) vould disagree.

"lncest with an older brother is usually not the root cause of later sexual

problems in the sister. 0f potentially more harm is the seduction of a young

teen-age boy by an olde¡ sister" (p.23). As a survival mechanism, the

victim is said to rationalize to herself that she is getting something good out

of this abusive relationship (Cole, 1982), In addition, when rhe offending

sibling is a half-sibling or step-sibling, the victím is said to rationalize the

incident by believ.ing that since their is no blood tie, the incident is not incest

(Russell, 1986). Even with these rationalizations, one would believe that the

victim vould undoubtedly feel intense isolation, abandonment and rejection

[rom the brother as he vas the only important family member to the victim.

Issues, such as those described in the feminist literature reviev on father-

daughter incest are also raised here, such as the effects of the pover

differentiai and sex role stereotypes and that the female gender is taught to

be submissive to the requests of males. (Cole, l9E2).

Unlike father daughter sexual abuse, sibling sexual abuse is said to occur for

only a short period of time: not longer than ayear. It is believed that the

brothers may look elsevhere for their aggressive release af¡dlor that sisters
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may assert themselves due to the pover differential not being as great as it
is between a child and an adult (Russell, 1986), Hovever, like father-

daughter incest, the victim is blamed for the abuse. Vhen the victiÉ is

'caught'doing something 'bad', parental response is usually in terms of

making the victim responsible lo¡ the abuse. Parental resporise is a key

factor in sibling incest (Bolton and Bolton, 1987) as parents usually decide

vhat action to take, if any. The parents determine r/hether this 'activity'is

abuse or 'inappropriate'or appropriate sexual experimentation. Cote (1982)

states that usually these cases are not reported and if reported by the

victim, the Íamily vill not support the victin in her attempt to stop the

ab use.

Intergersonal and Family 4ynamics

As one will aote, the folloving dynamics are very similar to the dynamics

idenrified previously vhere the father or father figure is the perpetrator and

the child is the victim.

The Child Victim

The child is usually the youngest fenale in the family (Mrazek ia Mrazek

and Kempe, l98l) aud has one or more older brothers (Russell, 1986). The

child idolizes the offending brothe¡ (Mrazek in Mrazek and Kempe, l98l) vho

is usually her only source of nurturing as she is not connected with other

members of the family (Cole, 1982). Also, the child victim believes fhat she

is the only resource for the perpetrator. These dynamics establish a

relationship built on mutual dependency (Santiago, 1973). The child victin is

also said to romanticize her relatio¡ship with her brother (Santiago, 1973).
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The victim is believed to have been sexually abused previously by her

father or peers (Mrazek in Mrazek and Kempe, I98l) and to have legal and

educational problems (Porter, 198{).

The Child Offender

Child offenders may have been sexually abused by othe¡s (Caprio, 1955).

There is some difference in the literature in terms of the relationship the

oflender has vith his parents. Santiago (1973) and Caprio (1955) state thar

the child is favored by his parents vhite Bolton and Bolton (1987) state that

the child is seen negalively by parents and does not receive parental

attention. The offender is said to use pornography (Cole, 1982) and engages

in sexual fantasies about fanily members (Caprio, 1955). Half-brothers or

step-brothers vho offend nay not feel the restraint of the incest taboo

(Russell, 1986).

Family Dynamics

The family environment is described as chaotic, disorganized (Bolton and

Bolton, 1987), and is characterized as being isolated from the community

(geographically aad socially) (Randell, 1973). lt is a violent family

environment (Porter, 1984 and Caprio, 1955) vhere the crisis is centered

around the mother (Bolton aad Bolton, 1987). "sibling abuse is nore likely

to occur in a home that already knows child abuse at the hands of the

paretrt. Exposure to this aggressive parent aad a general lack of positive

affect can result in difficulty ia controlling aggressive impulses" (Bolton and

Bolton, 1987, p. 155). The hone environment may be "excessively

permissive about se¡ in the home with considerable discussion of se¡ual
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matters, nudity and acceptance of their children vatching parental

intercourse" (Mrazek in Mrazek and Kempe, 1981, p. 104). Also, nurturing

and caring between parent and child may be expressed in a sexual manner

(Bolton and Bolton, 1987). Sibling sexual abuse is said to happen in large

families where both parents are absent and neglectful of the children

(Russell, 1986), and where the children receive very little supervision

(Santiago, 1973 and Russell, 1986).

The father is said to play an absent role in the family (santiago, 1973,Mrazek

in rllrazek and Kempe, 1981, Russell, 1986). Santiago (1973) states that the

female child is not able to work through her Oedipal issues vith her father

and therefore transfers these issues to the brother, vho is unable to deal

s/ith then in an appropriate manner. Mrazek (in Mrazek and Kempe, l98l),

states that the father may encourage the oldest son to engage in incest by

not providing prohibiting inhibitions to his son and by allowing his son to

take the father role in the fanily vhen absent. Russell (1986) states that the

father permits the son to take on a "more dominant and sometimes abusive

role unchecked" (p. 29 I ) due to his absence from the home. "ln some cases

the brothers nay even play a surrogate father role. Such cases are likely to

share some of the same dynamics of father-daughter incest" (Russell, 1986,

p.292). The father is also said to be chronic alcoholic ( (Santiaeo, 1973),

The mother is said to be a "nervous type but pleasant, considerate and

martyr-Iike" (Santiago, 1973, p. 157). The ¡norher (like the father) is seen as

being unable to provide prohibiting inhibitions especially when the

offender's behavior involves interaction vith his young siblings. The mother

is said to be "rigid and puritanical in her attitudes about sexuality" (Mrazek
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in Mrazek and Kempe, 1981, p. 104). The mother is not satisfied r/ith her

marital relationship r/ith the father and attempts to bring the son and

daughter into the marital relationship and thus encouraging sexual relations.

In addition, the son is said to identify vith the mother vho is unable to

provide good parenting to him. Therefore, the brother becomes involved

with the sister and transfers his "mother fixation" on to his sister (Caprio,

1955, p. 214). Caprio (1955) believed that due to the son's fi¡ation on his

mother there is a línk betveen incest and homoseruality as the son should

have been identifying r¿ith his father (who s/as most Iikely absent).

Santiago (1973) supports the belief that offending brothers experience covert

homosexual tendencies.

Treatment I ssues

Santiago (1973) discusses many treatment issues jn dealing with siblíng

sexual abuse. He advocates that the offending child should learn the

difference betveen sex and intinacy and that "the child should understand

that incestuous vords, thoughts and feelings are not unusual at certajn

stages in life and are not tantanount to committing incest" (p. l7l). In
addition, the offeoder should take responsibility for the abuse and receive

ser education that assists the child to understaod "sex, sex differencrs and

its expressions and pcohibitions" (p. 172).

Santiago (1973) focuses a lot of the treatment on restructuring the family,

such as helping the lamily develop clear boundaries around each person in

the fanily. Saatiago (1973) advocates that there should be separate sleeping

arrangeoents for the sexes, pareots are to take responsibility for

supervision of the children, assist parents to help their children hov to gain
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self control and children are to have access to "outside" playmates. The issue

ol sexuality in the family needs to be addressed. Santiago (1973) states that

if coercion or intercourse is part of the incestuous activity, a psychiatric

assessDent of the offender and victim needs to be conpleted, family and

marital therapy should be implemented and the offender should be

separated for a time from the home.

Cole (1982) believes that the victim should be totd it is not her lault, and

both offender and victim need to knov that incest is not acceptabie. The

victim needs to be validated, is encouraged to tell someone should the abuse

occur again and should have an opportunity to becone involved in a group

experience to help her deal vith the effects of the abuse.

Short and Lone Term Effects of Sexual Àbuse

The literature discusses the effects of sexual abuse on the victim hovever

does not address the short or long term effects of the abuse on other fanily

members, the fanily as a whole, the no¡-offending parent or the offending

parent. Therefore the discussion to follov identifies only those dynamics

relating to the victin. The information presented specifically addresses the

effects of sexual abuse on the child victim. In addition to this, there will be

information presented on the effects ol rape on the victim as this

information is highly ¡elevant to the issue oi child sexual abuse and may be

used to provide nore insight into the dynanics of se¡ual abuse and direction

in the treatment of child victims.
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Brovne and Finkelhor (1986) discuss the factors that influence the effects of

sexual abuse on the victim. The authors discuss nine issues that are believed

to be influential. I ) Duration and Frequenry - There is no evidence to

support any conclusions in this area. The authors state that it is usualty

believed that the longer the abusive relationship, the more trauma the

victim will experience. However they also state that the opposite of this is

true. Bror/ne and Finkelhor (1986) believe that the 'jury is out'on this issue,

2) Relationship to the Offender - "lt must be kept in mind that hosi closely

related a victim is to the offender does not necessarily reflect hov much

betrayal is involved in the abuse" (p. 15). Browne and Finkelhor (1986) state

that although the relationship of the offender to the perpetrator is

importafit, it appears that the issue of betrayal is just as important, if not

more important. ïo highlight the importance of the issue of betrayat, the

authors make the point that abuse from a trusting neighbour is more

devastating than abuse by a distant uncle. However, generally it is believed

that there is significantly more trauma erperienced by the victim if the

offender is a family member (including step-parents), than if the offende¡ is

a non-family member (Finkelhor, 1979). 3) Type of Sexual Act - The authors

believe that "molestation involving üore intimate contact is more traumatic

than less intimate cpntact" (Brovne and Finkelhor, 1986, p. I6). Therefore,

those victims who experienced sexual intercourse or aoal penefation would

be more traumatized than those who experienced fondling. 4) Force and

Aggression - Although ûot conclusive, it is generally believed that the more

force and aggression used in the sexual abuse, the more traumatized the

victim will be. 5) Age at 0nset of Abuse - This factor addresses

developmental issues of the abused. There appear to be two conflicting

views about this issue. 0n one hand, it is believed that the younger the
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vìctim is, the more vulnerable and the more impressionable the vìctia is.

Therelore the younger the child, the more traumatic the experience of sexual

abuse will be, 0n the other hand, it is believed tbat the younger victim wilt

be protected from some of the negative effects as they vould be ignorant to

the social taboo of incest. The implication appears to be that the younger

child vill experience less guilt and shame. Brovne and Finkelhor (1986)

slate that the debate continues and that the variable ol age may be

influenced by other variables or factors identified. 6) Sex of the 0ffender -

Male offenders are said to produce more trauma in victims than do female

offenders. Part ol this finding may be due to the fact that little is known

about female offenders and that the techniques male offenders use to ensure

access to their victims may be more forceful and aggressive. 7) Adolescent

and Adult Perpetrators - Browne and Finkelhor (1986) cite Finkelhor (1979)

and note that victins feel more traumatized vhen abused by older offenders

afld that the experience with an adolescent offender may be less traumatic.

(There is more r/ritten on the issue of age difference betl¡een the victim and

offender. See the section on Sibling Incest.) 8) Tetling or Not Telling - There

is no support to the beliel that children who keep the secret of incest suffer

greater psychic distress than those vho disclose. 9) Parental Reaction -

Parental respoose to the abuse is influential. Vhen parents emit a negative

and unsupportive response, the child's traumatic erperience is aggravated.

Hovever, a positive and supporting response from parents is not believed to

be related to a decrease in the child's experience of the trauma. This does

not advocate for parents to be unsupportive, rather the issue of parental

reaction emphasizes the independent level of sress the victim will feel

regardless of the response by the parents.
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Nevberger and DeVos (1988) voutd disagree that positive and supporting

parental reaction would not directly affect the trauüa experienced by the

child. They state that the family's response to the child affects the child's

ability to cope and that one must increase parental sensitively to the child.

In addition to this, Ner/berger and DeVos (1988) believe that an influential

factor in the trauma experienced by the child is the child's cognitive

appraisal of the abuse, It is important to look at s¡hat meafling the sexual

abuse has lor the child. The technique of cognitive appraisal is believed to

help the child feel in control of the situation by assisting the child to viev

the serual abuse from an objective poìnt of viev. Nelson (1986)lurthers this

dìscussion by stating that hosi the child vievs the abusive experience highly

comelates with the child's view of exploitation. The more negative the child

vievs the abusive relationship, lhe more the chìld will feel exploited and the

more guilty the child vill leel.

"lt is importarit to be as/are of... [the short and long tern effects of child

sexual abusel ... and to be able to reassure the victim that they have been

resilient enough to survive to this point and that the danage can be

overcome" (Boiton and Bolton, 1986, p. 107). Initial effects are considered to

be those that occur within tvo years of the termination of the abuse (Brovne

and Finkelhor, 1986). These vould include insomnia, "eating disturbances,

fears and phobias, depression, guilt, shame and anger" (Ànderson, Bach and

Griffith, 1981, p. 3). 0ther initial etfects are school problems, somatic

compliants (Anderson, Bach and Griffith, 198l), marriage by adolescent

victims (Brovne and Finkelhor, 1986), "motor disturbances ranging from

vithdrawal to restlessness and hyperactivity" (Katz and Mazur (1979, p.
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233), enuresis, regression, antisocial and delinquent behavior (Katz and

Mazur,1979).

The most common long term effect appears to be depression (Browne and

Finkelhor, 1986). Other effects are "self destructive behavior, anxiety,

feelíngs of isolation and stigma, poor self-esteem, a tendenry tos/ard

revictimization and substance abuse" (Brovne and Finkelhor, 1986, p. I2).

Victíms also experience problems in se¡ual dyslunction and trusting others.

In general, a "history of childhood sexual abuse is associated with greater

risk for mentai health and adjustment problems in adulthood" (Brovne and

Finkelhor, 1986, p, 13). Hovever "nost empiricai studies shoving long-term

effects of childhood sexual assault reported that the great majority of

children recovered completely and that ,little long lasting damage occurred"

(Kalz ard Mazur,1979, 9.241). KaIz aîd Mazur (1979) question the results of

these studies as most did not have the use of control groups in vhich to

make comparisons, however in the studies that had control groups

comparisons it vas found that only those "victims o[ force and brutality"

suffered psychiatric illnesses while those victims who did riot experience this

did not present psychiatric symptons (Katz and Mazur,1979,p.242).

The literature on the effects of rape shows many similarities to the literature

on the effects of child sexual abuse. One similarity is ¿hat the literature

locuses on the feaale victim. Doari and Levy (1983) states that there is not

enough information on the effects of rape by a male rapist on a male victim.

A homosexual rape presents different dynamics to the rape event, dynamics

that are not well researched or documented. There are many other

similarities that will become apparent. The literature presents tvo opposing
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vievs regarding the conceptualization of the rape event. "There has been a

growing trend to de-emphasize or ignore the sexual component of sexual

assault yet a sexual assault is none other than an imposition of a sexual act

on a rr'oman wìthout consent or on children r/ho cannot give consent"

(Becker, Skinner, Abel, Axelrod and Cichon, 1984, p. 5). Mezey (1985)

disagrees and states that "by focusing on the sexual aspect rather than the

violent nature of the assault, the rationalization can be made that both

victim and offender are seeking mutual gratification and that the victim

must in some vay have velcomed or even provoked the attack" (p. 152).

One view advocates for more focus on the sexual nature of the rape \r/hile

the other viev¡ believes that the focus should be on the violent nature of the

acl.

Whatever one's theoretical or philosophical framevork is regarding the act

ol rape, one thing is very clear; the rape victim suffers incredible loss

(Becker et al, 1984, Mezey, 1985 and Rose, 1986). The fenale victim

experiences "loss of trust in others, loss in her ability to protect herself, loss

of her self-respect and sense of autonomy, her privacy, and occasionally her

virginity (Mezey, 1985, p. 152). Losses may also be in the area of finances, as

the victim requires time off of vork and spends money on items (additional

locks, gun, mace) to ensure her safety (Katz and Mazur, 1979). The victim

may experience a loss of affective ties with her famity, husband or se¡ual

partner, her friends and other social support netì/orks (Stuart and Gree¡,

1984), loses her trust in herself and experiences a sense of loss of "autonony,

control and mastery over ... [her] ... body" (Rose, 1986, p. 820). "Víctins

suffer a severe loss of sense of self and others as conpeteût, confident, and

predictable human beings, and ego functions are no longer felt to be reliable;
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thus, both inner and outer vo¡lds are filled with unpredictability and terror'
(Rose, 1986, p. 820-821). The victim is said to depersonalize and dissociate

in order to deal with the trauma of the rape and the loss of the 'old self'

(Rose, 1986).

In addition to loss, the victim experiences the "threat of death and

destruction of parts of the self" (Rose, 1986, p. 818). The victim experiences

generalized anxiety (Santiago, McCall-Perez, Gorcey and Beigel, 198J), she

does not feel safe in her own home, she fears men, sex, pregnancy (resulting

from the rape) and fears contracting venereal disease (Katz and Mazur,

1979). In light of the AIDS epidemic, it is certain that the victim vould also

fear contracting AIDS, vhich is a direct threat to her life. Victims are said to

have murderous rage vhich they fear to erperience covertly (by

acknowledging their rage to themselves) and overtly (by discussing their

rage with others) as they become terrified and shameful that they will be

iust like the offender (Rose, 1986) should they become angry. This anger is

sometimes paired with revenge (KatzandMazur,IgTg). other effects of the

rape include stuttering, changes in sleep patterns, the occurrence of

nightnares, changes in eating habíls, feeling worthless, being irritable,

fatigued and suffering from exhaustion (Katz and Mazur, 1979). The victim

may feel traûsparent (Rose, 1986), where she believes that ev€ryone kûos/s

she has been raped and will react to her according to hov she vievs herself.

Greer (1975) identifies other effects such as vomiting, victims washing

themselves compulsively, experience terror of darkness and being unable to

leave the hone. The victim is said to attempt to "play dovn and deprive

herself of sexuality, ranging from dressing less attractively to developing

anorexia, from avoidance of sexual relationships to involvement in
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masochistic, promiscuous or homosexual relationships" (Rose, 1986, p. 822).

The rape victim is said to experience disruption in all relationships vhich
"add substantially to the ir¡rapsychic losses" (Rose, 1986, p.822).

Rose (1986) has also considered the impact of the rapist on the victim, stating

that "the style and the psychodynamics of the assailant must be included in

any formulation ol the psychodynamics of the trauma of sexual assault" (p.

822). She also discusses the process s/here the rapist's defenses contribute

to the victin's psychodynamics. "Projective idenrification, identification with

the aggressor, and reenactment are central defenses used by rapists; the

victim becomes both the recipient of projections of the rapist's helplessness,

humiliation, pain, rage, guilt, and terror and the participant in her assault.

The rape victim introjects these projections and may act upon them. Thus

the rapist's defenses become contributors to the victim's psychodynamics"

(p. 823).

Amanat (1984) identifies tr/o phases rape victims experience. The first
phase is the Immediate Response, also knovn as the Alarn Phase. The

symptoms in this phase are experienced by the victim anywhere from a few

hours to several weeks after the rape. The symptons include

"hyperawareness, revival of other crisis emotions, hyperenotionalism,

specific physical syfnptoms, sleep disorders, blocking of thoughts, poor

concenlration, nultiple fears of injury or death and sexual behavior changes"

(p. {l ). The second phase is the Reorganization Phase where delayed

reactions from the rape are sorted out. This phase can last fron three to

four veeks to several years. Amanat (1984) states that the duration of this

phase relies on the "personality structure and psychologicai development of
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victims prior to the incident of rape" (p. 42). Those vicrims vith "less

intense temperament and adequate ernotional support" $. a2), require a

shorter time period to reorganize themselves aûd their lives than those with

other characteristics.

Sales, Baum and Shore (1984) examined three variables of the rape event:

they are I ) the pre-assault factors, 2) the characteristics of the assault and

3) the post assault experiences, Their study preseûted the following

significant findings. I ) Pre-Assault Factors - Younger women (age not

identified) tended to experience "more acute symptoms vhile older vomen

[age not identified] had fewer acute symptom s" b. lZÐ. However,

symptoms in the younger women vere of short duration vhile symptoms in

the older s/omen vere of a ionger duration. Those lacking in social supports

took longer to recover and shos/ed symptoms for a longer period of time.

2) Characteristics of the Assault - Penetration vas the "strongest predictor

of reaction ,.. [as itl ... represents the extreme of both physical domínation

and psychological violation" (p. 125). The authors found that "the actual

violence of an attack [vasl less critical to victim reaction than the felt threat"
(p. 125) of impending death. Muitiple assailants aûd threats of injury vere

indications that the victims vould experience nore trauma. Hovever there

was "no relationship bets/een víctim-assailant relationship and recovery ...

las thel acquaintance with the assailant r/as unrelated to symptoms" (p.

125). 3) Post Assault Experiences - The findings revealed that those

victims who brought "charges against their assailant, and whose charges

fheldl, showfedl somewhat fever symptoms" (p. lZ7). The authors

suggested that having the charges hold for the assailant might have

legitimized her victimization and, the r/riter suggests, validated her
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experience. Sales et al (1984) found that those victims r/ho were emotionally

close to their family members had fever symptoms. Family menbers initial

reactions to the rape and the victim and the presence of a quality

relationship betr/eer the victim and a male, had no impact on the rate or

quality of recovery. In conclusion, the authors stress the importance of the

victim's pre-fape level offunctioning in the process of recovery afid that

their findings, although significant, does no! assume causality. They state

that more vork is needed in order to identify causal links betveen the

variables identified above.
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TREATMENT ISSUES

To some extent, treatnent issues have already been discussed according to

the feninist and systemic perspectives. From reading these sections, one

vill note that each perspective uses a very dilferent treatment approach

from the other. Treatment issues evolve lrom one's perspective of a

problem. Hov the problem is defined, determiûes the treatment approach.

This provides the clinician vith flexibìlity, as ìt is the clinician's perspective

on problem etiology that vill determine the treatment approach. However,

this flexibility can also be a source of confusion and frustration. "Where do I

go, vhen do I go there and vhat do I need to do to get there?" The folloving

is a discussion of the treatment issues that are found in the literature. The

trealment issues idenlified are guides to treatment and do not have 'etched

in stone'status. After all, the issues identified are lrom the authors'

perspectives of se¡ual abuse and are identified in this chapter to be modified

by the clinician vho has to maße decisions about vhat he or she believes

vill be beneficial to help families. This is inportart to consider throughout

the reading of this next section, as i1 vill keep the cliuician humble and

readily available to cpnsider a nel¡/ perspective or a approach to treatnent.

This section vill be divided into tvo parfs. one part vi.[ discuss basic

treatment issues vhile the second part vill identify a more specific

treatment approach.

Basic Treatment Issues

Basic treatment issues are those issues that the clinician has to be avare of

at all times during treatment. These issues are listed below.
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I ) Haugaard and Reppucci, (1988) discuss the importance and influence of

transference and couatertransference in the therapeutic relationship.

Transference is r/here the client becomes dependent on the therapist, as part

of the therapeutic process, and vorks oa unresolved issues through the

therapist (Rioch, Coulter and Weinberger,19T6l. The issue of dependency ís

central to the concepts ol'transference and couatertransference, vhether it

be the client dependeat on the therapist (transference) or the therapist

dependent on the client (countertransference ). Countertransference reactions

are on the part ol the clinician. These reactions are "evoked by the interplay

ol the client's behaviors and the beliefs and emotions of the clinician. This

process is often out of the consciousness of the clinician and consequently

may result in behaviors by the clinician that are later evaluated as having

been countertherapeutic" (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988, p. 188). Haugaard

and Reppucci (1988) give an example vhere the clinician in dealing vith the

serually abused victim either is overly protective of the child or withdraws

from the child due to the child's serualized behavior. They identify that

counlertranslerence can be benelicial to the therapeutic relationship if the

clinician becomes conscious of the feelings he/she has aûd uses this

information as an indication that others may feel this vay also. Meyer

(1987) states that sexually abused childre¡ nov in adulthood, "strive to nake

you feel and reacl as though you are either the violent parent or the

terrified, helpless child - and in some measure they alvays succeed" (p.

145). Ingram (1985) believes that male therapists must be very sensitive to

transference ard countertransference issues as most perpetrators a¡e male.

2) The clinician must develop his/her ovn perspective on the issue of

responsibility of the child victim, non-participants and offender for the
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abuse (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). It is important for the clinician to deal

lvirh this crucial issue of responsibility. Is the child, non-participants andlor

offender responsible for the abuse? I7hat role does the child and non-

participants play in the abuse? Both of these questions can be answered

only vhen the cliniciao commits him/herself to a philosophy that 'fits'for

hin/her. The personal philosophy wilt 'dictate'the answers to these

questions. (one has already noticed the great difference betveen the

systemic and feminist perspectives about vho is take responsibility for the

abuse.) Regardless ol one's perspective, it appears that the consensus among

professionals vho vork in the area of serual abuse believe that the child

must know at all times that the adult is tegally, morally and socially

responsible for the abuse (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). The issue of vho is

responsible does not preveût others vho are not respoûsibte for the abuse to

express their feelings of responsibility and to vork them through.

Related to this issue of responsibility for the abuse is the issue of

responsibility for maintaining an environment that is conducive to the

occurrenc€ of the abuse. Sgroi and Dana (1982, p. 199, cited in Haugaard and

Reppucci 1988, p. 196) discuss this issue regarding the role of the

nonoffending mother. "Women must acknovledge their ovn fafure to

preveût the incestuous behavior by contributing to and pernitting the

blurring of role boundaries among family members. It is difficult for most

vorneû to be held accountable in this fashion. For the mother, it is far more

palatable to blaBe the husband ent¡rely for the inces¿uous behavior and to

perceive herself totally as an additional v¡ctim". Haugaard and Reppucci

(1988) find this statement confusing. "The nother is not to be required to

accept any responsibility for the incest but she ¡nust accept her share of
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responsibility for not preventing it" (p. 197). The authors caution that this

type of semantic gynnastics may leave the oflender and nonoflender

believing that if abuse is to occur again, it t¡ill be the other's fault. This is

likely to occur if the parents have not addressed their ovn issues of

responsibility. Haugaard and Reppucci (1988) advocate for "approaching

each case without preconceived notions about the roles played by the victim,

perpetrator, and family, of about the responsibility that the child and adults

perceive they have ... This should inc¡ease the chance that the clinician vifl
be able to understand the dynamics of each case and consequently provide

the most effective treatment to each client" (p. 197).

3) The effects of the disruption on family palterns fleed to be addressed.

Faller (1988) discusses the need !o be sensitive to vhat happens to the role

of the offender in the tanily. He looked at issues such as hov the missing

role is managed, if someone took the place of the offender, to determine

what purpose the role served in fanily functioning and hov the family

regained homeostasis after the abusing role was vithdravn. In addition lo

being sensitive to the changing role of the offender, it vould also be

important to be sensitive !o the changing roles of the entire tamily and to be

ar¡are of how these changing roles are accepted (vith resistance or vith
'open arms') by each family menber.

4) Finkelhor (198,1) addresses four questions vhen vorking vith
intrafamilial child serual abuse. These questions are: i) "Why does a person

f¡od relating serually to a child emotionally grat¡fying and congruent? ii)
Why is a person capable ol being serually aroused by a child? iii) Vhy is a
person blocked in efforts to obtain se¡ual and emotiooal grati.fication froB
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more normatively approved sources? and iv) Why is a person not deterred

by conventional social inhibitions from having sexual relationships with a

child? (p. 37). Finkelhor (1984) states that questions i) rhrough iii) address

how one develops an interest in the child vhile question iv) looks at how

that interest is transmitted into action.

5) Crisis intervention principles vill be used throughout the vork vith
these la¡oilies. "The general goal ol crisis intervention is to return the

person or family to their level offunctioning before the crisis developed"

(Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988, p. 217). However in child se¡ual abuse, the

family's 'level of functioning before the øisis developed'is not an

appropriate state to vhich to return. There needs to be some vork done

vith the family to help them deal vith the many emotions and various

responses to the crisis, and it is hoped that the family vould return to a

more healthy level offunctioning. Sesan, Freeark and Murphy (198ó, cited in

Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988) provide goals for crisis intervention with

families who are dealing vith child sexual abuse. Their risis goals include,

"giving permission for the fanily to discuss the abuse, exposing previously

unexpressed fears, allowing ventilation of feelings, putting the abuse and the

effects of the abuse into proper perspective, exploring the reasons for the

child's vulnerability to serual abuse and beginning to lessen the

vulnerability, and planning future therapeuticvork" (p.2l8). Putring the

abuse into proper perspeclive vould be influenced by the clinician's

perspective on abuse. The 'proper perspective'for a systemic and leminist

clinician vould be very different. (This provides further evidence that one

needs to develop their oc/n perspective on child sexual abuse in order to

interpret vague directives in the literature liÍe 'putting the abuse into
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proper perspective.) "Indications that the crisis intervention has been

successful include: the fanily has ao accurate perception of vhat ocrurred

and of the possible effects on the child and famly, the affect is being

properly managed in that individuals are avare of their feelings and these

feelings are being discharged appropriately; and the family is seeking and

using the help that is available" (Simrel, Berg, and Thomas, 1979, p. ZLB).

Bolton and Bolton (1987) discuss the need for the clinician to provide

corcrete crisis services. The authors refer to assisting the famity to secure

financial support (should the breadvinner be removed from the family and

have total control over the linances), to be available to the family ts/enty-

four hours a day, to do things lor the fanily that may not be considered

'purely'counselling services afid to advocate for the fanily and its members,

in order that they receive the necessary community services. In general,

Bolton and Bolton (1987) believe that the clinician's crisis response should be

to help the tamily deal vith issues that are needed for their survival,

whether those issues be of a psychologìcal (intangible needs) or material

(tangible needs) nature.

Moos and Schaefer (1986) identify five adaptive tasks that an individual

sbould complete vhen faced with life transitions and crises. These tasks are

to be completed in rhe order in vhich rhey are identified. t ) ,'Establish 
rhe

meaning aad understand the persooal significance of the situation" (p. l0).

2) One nust cûntront reality and respond "to the requirements o[ the

erternal situatiotr" (p. I I ). 3 ) "Sustain relationships r/ith family members

and friends as vell as other individuals vho may be hetpful in resolving the

crisis and its aftermath" (p. I l ). 4) preserve "a reasonable emotional
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balance by managing upsetting feelings aroused by the situation" (p. l2). 5)

Preserve "a satisfactory self-image and ... f maintainl ,.. a sense of

competence and mastery". (p. 12). Moos and schaefer (19g6) state that task

completion depends on one's personal characteristics, the nature of the

slressor and the unique set of circumstances that surround the stressful

event.

6) Sexuality is another basic treatment issue due to it being the central

theme in vorking vith intrafamilial child sexual abuse. Ficher (1976 in Oaks,

Melchiode and Ficher, 1976) states that "sexual problems are frequently the

presenting sympton in a discordant marriage and the symptons have

different meanings for each indívidual" (p. S I ). It is important to look at

each partner's fears, needs, expectations, conflicts from past sexual

experiences and the "influence o[ cultural norns of the society in which he

lives" {p. 8 I ). Ficher (197ó ) suggests several causes for sexual dysfunction,

such as anxiety, fear of failure, guilt and shame, sexual ignorance, religious

restrictions, poor self-esteem, unrealistic expectations, intrapersonal conflict,

poor conmunication and "excessive need to please the partner" (p. S2).

Treatment Apgroaches

In reviev of the literature, it appears that treatment of intrafamilial chitd

sexual abuse follovs the order of individual, dyadic and family work.

Individual and dyadic vork are seen as being important to the success of

future treatment (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). Due to the high level of

need of the victim, nonoffending and offending persons, individual and

dyadic vork are seetr as the best avenue to discuss issues that relate

specifically to the individual or dyad. In a[ vork vitb individuals, dyads
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and families, the clinician needs to build a trusting relationship vith the

client. "A primary task for the therapist is the creation of a safe, secure

therapeutic environment so that an intimate, trusting relationship can

develop" (lngram,1985, p. 177).

Individual Treatment vith the Victim

Individual work with the victim s/ould initially focus on the beliefs the child

has in regards to the reason the child is in therapy. Any misconceptions and

faulty thinking needs to clarified at this time. The child also needs to knov

how the experience vith the clinician lits'into the vhole picture ol

community services involvement. The clinician needs to identify his,/her

role for the child, as some things the ctinician may say to the child may

impact on the child as other vorkers in different capacities or the offender

may have said the sane thing (Haugaard and Reppucti, 1988). Ctarifying the

role of the clinician helps the child to build a framevork in vhich to

interpret the responses of the clinician. It is also importaot 10 be as¡are that

othervise neutral behavior and objects may have special meaning for the

child. "An initial task of the therapist is to have the client focus on the

present experiencr as it relates to the sexual abuse ... the client's perceptions

surrounding the abuse are rnore importaût to pfocess than the attenpt to

achieve historical accuracy" (lngram, I9Sj, p. 178). Ingram (1985) states

tbat the clinician ûeeds to consider the folloving issues vhen discussing the

abuse with the child: "[thel duration; age of onset, lrequency; covert or

overt, did the family knov about the incest; identity of perpetrator; victim's

consent or coercion in the abuse process and lthel use of force" (p. l7g). The
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abuse needs to be erplored and not ignored. The child needs to know lhat

she can say no to undesirable approaches.

It is important to investigate with the child their beliefs about him/herself,

others and the abusive siluation (Nevberger and De Vos, 1988). Nevberger

and DeVos (1988) discuss how one can investigate the child's cognitive

process. They identified four areas in l¡hich to direct clinical attention.

Ïhese areas are: i) locus of control - This is vhere the child assesses

whether "the causes of successes or failures... [arel vithin or outside his or

her control" (Nevberger and DeVos, 1988, p. 509). ii) perceived confidence

- The clinician is to assess whether the "child's expectation of being capable

of achieving desired outcomes in areas appropriate to his or her control"

(Nevberger and De Vos, 1988, p.509), ii¡) interpersonal problem solving -

The clinician is to assess the "child's ability to generate solutions or strategies

for action for use in achieving desired outcones to interpersonal problems"

(Nevberger and DeVos, 1988, p. 509), and iv) ìnterpersonal perspective-

taking - The clinician is to determine the "child's capacity to consider the

perspectives and intentions of others, as vell as other's perspeclives on the

self" (Nevberger and DeVos, 1988, p. 509).

The child vill need to have an opportunity to become avare of, express and

discharge feelings of distress, whether that be in form of anger, anxiety,

depression, fear, guilt or aggressions (Nevberger and De Vos, 1988 and

Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988) that are directed tovard themselves, thei¡

paretrts and/or the offender. The erpression of these aad other feetings

need to be erplored through action. Sitting dovn vith a child to discuss the

issue of sexual abuse, as one would an adult, is ineffective. The child
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appears to need the security of an activity to assist him/her in expressing

feelings. Other issues to erplore with the child during individual sessions are

those identified previously in the characteristics of the sexually abused child;

issues such as feelings of rejection, r/orthlessness, insecurity and low self-

esteem. Atterition will need to be given on hov to manage the child feeLings

and behavior at home, at school and in the community. The child vill also

need an opportun¡ty to question vhy she was chosen as a victim (Haugaard

and Reppucci, 1988). This may have some link to the child feeling

responsible for the abuse.

Damon, Todd and MacFarlane (1987) discuss the issues of treating a young

child vho has been sexually abused. They focus their interest on age three

to six year olds. Although the information is age specific, it is important to

keep in mínd tbe developmental issues that influence the treatment of

children. Damon et al (1987) state that the diffículty working vith this age

group (three to six year olds) is that they are trot cogû¡tively advanced and

have difficulty understanding the motives of the adults trying to help them.

Verbal limitation, due to their age and the affecls of the abuse, reinforces

secrecy and avoidance. Structured and a direct therapeutic approach is said

to vork best. Damon et al (1987) discuss the issues of denial, repression and

retfactioû, vhich all hinder the disclosufe and treatment of the child. The

chiid is said to need the safety of distance from the event and fherefore

indirect measures such as play and netaphor vork (TAT dravings) are

effective. The child's phase of crcgnitive development is another difficutty

encountered by the clinician. For example, children at this age are ego -

centric, the vorld revolves around them and they magically control the

envjronment. Discussing the issue of responsibility, vhere one tries to clear
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the child from leeling responsible, is very difficult. In addition to being ego

-centric, children at this age have many fantasies. Their fantasies involve

the offender being angry vith them and they vorry about perpetrator

retaliation. Damon et al (1987) advocate for parental involvement when

dealing vith child¡en at this age. Parents need to be brought into therapy to

be nurtured so they can learn hov to nurture the child. Also parental

involvement is needed vhen the therapist c/ishes to address issues vith the

child that nay ethically require parental knovledge or consenq issues such

as se¡ education and self assertion. As a final note, Damon et al (19g7) state

that children at this age, and at any age, are easily swayed by suggestive

questioning. The clinician has to be careful not to 'put words in their

mouths'in terms of how they are feeling and the incidents that occumed.

Sink (1988) has developed a hierarchical model for the evaluation of child

sexual abuse. Sink believes that there are four levels in vhich interveûtiotr

could occur. The levets are on a continuum and go from level one (most

certain abuse has occucred) to level four (least certain abuse has occurred).

If the child presents at a level one, direct communication and involvement

by the clinician is required, that is, the sexual abuse is discussed directly.

Level two requires indirect communica¿ion such as through the use of play

therapy, vhere a supportive, safe environment can be structured in order to

help the child disclose the abuse. The third level is referred to as 
,,Acute

Traumatic Symptomatotogy". Sink (1988) states that "often the implications

of the trauma in the chjld's mind are revealed vell before specific abuse is

disclosed" (p. l3a) and the¡r is a need to spend tine vith the child to work

symbolically throu8h the abuse via play therapy. The child at this level

needs time and a safe environment [o ¡emember the incidents ol the abuse.
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Level three is different from level two as in level tvo the child has the

infornation or details about the abuse but does not leel safe to disclose

them, while a level three child does not have memories of the abuse

inmediately available for recall. A child at level four is one vho has

dissociated hin/herself fron the abuse and its affects. Questioning the child

about the abuse is said to ineffective. Sink (1988) recommends that

therapeutic intervention focus on building a trusting supportive relationship

with the child and to make statements to the child that abuse can and does

occur and that abuse can be talked about. These chitdren a¡e said to require

Iong term vork before they are able to disclose the abuse and begin to deal

with the issues.

Individual Treatment vith the Nonoffending Person

"The amount and type of individual treatment for the mother witl be

ínfluenced by a) her curreDt emotional state, b) the assessmeût that the

clinician makes about the mother's role in the family and io the iocest, c) the

current structure of and luture plans for the family, and d) tbe mother's

inclination and ability to be a source of support for the vicrim" (Haugaard

and Reppucci, 1988, p. 247). The nonoffending person (usuatly the mother)

will need assistance in dealing with family relationship issues and the

aftermath of the abuse (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). Part ol the mother's

response to the abuse may be the disclosure of her ovn victinization in her

family of origin. If this is the case, her victinization ûeeds to be dealt vith
before she can deal vith other issues conærning her child's victimization.

The feminist approach to the mother, as identified previously, vould be

advantageous to implement at this time.
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Individual Treatment vith the Offending Person

It cannot be emphasized enough that one's clinical direction to treatment will
depend on ofle's perspective of the etiology of the abuse and the roles that

the family members played in the abusive relationship. Inc€st may be

caused by "dysfunctional family systens, lack of societal standards,

inequality bets/een the sexes, or the pre-existing psychopathology of the

father" (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988, p. 250). The following are treatment

issues addressing these various perspectives.

In reference to a psychopathological etiology, the offender's behavior

"involvelsl preoctupation vith one's ovn fantasies, wishes and needs, a lack

of empathy for others, and a desire to control and dominate others rather

than to eflgage in mutual relationships" (Herman, 1988, p. 702). Herman

(1988) believes that this type of offender is usually incarcerated and account

for "perhaps one perc€nt of the total" (p. 701) number of offenders.

Behavioral techniques appear to be used vith this population. An example

of a technique used "involves pairiag aversive experiences vith fantasy or

pictorial representations of ioappropriate sexual stimuti, such as verbal

descriptions of ser betveen an adult and a child or pictures of nude children,

and thereafter presenting appropriate se¡ual stimuli, such as pictures of

adult nude vomen, vith no aversive stimuli" (Haugaard and Reppuæi, 1988,

p. 255).

Feminist and systemic treatneût vith offenders have already been

identified earlier. These vould address the issues of social ìnequality

betr/eeri the seres and lack of societal standards (feninist) and the issue of

dysf unctional f amily syste ms {syste mic).
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Herman (1988) identifies another lramevork that can be used in vorking

vith offenders. Herman's model of addiction is based on the belief that

"greater social latitude and tolerance accorded to antisocial behavior in males

... fosters addiction. lMales are said to lack] emotional resourc€s of intimacy

and interdependence ... land therefore become morel ... susceptible to

developing dependence oû sources of gratification that do not require a

Butual relationship vith a human being: the bottle, the needle, or the

powerless, dehumanized sexual object" (p.7l l). The sexual offender has

developed a dependence on sexual gratification vhich becomes addictive.

His need to have a fix'is at the cost of another as sanctioned by society.

Herman believes that if the pattern is established at an early age, the

pattern vill be harder to break than if it was established later on in one's

development. Early sign ol serual addiction in adolescents are usually

denied or ovedooked and believed that the adolescent vill 'grow out of it'.

Herman (1988) describes the offender as going through a "ryclical pattern ol

altered mood and behavior" (p.713) and that this altered mood is not

vithin conscious control. Sexual fantasy may be triggered by external or

internal stinulus folloved by a craving to experience the fantasy. The

oflender is said to have a trance-like excitement r/hich is "heightened by

risk and danger" (p.713). The offender is on a 'high'during the anticipation

phases of satisfying his craving, yet aftervards leels "fear, disgust,

depression and remorse, coupled vith a short-lived resolve never to repeat

lhe act" (p. 713). The offender uses control only vhen he perceives external

controls that nay result in a negative consequence, such as being 'caught in

the act'. All offender relationships are "sacrificed or manipulated in the

service of this activity" (p. 713). Anyone vorking vith this type of offender
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must realize that the offender has no "reliable ìûternal motivation ior

change" (p. 715). Therefore focus of treatmeût is to provide the external

controls for the offender, such as involving aod maintaining legal

involvement. Treatment also considers brea[ing the rycle of addiction by

confronting offender denial and rationalizations. Behavior nodification and

medication is advocated i¡ order to veaken the intensíty of desire. Herman

(1988) discusses the need for the offender to acknovledge his sense of

poverlessness over the addiction, to encounter hinsetf, to provide public

testimony of his vrong doing, apologize to the victim and to actept

responsibility to vork r/ith others r/ho have the same problem, when his

treatment is completed. The 'stages of recovery' are very similar to those

used by Alcoholics Anonymous. When the offender has not abused for three

years, he is crnsidered a graduate of the program but is by no means cured.

Herman states that one caû never be cured of this addiction. In addition,

individual sessions with the offending person should include deterüiniûg if
the offender has a subsfance abuse problem and ensuring treatment will be

provided (Haugaard and Reppucci, I988).

Dyadic Treatment vith Famill¡ Members

Dyadic vork in the family focuses on the follor/itrg dyads; the victin/mother,

mother/father, atrd father/victim. Dyadic vork betveen the victio aûd

nother is to erìcourage them to share their feelings about the abuse and the

fanily ia general, vith the preferred outcpme of strengthening the boad

betveen the child atd the morher (Haugaard and Reppucci, lggg). Ar this

time, the child viII have an opportunity to express her feelings about the

mother (vhich vilt include atrger due to the nother not protecting the child)
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and to begin redefioing their relationship, putting the necessary structure

vithin the dyad to ensure protection of the child and the nother's

accountability to the child. Giaretto (1982) believes that is essential to

"cement and enhance the mother-child bond" (p' 35) in order to begin family

f€construction. It is believed that the child will defeat the father's attempts

to "establish his function in the fanity is she lchildl feels insecure about her

relationship with her mother" (Giaretto, 1982, p. 35). It ¡s this maternal

support and relationship that has the greatest calming effect on the child.

þadic vork between the nother and father "helps lhem to explofe their

emotional reactions to each other especially the anger that occurred both

before and alter the incest" (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988' p.297)' It is a

chance for the mother and father to discuss issues regarding the abuse and

other issues that have not beeß discussed earlier due to their strailed

relationship. This tine is not necessarily geared toward assisting the mother

and father to reconcile, rather it is a time to help each of them explore issues

in their relationship. The end result of this exploration may be that the

couple or one partner nay vant to terminate the relationship. This is not

considered a failure of treatment. "strengthening the marital bond and

parental role" (Haugaard and Reppucci' 1988, p. 297) nay not be in the best

interest of the fanily or the partners involved ¡n the relatioûship. Dyadic

vork with the couple is an opportunity for the couple to discuss issues of

concern in a sale, nurturing environment: the selual abuse o[ the child being

one of many issues. Parenting education is advocated by Svan (1985) and

Bolton and Bolton (19E7). Education would focus on helping the parenls set

appropriate boundaries (in order to avoid situations like role revelsal in the

future), to s'ork at developing empathy for the child, being avare of what a
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child at a particular developmental stage requires and improving their

communication with their child. Parents may need to deal vith their ovn

pain, anger and disappointment left over from their childhood years before

they can deal with their issues of parenting theic children (Svan, 1985).

Dyadic work with the parents is an opportune tiÉe to discuss issues of

sexual satisfaction and their ability to maintain an intimate relationship

(Swan,1985).

Dyadic work between the father and victim is implemented to "allow the

father to apologize to his child" (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988, p. 297). This

is not ari opportunity for the child to lorgive or have pity on the father

(Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). The lather is to take responsibility for the

abuse (an issue that was addressed in individual sessions) and to lree'his

child from this responsibility in order for the child to begin the process of

healing the vounds caused by the sexual abuse.

Familv Treatment

Before eugaging in family treatneflt, the victim must be ready and feel safe

to engage in the family process. Individual and dyadic treatment modalities

are to prepare and assess the child's, and other family members', level of

comfort and ability to engage in fanily treatnent. Readiness of family

members vould be measured in terms of hol¡ available they are to discuss

family issues in an appropriate manner, a manner that vould not be abusive

to any family member. Family members may not be ready to engage ia

family treatment if they have not dealt with issues of individual or dyadic

importaoce. These unresolved issues vould interfere vith their ability to

eûgage in family work, When doing family work it is important to be
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sensitive to the issue of vhether this lanily vishes to stay together or

separate. Family treatment r¡ill focus on deallng r/ith loss and separation

issues, creating a neq/ family forn and dealing vith family members'

unspoken feelings and hostilities about the separation if the lamily !/as not

to reunite (Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988). Families vho work toward

remaining together or reuniting have other issues to deal r/ith, as identified

below.

Generally speaking, the literature presents family treatment $/ithin a

systemicframevork. (See systemic intervention lor more details.) Fanily

freatment is said to be increasingly advocated with intrafanilial sexual

abuse due to ¿he incest being seen as a symptom of the dysfunction vithin
the family and not only due to individuat pathology. Therefore systemic

issues such as the role of incest in the family is discussed along vith
establishing a strong parental coalition, a clear hierarchy of authority and

firm boundaries betveen the parents and children (Haugaard and Reppucci,

1988). Eist and Mandel (19ó8) identify other issues to discuss, such as

improving conmunication vithin the family system, dealing s/ith the

family's guilt, anger and other feelings directed at any member of the family

or the therapist, and to decrease social isolation.

The se¡ual abuse needs to be discussed withiñ the cotrtext of the family in

order for everyone to be ac/are of the situation. Awaceness is said to break

intergeaerational collusion (lngram, 1985) and secrecy. By being avare of

the abuse, other family members vill be able to see the affects of the abuse

on the child victim (vhich promotes enpathy for the child) and others also

learn hov to foresee a potentially dangerous situation aûd protect
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themselves against unvanted se¡ual advances in the future. Details of the

abusive experiences should be disclosed including the type o[ abuse, over

what period of time the abuse occurred and what actions the offender did to

coerce or 'encourage'the victim to participate in the abuse. In addition to

this, the family members should be informed ol the affects of the abuse on

the child victim, each family member should have an opportunity to discuss

hov the abuse has affected them and should hear the offender take full

responsibility for the abuse and apologize to all family members for

jeopardizing their feeliûgs of safety and security. The mother and father,

should inform the fanily members vhat they intend to do to change the

situation and to protect each family member lrom further violence ol any

kind. The parents rieed to shov the children that they vitl be accountable to

them and for their safety.

In the treatment of intrafamiliat sexual abuse, the use of individual, dyadic

and family treatnent a[e used. This approach is not specific to sexual abuse

and is seen while vorking with other problems that affect family

lunctioning, vithin an eclectic framevork. What is different about this

approach io the treatment of sexual abuse is that the individual and dyadic

treatment is used for safety reasons, vhere the individual or the dyad can

discuss relevant issues particular to them arid fiot be afraid of retaliation by

the offender or any other members of the family. The issue of safety

appears to be the only issue that differs from the use of this approach vith
sexual abuse and other family problems.

The literature and professional communily teûd to 'map out' a special area

for family violence. This is beneficial, as family violenæ has previously not
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been dealt vith adequately. 'Mapping out'a special area for lamily violence

vill increase the avareness in various social spheres; such as in the

professional con munity, society and in our ovn f anilies. Hovever, by
'mapping out'a special area there is also a chance that the treatüent ol

family violence vill become so specialized that it is only vithin the domain

of a choice few who are 'the experts' and vho operate s/ithin the 'choice'

treatüent approach. Should this be part of the eflect of making lamily

violence a 'specialized area of vork', fanily violence intervention may

become mysti.lied to other clinicians who do not have the 'choice fev'or
'expert' membership. Unfortunately, this effect (believing there are the elite

experts and there is one 'proper'vay to deal vith family violence) is seen in

the literature and within the professional community. Upon review of the

literature, there is nothing mysterious about the intervention in family

violence cases. There are no'experts'il tbis area and there is no'choice'

intervention. This type of family has special needs as all families do, and

there are certain issues, identified previously (such as the no violence

contract) that r¡ould be enforced in a violent fanity that may not be a part

of the standard intervention c/ith all families. However that does not mean

that the no violence contract caDnot be a standard intervention r/ith all

families. This is important to mention as the approach to this practicum is

ûot conc€rned vith knowing the 'choice treatment', rather is iûterested in

using the information provided in this literature reviev to develop an

approach that is effective, considering the developmental stage the clinician

is at in vorking vith intrafamilial child sexual abuse. It is not the ptan of

this practicum to replicate a treatnent approach, because there are many

treatment approaches. Instead the plan is to vork vith the literature to
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guide, not direct, the vork to be done io this practicum. This approach to

treatment vill provide the richest leacning experience.
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INTEGRÀTION OF SYSTEMIC ÀND FEMINIST TEEORY

The theory behind Systemic and Feninist philosophies have been discussed

previously, It is clear fhat one theory differs from the other. These theories

provide a philosophical framevork that guides intervention but also

advocates for the use of specific interventions. I do not believe that the

clinician has to pledge allegiance to either theory when working vith family

violencË. There is a place for both theories and ¡nterventions. The folloving

is a report on hov I have benefitted from the tr/o theories vhen working

with intrafamilial sexual abuse.

The first thing that needed to be done vas to determine what clinical role to

play vith the lamilies in this praclicum. It s/as decided to take a feminist, or

linear approach to family members. Each fanily member was given the

opportunity to discuss their thoughts and feelings and validation occurred

unconditionally, except when any family nember blamed another for the

stress r/ithin the home. This means that ar attempt \¡as made to

understand the identified offender and to viev him or her as a previous

victim of abuse. Past or recent abuse vas not condoned, It was believed

that even the identified offender needed the support and nurturing that the

victim and non-offender received. Àfter at¡, it is the oflender vho plays a

key role in helping the victim resolve or deal ryith the trauma of the abuse.

His participation is essential and will usually not be obtained initially

through blaming or coercion. Although the feminist theory encourages

clinicians to understand the plight of people and to not become entangled in

social stereotypes, the feminist approach fails to understand the importance

of connecting vith the offender and not just denanding that he be

accountable for his crime and thaù he become re-educated. The clinician's
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role in this practicum was not to investigate the allegations. Responsibility

for investigation vas left vith Child and Fanily Services. The responsibility

for deciding vhether the non-offending parent should leave the oflender

was left vith the non-offending parent, This is contrary to Gordon (1986)

vho stated previously that one of the goals of individual therapy vith the

non-offending parent (mother) was to enpor/er her to separate from her

abusive partner.

Once an opportunity for validation and empowermeflt vas given to all family

members, it was determined to consider what dynamics maintained the

abusive relationship. This practicum was not going to honor the belief that

each player in an abusive situation (victim, non-offender and offender)

needed to be isolated r/ith their ovn kind (ie. mothers groups and daughter's

groups) and that this isolation is the best and virtually the oflly treatnent

that needs to be done. It is important that each member of the family
(including non-involved siblings) have a chance to discuss vith others hot¡

this erperience has elfected them. This may be done in a group setting,

however group vork is tot the end of therapeutic intervention.

Abuse involves at least tvo people; the abuser and the victin. When there

are more thaû trro people in a household, there are more linkages to look at.

All family menbers appear to want to knov hov the abuse happened and

vhat they could have doûe to prevent it from occurring. The family

requires tangible, coûcrete information in order to really preveût abuse from

re-occurring. To give a family an erplanation about the power imbalance in

society, provÍdes then $rith so¡De reassuraûce that abuse is a social problem

and nof just a problem vithin their fanily. Hovever this intervention does
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not olfer the family tools or cautions in order to avoid further abuse. A

systemic approach is required. Abuse does not only affect the oflender and

victim and is therefore not only a victim and offender issue. It is a family

issue. Family members need to knov hov they are entangled in the violence

in order to prevent becoming entangled in the future. The systemic

approach is the only approach that can identify patterrìs and provide people

vith the insight that is needed to prevent a reoccurrence. For example, in

one family with which I worked, the parents found that they had given their

child very conflicting messages about his responsibility to his sibling and

provided no avenue for the child to receive clarification on this message.

This small pattern s/as part of the ove¡all dynamics that lead to the child

offending on his sibling. once the parents r/ere aware of this pattern, they

vere able to provide clea¡er messages to their child. This rr'as one step that

the family took to protect its members, offende¡ and victin alike.

Generally speaking, any pcoblem involves at least tvo people. Resolution of

the problem therefore requires at least tvo people. From this practicuttr

experience, it is clear that in order for one to find true empo!/erment and to

change the status quo, in order to leave happier and freer lives, the best way

to do this is within the relalionship that the problem manifest itself. We all

bring baggage with us from our fanily of origin. We all deal with this

baggage through others. Il ve vant to get rid of the baggage vhat better

place to do it than the place the person felt confortable enough to disclose or

try to deal with the baggage. This translates into intervention in the

folowing way. Let's take for example a non-olfending mother vho wants to

leave her oflending spouse. Both people carry baggage $/ith then afid have

transferred these unresolved issues on to other family members. There vill
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neve¡ be a better opportunity to help each persoo to deal with their bagBage,

The couple should be seen vith the iûtetrtion of resolving some of their

issues. If this does not happeß s'ith this context (as it is s/ithin this context

that each partner choose to deal vith their unresolved issues) then the

clinician will be helping both partners remain victimized by these

unresolved issues and maintain the pactners status quo. Therefore, the next

relationship they are in, the same dynamics will surface. How can the

clinician say that he or she has helped?

Feminist theory adds a very humane side to therapeutic intervention,

considers vider social issues and rightly questions the status quo. Àll people

need to be validated and considered vorthy. The systemic theory looks at

the patterns of behavior that are mucial in preventing particular patterns of

behavior to re-occur. There are r/riters such as Dell (19E6), Willbach (19g9),

Bograd (1984) and Schechrer (1962) who believe that systemic theory is not

appropriate for dealing with fanily violence. Many other vciters also

believe this and believe that the feminist approach is the only approach to

working vith family violence. The integration of these tvo theoretical and

philosophical framevorks have provided great therapeutic results as evident

vhen revieving the pre and post treatment rneasures. I will continue to use

both theories of intervention. They are nol. mutually exclusive.



PERSONAL PEILOSOPEY REGARDING IMRÀFÀMILIAL CEILI)
SEXUAL ABUSE

Bolton and Bolton (1987) have identified the need for practitioners to

develop their own philosophical and theoretical framework before vorking

vith families where intrafamilial child sexual abuse has occurred. The

purpose of this sectioo is to identify that framevork in vhich I wlll be

vorking with families. I! is acknovledged that this framevork will be

modified as ny philosophy, knowledge and skill develop in the area of

intrafamilial child sexual abuse.

The responsibility of sexual abuse falls squarely on the shoulders of the

offender, regardless of the situation under vhich the abuse has occurred.

Ïhe patterns of behavior that are seeo to 'maintaiû'the abuse are synptoms

of the dyslunction family systen. However, this does not imply that the

dysfunctional family system is directly responsible in any way lor the abuse.

Yet, the dysfunctional family system needs to be addressed. The family

re€ds to knov that there are certain things that they can do that vill
prevent their victimization in the future. This is considered a preventative

measure and not an issue of the family taking responsibility for the

offender's behavior. The family members should be taught hov to make

choices about their family environment should they be faced vith atrother

violent erperience; choices that prot€ct then from further abuse. The

emphasis is on teaching and nurturing and not on forcing or implying the

issue of accountability or responsibility. If fanily members do not address

the patterns of behavior that could leave them or others vulnerable for

se¡ual abuse, it is believed that family members vould not feel that they

had any control over protecting themselves from future abuse. It has been
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noted r/here this lack of knovledge of behavior pa¡terfls has contributed to

and maintained feeliags of victimization. There appears to be a fine line

between family members acknowledging the dysfunctional behavior

patterns in the family and taking the responsibility for them. Iû

intrafanilial child sexual abuse, family members vill need to be taught the

difference. Due to some family members feeling guilty for the serual abuse,

it is anticipated that nonoffending family members, rather than offending

family members, will attempt to accept responsibility for the abuse.

Although nonoffending family members are not responsible for the abuse, it
is necessary to allov them to express any leelings they have about feeling

responsible or accountable for the serual abuse and to redirect this guilt and

other feelings on to the offender. Although the mother is not responsible for

the abuse, it will be necessary for the children to express their feelings to

their mother regarding her inability to proted them from the offender.

Both parents are responsible to ensufe that their children are safe, protected,

have good parenting models and are given a nurturing environment in vhich
to develop. AIso, both parents have the responsibility to deal vith marital

issues and to not subject their children to the related stress. In general

terms, parents are accountable to their children to fulfill the role of

caregiver. Considering the information on fanily dynamics presented

previously, the children are not safe, not protected, do not have good

parenting üodels, are not given a nurturing envjronment and are not

protected from the stress of the marital situation (in fact the children are

brought right into the marital relationship). In this light, both parents are

responsible lor the environment they have provided their children.

Hovever, this environmenl is not the offender. It is the individual who
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abused vho is the offender. It is not questioned that the living environment

may have 'encouraged'the abuse, but it is not responsible ior the abuse.

Consider this for a moment. If a mother physically abuses he¡ child, there is

no discussion about the peripheral father taking responsibility for the

mother's abuse of the child. The father taking a peripheral position in the

fanily may have contributed to the mother's sense of isolation that may

have resulted in child abuse, hovever the father did not physically abuse

the child. The abuser (in this erample, the mother), needs to accept

responsibility fo¡ her behavior and her response to $/hat may be a very

isolated and oppressed living environment. However, believing that all

individuals make choiæs (ie. to stay in or leave an abusive environment),

the mother in this case is to be held responsible for her actions. In the same

way, a father vho sexually offends on his children, is the only one to be held

acrountable and responsible as he, not the family or any individual vithin

that family, made the decision to sexually abuse.

There is some discussion in the literature about the possibility ol the mother,

or nonoffending parent, being conscious¡y or unconsciously avare of the

abuse (Rist, 1979). lL is a useless e¡ercise to determine vhether the mother

vas consciously or unconsciously avare of the abuse. For hov does one tap

unconscious thoughts vhen there is great diffículty tapping conscious

thoughts. If the mother states that she vas aware of the sexual abuse, then

this issue vill be dealt vith, however if the mother states that she r/as not

avare of the abuse there should be little if any energy spent on determining

this. Should the nonoffending parent be avare of the abuse and not adnit

this, the denial mechanisms used vill surface in other areas of treatment aûd

will be addressed through other issues. If the mother is avare of the abuse,
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she is to be held accountable for not protecting her child, as mentioned

earlier. Hovever she is not to be held responsible for the sexual abuse of the

child. Some may have difficulty believing that the mother should be held

accountable for not protectiog the child. As a parent, it is their role and

responsibility to protect. As most olfende¡s are male, it requires the female

adult (mother) to act on behalf on the child's best interest. Apart from the

male adult, the female adult is the only other adult that can protect the child.

Unfortunately, due to most offenders being male, the fenale adult is left

with the enormous job of dealing vith the aftermath of abuse and is 'made'

responsible by social services to protect the children from the male adult.

Strengthening lhe parental subsystem is considered important providing the

parents s/ish to stay together after they vork out their issues regarding the

sexual abuse. Howeve¡, the manner in l¿hich strengthening is done is far

more crucial. In terms of strengthening the parental subsystem, it would be

important to look for the ability of the subsystea to communicate, negotiate,

work out their djfficulties vithin the boundaries of the subsysten and to

meet each others adult needs. Hovever, strengtheûing also implies

strengthening this subsysten to allov for and eocourage individualization

and differentiation. Considering the characteristics of the offender and non

offender, both need to be empowered and to express their individual pover

in a healthy manner. Therefore, part of the vork vith these families vill be

to strengthen the marital subsysten through the as/areness and respect for

individual differences, needs and choices. Withir this framevork, it is

ûecessary to address the issue of gender ser roles s/ithin the subsystem, for

individual differences, needs aad choices vill be influenced by the sex role

beliefs of oneself, one's family of origin and society.
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The lamily system vill need to be restructufed. Instead of family life

centering around the patterns of violence, there will need to be the

implementation of healthier patterns that are not so costly (in terms of

emolional, psychological, physical and social costs) to all fanily members. It
is obvious that sexuality vill need to be addressed in terms of the marital

subsystem and the fanily in general. However prolonged focus on issues of

sexuality may, to some extent, maintain the family in their present mode of

sexualized functioning.

Both systenic and feminist approaches acknowledge the impact of abuse on

the vhole family system, hovever there is no information regarding the

' 
need to address issues pertaining to the sibling group. Dyadic and group

work are identified for tbe mother, father and the victim, yet no atteûtion

has been directed at sibling group issues. For the systemic approach, in

particular, this is a gross oversight. Systemic therapists may believe that by

strengthening the parental subsystem, the sibling subsystem vill also be

strengthened. However, considering the incredible level of need of a[ family

members and the length of time it takes to help strengthen the parental

subsystem, one cannot 'leave it to the chance of theory' that sibling

subsystem issues will somehov be resolved. In some cases, the narital

subsystem does not change or may even break up. The children need

specific focus to help then vork througb the issues of the abuse and their

, abusive family relationships and esvironment,

In reference to the concept of balance in family functioning, it appears

somevhat dangerous to help the family regain a sense of homeostasis ¡f that

balance will be detrimental to any of the fanily members. The feninist
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approach uses underlying pr¡nciples (such as, no one deserves to be abused)

when helping the family deal with the sexual abuse. 0n the other hand, the

systemic approach tries to be 'value free' and to 'go r/ith' the family to create

a balance. This aspect of the feminist perspective appears better suited to

vorking with family violence than does the neutrality coacept of the

systemic therapist. In addition to this, there is some debate whether the

family should learn hov to cope (adjust to the situatioo for the survival of

the family) or learn hos/ to change the family situation to promote survival.

The feminist approach advocates for change and implies confrontation of

family values and beliefs while the systemic approach focuses on helping

families to adjust, in order to create a (survival) balance. In lamily violence

a balance is probably least likely to occur due to tbe impact of disclosure.

Any stability of the family unit is usually short-lived uritil there is a

meaningful change in, and not adjustment of, family membe¡s. Therefore

this practicum vould advocate for change.

Swan (1985) states that one should not focus on the child victim vhile doing

family work and should jusl look at restructuring the family system.

Brickman (1984) states that the child victin should play an important role in

determining the appropriate levels ol comfort in the family. Both of these

approaches are not sat¡sfactory. Not locusing on the child and related abuse

issues, condones the abuse and minimizes the impact of the sexual abuse on

the family. Alùhough the other ertrene, giving the child equal pover as the

parents in the tamily, q/orks contrary to the existence of and need for a

family hierarchy. The lack of a parental hierarchy vas one of the reasons

believed to promote intrafanilial abuse. Equal pover betveen parents and

child blurs boundaries, boundaries tha! are necessary for heallhy family
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functioning and famìly security. It is important to acknovledge the impact

ol the abuse on all tamily menbers and to assess the parents' ability to use

pover in a healthy mantrer. Ieaching tbe child how to protect herself

against further abuse is certaidy ûecessary yet to encourage the family to

give the child and parents equal pover only promotes family destruction. If
the child needs such pos/er to su¡vive in the famíly environment, she should

not be residing r/ith the family.

Feminist and systemic theory identifies their approach to the family. The

feminist value cooperation, mutuality and an equal pover base between the

client and therapist. However this approach may not be in the best iûterest

of the famiiy. To some extent there needs to be some coopefative or üutual

perspective betveen the client and the therapist. Hovever, based on the

profiles of the victim, mother and father, the therapist needs to take a

nurturing control position vith the fanily. In this way the therapist caû

model accountability, nurturance, protection and other healthy patterns of

behavio¡.
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INTDRVENTION

i) Clients

The clients were families where a child had been sexually abused by a

family member (intrafanilial se¡ual abuse). The offender could be a parent

(including step-parenti, a sibling, cousin, aunt, uncle or aoy member of the

family of origin. Clients were referred from Eastern and North Ilest Child

and Family Services.

ü) Settine

All clients were referred to Psychological Service Centre (PSC). AII clieat

meetings vere conducted at PSC unless meetings that iavolved the family's

social network. In that case, these meetings were held at the most

convenient location. The PSC was the best place for this practicum due to its

audio-visual and one vay mirror vieving equipment, it is r¡ithin the

University of Manitoba structure vhich allowed for greater access to other

university professors for consultation and PSC is a recognized professional

community service. It also gave the student the protection of malpractice

insurance.

iii) Personnel

Connittee members vere used as resources along vith other personnel at

PSC and the University. Walter Dried8er, advisor, and Elizabeth Hill,

committee member, vere responsible for case supervision. Marjorie Gazan,

the third member of the conmittee, r/as kept abreast and consulted vith on

a regular basis. Also, Eastern and Nocth West Child and Family Services statf

were used as resources Íor case consultation.
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iv) Procedures

The following is an outline of the procedure that r/as implemented for this

practicum. The procedure outlines the general approach tovorking with

families and the measures and assessment tools used.

Stage One - Int¡oduction to the Family

A. Case Conference vith the referring agency and other involved agencies.

Purpose: - to exchange information about the family and to identify the

expectations the involved agencies had ol the student's v¡ork with the

families.

- to determine the role responsibility for each service provider

involved, particularly itr terms of the legal issues vith each case.

B. Introduction of Worker to the Family by the Referring Agenry

Purpose: - to discuss expectations of the fanily

- to discuss vith the family the reason for referral

- to inforn the family the nature of my work and the

linitations [o our involvenent (ie. tine factor).

C. Assessment of Family Functioning and History of Sexual Abuse

Purpose: - to complete an assessment of the family vith the assistance

of the folloving tools and measures.

Tools:

i) McMaster Model of Family Functioning

ii) Genogram, ecomap aad a Social Netvork

Inventory
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Measures:

Family Assessment Measurement Scales -

General and Dyadic Scales

Children of the family to conptete the

Inder of Self Esteem

v) Parents to conplete the Index of

Sexual Satisfaction

The history ol sexual abuse vas explored vith the fanily along vith each

available family member's perception of the abuse and previous counselling

they have received due to the abuse and for any other reason. Once lhe

initial assessment of lhe fanily was made (realizing that assessment occurs

on an ongoing basis) the treatnent approach vas determined. Individual,

dyad and family sessions vere held during the assessment phase !o ensure

fanily members' safety, to address issues of individual importance and to

negotiate a non-violence contract as a means to prevent abusive behavjor

betveen family members. Also, suggestions of vhat family members could

do if they feel they vill abuse or be abused vas addressed.

Staqe Two - Treatment

The treatment approach differed vith each family, however the general

process was as follows.

A. Negotiation and Treatment

The identified treatnènt plan was negotiated vith the family.

B. Treatment Implementation

lu,

iv)
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Once the need for individual, dyadic or family vork was determined and

agreed upon, the vork began. ïhe general structure for individual and

dyadic sessions have already been identified by Haugaard and Reppucci

(1988). Family dynamics, described earlier, vould direct one into the

lreatment focus vith the fanily. Family vork focused on areas of roles;

boundaries; social isolation of family members; feelings of rejection,

abandonment and dependency.

Staee Three - Termination

A. Evaluation Procedures

The procedure for evaluation vill be presented as follovs:

i) presentation of the pre and posl treatmerit

measures that family members cþmpleted,

ii) an evaluation of the work vith clients,

iii) evaluation of the student - self evaluation.

B, Family Follov-up

Three of the four families vere referred to aûother community resource for

continued treatment. one fanily terminated their counselling prior to the

completion of this practicum and vere not interested in being referred

elsewhere.

v) Duration
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Theactualamoufltoftimevorkingvithfamiliesvasfourmonths'fromJuly

1989 to 0ctober 1989. The amount of time preparínB aad writing the report

vas approximatelY seven nonths.

vi) Recording

RecprdingT/ascoüpletedacærdifigtoPscstandards.Inadditiontothis'

proc€ss notes s/ere taken ort clietrts.

MEASURESI

A,

1) FamilY A

Family A consists of Mr. A, who is a mechanic, Mrs' A vho is a housewife and

the six children. Mrs. A had three children prior to her marriage with Mr' A'

Mr. and Mrs. A had three children of their ovn' Mr' À narried Mrs' A

fifteen years ago. Their marriage has been chaotic' partly due to physical'

sexualandemotionalabuseerperienced.Tvoofthesirchildrenvere

sexually assaulted by Mr. A's extended fanily' As a result of the se¡ual

abuse, the home environmeflt r/as serualized' and faroily members had a

very limited sense of their right for personal boundaries' The family had

been on various social service vaitinS lists for over three and one half years'

The parents wanted help for their marriage and general family functioning'

The family presented with many problems' the most urgent being the abuse

experiencedinthemaritalrelationshipandthebehaviorofoneofthetvo

children who had been serually abused' This child had been in individual

therapy for nine rnonths prior to vorking r/¡th this family' Unlike the other
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families in this practicum, the A fanily vas seen for a period of one year.

2) Intervention

Intervention consisted of marital therapy. family therapy, one individual

session vith Mrs. A and social netvork sessions vith the varied and

nufnerous resources that T¡ere involved.

3) Progress of Family A

a) Marital Therapy

The following is a list of their major achievements and progress.

l) There is a decease in violence and an increase ifi respect from both

partners. This couple identified the varning signs of their anger and was

able to identify an approach to decrease the build up of anger and the

subsequent explosion. Also Mr. A has become sensitive to Mrs. A,'s replies

regarding her desire for sexual activity. Mrs. A believes that her husba¡d is

not as aggressive in his demand for sex. A lot of time was spent on Mrs. A

disclosing to Mr. A the effects of his abuse o¡ her. Due to Mrs. A's ability to

i¡form him about her feelings, Mr. A, was able to change his behavior to her.

They nov have a greater sense of responsibility for and ac.countability

tovards each other and in doing so, they have begun to reregotiate their

own seûse of privary and other personal bouadaries.

2) Both partners often used the threat of separation in order to control the

other's behavior. Although this is still appareût, the frequenry of use

appears to have decreased. The concept of unconditional love vas not part
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of their belief system initially, however Mr. and Mrs. A have worked at

implenenting this in their relationship.

3 ) Each partner would not allov the other to clarify a thought once

verbalized. Each vould hold the other to vhat was said ioitially, even if one

parlner vished to clarify vhat he or she said. Mr. and Mrs. A are giving

each other time to formulale a response and to make changes in their

cesponse. In addition, Mrs. A used to tell others about her relationship vith
Mr. A and vould not inform him. Nov Mrs. A ¡s telling Mr. A more about the

problems and lhe positive aspects of their relationship. Generally speaking,

Mr. and Mrs. A's communication skills have increased.

4) There has been an increase in nurturing betr/een the couple and an

increased sens¡tivity in acknovledging vhen the other is trying to

emotionally connect and let dovn his or her defenses.

5) In the past, vhen a problem vas identified, both partners seemed to take

the identification of the problem as a personal insult and withdraw fron the

conversation. At present both are acknowledging what the other has said

and are attenpting to vork nore as a team to resolve problems. Tbe usual

terms (vinner or loser) stated at the end of a discussion are no longer heard

during therapy.

6) The couple has been educated about their relationship dynamics and

have tried to use this information in their relationship. For erample, they

vere i¡formed about the dynamics of violence, iri terns of the victim role

and abuser role. They vere able to see how the dynamics of violence played

a role in thejr life. In addition, the dynamics of their communication pattern
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was identified and was used to help identlfy vhat r/as occurring in their

relationship and vhat they could do to preveflt the dynamics from fully

expressing themselves. Once this couple was given the skills of hov to

identify dynamics in their relationship, they began identilying their own

dynanics. For erample, Mrs. A identified hov she gave the role o[

disciplinarian to Mr. A and criticized him fo¡ using violence, when she would

have also used violence to discipline the children. She gave Mr. A this role

so she vould not have to deal vith the children in an abusive manner. Mrs.

A vas also able to see hov he¡ vithdrawal from the role of disciplinarian,

caused her to have no method or approach to intervene vith the children.

Another example would be vhen Mr. A states that he consciously vilhdravs

from the family and the reason he does this. This allows for much improved

communication and an opportunity for problem solving skills.

b) Family Therapy

The family has also worked on several issues. The foltoving is a list of their

major achievements and progress.

I ) The fanily vas able to set nore clear boundaries around the parental

subsystem and the sibling subsystem. As a result, there appeared to be

more appropriate interaction betveen the parents aad the children, such as

nurturing and limit setting rather than challenginB the children as one vould

challenge arother adult. The children appear to enjoy the boundaries that

are being set, as they have informed their parents of issues they should be

dealing with, s¡ithout their (child) involvement, such as to deal with their

ovn feelings r/itbout projecting them on the children. Mr. and Mrs. A are

providing the children vith more feedback in terms of whether they are, for
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erample, angry with them or angry vith someone/thing else. There is an

increase in communication and empoï/ermen! of the children in the family

to express their leelings and to make their parents accountable for their

behavior. The children have become more vocal and demanding in the

family sessions, as seen when they made the therapist and their parents

accountable for taking up too much of the meeting time discussing 'adutt

thíngs' and have been able to conment on hov frightening Mr. A's loud voice

can be.

2 ) Increasing their accountability to each other by attending family sessions.

This vould be considered a major achievement when one considered the

previous inconsistenry of home life and comnitment to each other.

3) There appears to be a decrease in threatening to give the children to

Child and Family Services. Whenever the children presented a situation to

their parents that elicited some negative feeling from them, Mr. and Mrs. A

vould 'jokingly'inform the children that they vould bring them to the mall

where the Child and Family Serviæs offices vere located. This previously

used technique r/as exlrernely effective in decreasing the feedback from the

the children and providing them l¡ith a powerful sense of iûsecurity.

4) Mr. and Mrs. A were able fo use aud modify behavior modification

proSram mes.

5) Mr. and Mrs. A are asrare that Mrs. A and one of her children a¡e similar

in their respective family of origins. Both have and do play the role of

scapegoat. Mrs. A stated that she vaated to be treated the same vay that

her other siblings vere. Due to this insight, Mrs. A nov has some tools to
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break her child fron his long reinforced fole as scapegoat. In turn, she may

also rid herself of this same role in her family of origin.

4) Evaluation (Pre and Post Measures)

Fanily A vas engaged in therapy lor one year, therefore there are three

occasions in vhich the FAM General and Dyadic vere given. It is important

to include all three measure administrations as it vill give the reader an

accurate piclure of how hard this tamily has worked. Mr. and Mrs. A

completed the Inde¡ of Sexual Satisfaction on a pre and post treatment basis

and the tr/o eldest children completed the Index of Self Esteem on a pre and

post treatment basis however the period between both measures vas less

than one month.

a) FAM General - Conpteted by Mr. and Mrs. A and the two eldest children,

David and Gven.

In November 1988, all scale items vere considered to be a fanily problem.

(See tigure A-l ) There were many problems identified at this time and

family involvement appeared limited to ûegative feedback and ident¡fying

those in the lamily vho irritated others. In July 1989, th€ family completed

this measu¡e again. (See figure A-2) The interesting feature about the

outcome of this measure was that the results shoved the tightening of the

subsystems vithin the family. As one will note, Mr. and Mrs. A have very

similar scores for the scale items and the same overall rating of fifty-one

(51) while David and Gwen's scores are similar and have only one point

difference in their overall rating (6{ and 63 respectively). Not only did this

measure idenlify that this fanily vievs their family lunctioning as being
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noreheatthythani!s/asinNovemberlgSs,thismeasulealsoprovided

information of the developnent of subsysteos r/ithifi the farnily. In october

lggg, the fanily completed their post neasule assessment. (see figure A-3)

This measure is simitar in presentation to the neasufe conpleted in

November 1988, as it does not have the clarity of the July 1989 measure. In

0ctober 1989, this family had to adiust to mariy changes' Mr' A was laid off

from work hovever did find employment quickly, the family was in the

process of changing counsellors and the youûgest child vas hospitalized for a

suicide attempt. This roay account for sone part oî the scale presentatioû.

In addition to this, it is believed that some issues identified by the family

have been deatt vith and that nes¡, not as clearly defined issues, are being

raisedtobeworked.Itappearsthatthefamilyhaslefttheirperiodof

stability and has ventured ioto uncharted problem areas'

The 0ctober 1989 ratinSs by the family shovs a significant decrease in fanily

problems. The highest overall individual rating in october 1989 is sixty (60),

in July 1989 ir was sixry-four (64), and in November 1988 it vas seventy-

four(74).Thedecreaseinfanilyproblemsvasduetotheprogressthe

famiiy made vhich vas identified previously. An interesting observation in

the post measure shows Mr. A and David having the same overall score and

Mrs. A and Gven have similar scores (fitty-five (55) and fifty-six (56)

respectively). This nay signify an incteased bonding betveen Mr' A and

David and bets/een Mrs. A and Gven. This appears to be an appropriate

developmental place for these four family members, teeoagers developing

their relationship vith the same sexed parent'
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When the numerical results ol the FAM and the placement of family

members on the graph were dìscussed, the family considered both to

accurately reflect their current family situation.

b) FAM Dyadic - Completed by Mr. and Mrs. À

In November l9EE, Mr and Mrs. A conpleted the¡r first FAM Dyadic. (See

figure A-4) The scale provided a clear picture of this relationship. It was

clearly problematic and they did not see any area ol their relationship in a

similar manner. Both agreed that their relat¡onship vas problematic. Mr.

À's overall rating was sirty-one (6 I ) whlle Mrs. A's overall rating vas

seventy-eight (78). In July 1989, lhere vas a significant change in the

results when this couple complered rhe FAM Dyadic. (See figure A-5) The

overall scores had decreased for Mr. A (61 in November 1988 to 57 in july

1989) and for Mrs. A. (78 in November 1988 and 63 in July 1989). These

results shoved that Mr. and Mrs. A had noted a positive change in their

relationship. In particular, there vas a considerable dyadic rating decrease

in the areas of contcol, values and norms and role performance. This change

was supporled by clinical observation as Mr. and Mrs. A were able to make

their relationship more predictable, vith fever overt pover struggles

(cpntrol); began to discuss the stardards for behavior in the home, such as ûo

physical violence (values and norms) aad talked openly about their roles

within the family and the need for change (role performance).

In October 1989, Mr. and Mrs. A completed the post measure for the FAM

Dyadic. (See figure A-6) There is considerable change from November 1988

and July 1989. The overall rating for Mr. and Mrs. A in the post neasure r/as

fifty-one (51) and fifty (50) respectively. This couple not oûly saw their
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relationship in the same healthy vay, they gave the same rating on three

scale items; involvement, affective erpression and task accomplishment. The

largest variation betveen individual scores qras in the area of value and

norms, where Mrs. A eated this scale item at forty-tc/o (42) while Mr. A

rated it at fifty-one (51), a nine point difference.

Ilhen compared to the November 1988 and July 1989 measure, the 0ctober

1989 post measure signifies that Mr. and Mrs. A have completed a clinically

significant amount o[ vork. This observation is supported by Mr. and Mrs.

A's self-reports.

c) Inde¡ of Sexual Satisfaction

Like the FAM, this index also reflected the significant progress made by Mr.

and Mrs. A. The pre test measure vas given inJuly 1989. Mr. A scored a

thirty-one (3 I ), a mark vhich denotes a borderline level of satisfaction. Mrs.

A scored a sixty-eight (68), a nark vhich clearly states a great deal of

dissatisfaction in her sexual relationship vith Mr. A. These marks are not

surprising due to the se¡ual violence Mrs. A had erperienced from Mr. À.

From the index, Mrs. A had many concerns about her se¡ life, ranging fcom

sex being too hurried, lacking quality and boring to sex not being a aormal

function of their relationship.

The post neasure shoved that progress vas made. When Mr. and Mrs. A

completed the inde¡ in October 1989, Mr. A's score s'as twenty-eight (28), a

nark vhich indicates a slight increase in serual satisfaction from pre

measure results, and Mrs. A's score vas forty (40), signifying that she ¡s

more serually satisfied in her relationship vhen compared to the pre
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measure results, however a score of forty (40) still indicates that Mrs. A is

not sexually satisfied. For Mrs. A, the post measure indicates the following

changes: I ) sex vas considered more fun, less monotonous and less hurried,

2) se¡ was more of a normal function in her relationship and added more to

her relationship with her husband and 3) feeling nore confident about self

performance. Significant changes in Mr. A's post measure vas that he

believed that Mrs. A does not avoid se¡ as often as previously noted in the

pre test measure and M¡s. A appears more sensitive to his needs and

desires.

Mr. and Mrs. A verify that their sexual relationship has improved, however

Mrs. A states that it could be better, as indicated by her post measure. Mr.

and Mrs. A's increased ability to feel more comfortable vith intimacy issues

and their notable change in their ability to riurture each other, may have

influenced the post rneasure results.

iv) Index of Self-Esteen - Completed by David and Gc/eo

Due to the short period of time betveen administrations of this Index, a

pre/post treatment assessnent cannot be made, hovever the details of each

administration will be provided. David scored ts¡enty-tvo (22) in

September 1989 and tr/enty-six (26) in October 1989. Tbis indicates the

David has a healthy self esteem. From revieving the inde¡, David appears to

have self-confidence in social situations and a firm belief in his sef-vorth.

Gven's scores s/ere thirty-one (31) in September 1989 and tventy-four (24)

in October 1989. Generally speaking, the index states that Gven also has a

good self-esteem. Gven generally vievs herself as a good and likeable

person and l¡ho has support from her peers. Unfortunately, due to summer
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vacations,DavidandGvenverenotgiventhisneasureintimeinorderto

do a pre and post measure analysis. Hovever both children appear to have

goodself-esteem.Thisissupportedbyctinicalobservationandparentalafid

child self-rePorts'

B

I ) FamilY B

Family B consists of Mrs. B and her tr/o daughters April (14 years old) and

June(l0yearsold).Mr.Z,Mrs.B.sconnon-laT/partneroftenyears,isthe

linal member of this family. April vas apprehended in January 1989 due to

allegationsolsexualabusebyMr.Z.Mr.ZdeniedtheallegationsvhileMrs'

BstatedthalApritwaslying.Aprilhasnotresidedwithherfamilysince

her apprehension, hovever visits vitb the family frequently' Mr' Z and Mrs'

B are alcoholics, vhich is verified by Àpril and the involved Child and Fanily

Servicts rrorkers. Mrs. B completed a M'A'S'T' questionnaire' and the

resultsverifiedthatshes/asanalcoholic.Mr,Zvoutdnotattendany

meetings that discussed the sexual abuse on advise lrom his lawyec. Mr. z's

crininal court hearing was fiot heard at the tine of the family's involvement

with PSC. Mrs. B would not allor/ Juûe to be involved with counselling as it'

vould ,contaminate, her by hearing allegations that T/ere not true, lor

example'TherevereindicationsfromMrs.BthatMr.Zvasemotionally

abusivetoherhoveveruponinvestigation,Mrs'BdeniedthatMr'Zwas

abusive to her or to the children in any vay. It s¡as very difficult to eogaBe

Mrs. B and April in the therapeutic process' They missed several scheduled

rneetinBsandthereT/assomeconsiderationgiventoterminateinvolvement

with this fanilY.
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2) Intervention

Intervention included individual vork r/ith Mrs. B and April, dyadic vork
vith Mrs. B and April and service sector retwork meetin8s vith Child and

Family Services,

3) Progress of Family

a) Individual Therapy with Mrs. B

Mrs. B vas able to identify issues hovever rr'as not prepared to follow

through on discussing them. Whenever an issue that she identified was

acknowledge, validated and probed, Mrs. B would minimize the significance

of the issue or state that vhat was paraphrased by the worker was incorrect.

Very little could be done as Mrs. B could not commit herself to discuss an

issue. Mrs, B was not able to acknowledge that she had an alcohol problen,

vhich influenced her ability to benefit from therapy. One issue that she

almost began to deal with s/as how Mr. Z vould emotionally degrade her.

After this issue vas raised and discussed on a superficial level, Mrs. B

nissed almost six veeks of individual sessions. Individual therapy was very

difficult for her.

b) Individuat Therapy vith April

April was able to disclose information that pertaiaed nostly to her present

life outside ol the family residence. Little information was shared about

present family dynamics, v¡hile fhere was nore altention given to previous

occurrence in her childhood, such as the divorce of her parents and the
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introduction of Mr. Z. April vas able to discuss the facts about the abuse but

did not feel comfortable to deal vith the affect of the abuse. April used the

individual sessions to educate the student about her afld to obtaio validation

for her thoughts, feellngs and behavior towards others, includjng her family.

c) Dyadic Work with Mrs. B and April

It was a major achievement for Mrs. B and April to attend meetings

regularly. Mrs. B and April learned how to discuss some issues r/ithoul

being abusive to each other. Mrs. B would often elicit a guilt response from

April when April vould challenge her. It became evident that Mrs. B vas so

preoccupied vith her ovn issues (yet s/ould deny that she had any issues to

resolve) that she vas unable to hear r/hat April vas saying and her

interpretation of vhat occurred outside and vithin the therapy session was

extremely inaccurate. (Mrs. B's alcoholism vould account lor a great deal of

her inability to participate effectively in dyadic sessions.)

The most influential piece of vork that vas done during this time was vhen

Mrs. B vas able to make her position clear to Àpril, regarding the allegations

o[ serual abuse. Mrs. B informed April thaù she believed that Mr. Z innocent

and that there vas no room for April in their household. This message was

difficult lor April to hear, although she had expected this. Due to Mrs. B's

clear message, April vas allowed to begin to plan her future knoving the

parameters of her relationship vith her nuclear family.

4) Evaluation (Pre and Post Measures)
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Family B completed pre and post measures on the FÀM General and Dyadic

and the Index of Self-Esteem. Mrs. B did not complete the Inder ol Se¡ual

Satisfaction due to her reluctance of discussing any marital issues and her

fear that the information could be used to prosecute Mr. Z in an upcoming

crìminal court proceeding due to the sexual abuse allegations.

a) FAM General - Mrs. B and April

In the pre treatment measure, given in August 1989, Mrs. B scored scale

items task acconplishmer¡t and communication in the family problem range

and rated the remaining five scales in the average range (although role

performance and values and norms vere bordering on a score of sixty).

April scored all scale items in the family problem range. (See figure B- 1) It
would appear appropriate lor April to score all seven scales in the fanily
problem range as she was residing in a foster home since January 1989 and

had received no assistance to help her make sense of her present situation.

Mrs. B contributed her high ratings to the allegations of sexual abuse made

by April. Mrs. B believed that her family vas line e¡cept for Àpril's

behavior. The pre treatment measure overall rating was sixty (60)for Mrs.

B and eighty-two (82) for April.

In the post treatnent measure, administered in October 1989, Mrs. B's

overall rating vas fifty-nine (59) and Aprit's vas seventy-seveo (77). (See

figure B-2) This difference does not appear to be clinicalty significant. The

minimal decrease in the overall ratiog rnay be due to the fact that

intervention had access to only two of the fou¡ nuclear family members and

that most of the intervention vas geared at connecting vith fanily members

and 'hooking'them into the therapeutic process.
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b) FÀM Dyadic - Completed by Mrs' B and April

ÀlthouShthepretrealmentmeasurefesuttsfeltalnostexclusivelyinrhe

lamily problen range, (See figure B-3)' their view of their relationship vas

very sinilar. However they each had very different reasorls to explain vhy

their relationship was so troubled. This relationship was very stressful' The

FAM resutts r/ere supported by Mrs' B and April and by clinical observation'

Mrs. B's overall rating s¿as sixty-nine (69) and Aprit's overall rating was

seventy-three (73)'

The post treatnent measure (see figure B-4) vas able to identify the most

important issues in this relatioûship' For Mrs' B' this issue vas role

performance(havingamarkofseveÎty-seven)andforAprit'theissuewas

involvement (having a mark of eighty-six)' The results vere supported

clinically.Mrs.Bvasveryunclearanduncertainaboutherroleg¡ithÀpril'

She vould often express confusion around this issue' April vanted more

involvement vith her mother, hovever Mrs' B made it conditional upon

April retracting her allegations of abuse against Mr' Z' Mrs B's overall rating

was seveûty-one (71) vhile Àpril'sl¡as sirty-six (ó6)'

It is noter¡orthy to mention that April's overall rating decreased from

seventy-tfuee(73)inthepfetrealmentmeasutetosixty-sir(66)inthepost

treatnent neasure. Most evident changes vere in the areas of affective

e:pression,communicationandtaskaccomplishment'Ratingsforthesescale

items vere at least ten (10) points BELOV her pre treatnent scores' Mrs'

B's post treatment scoring vas also noteworthy' Most evident changes vere

intheareasofvaluesandnormsandaffecliveexpression.Ratingsforthese
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scale items !/ere at least nine (9) points ABOVE her pre treatment scores.

Mrs. B and April's relationship vas changing. The post treatüent scores may

indicate that April is beginning to feel more comfortable with the

restructuring of the relationship, vhile Mrs. B is erperiencing increasing

stress. Part of this stress may be due to her strong belief that family should

be together regardless of the cost. This is not possible under the preseût

circu mstances. It is therefore not surprising that values and nor ms is one of

tvo scale itens that were scored higher in the pos! treatment measure.

c) Index of Self-Esteem - Completed by April

Àpril had a pre treatment rneasure score of seventy-one (71) vhen she

conpleted this neasure in August 1989. This high score signified a serious

problem s/ith self-esteem. In october 1989 April completed the Index again.

Her post treatment measure score s/as tventy-eight (28), which may lead

one to believe that April has made extraordinary gains in self-esteem and at

present has a good sense of self-esteem. Due to her limited involvement in

treatnerit, it would appear that the great improvement, from 7l to 28, is

somehov misrepresenting reality. Clinical observation supports the finding

that April's self-esteen has increased but not to the numerical significance

the post treatment measure vould lead one to believe. When comparing the

questioûûaires of pre and post measures, the post measure shoved a

positive increase in peer relations, self-inage aod feelings of competence.

c

I ) Fanily C
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Family C consists of Mr. C, vho is employed on a seasonal basis as a

construction vorker, Mrs. C vho does volunteer work and occasional clerical

r/ork, arid their three children; John (12 years of age), Peter (10 years of

age) and Lynn (4 years of age). Mr. and Mrs. C have both been sexually

abused as children by family members. John vas sexually abused by a non-

family member and sexually abused his sister Lynn. Both Mr. and Mrs. C are

in Alcoholics Anonymous support groups due to their alcohol abuse. Mr. C

often physically, and on at least one occasion, sexually abused Mrs. C in the

past while he was intoxicated. Mr. and Mrs. C report that the chaotic and

abusive home environmerit ol the past no longer exists due to their nevly

found sobriety. (John sexually abused his sister just prior to his parents

recognizing their need for alcohol treatment.) Although sober, this couple,

along vith their child¡en, vas faced with nev¡ problems; learning hov to live

r/ithout alcohol. The Cfamily had received counselling previously due to

John's se:ual victimization, John's behavior (at five years of age John was

diagnosed as being schizophrenic) and due to John's academic problems in

school. The diagnosis of schizophrenia was made vithout the investigation of

the family situation. If the clinician who nade the diagnosis had completed

a thorough systemic assessment, he/she would have found tbat both parents

drank heavily throughout John's prenatal development, at the time of his

delivery aad during his early years of life. All couaselling, i¡cluding their

referral to PSC, focused on John. The family had not received counselling for

their chaotic past and uncertain present. Mr. and Mrs. C vere somevhat

angered vhen they vere brought into therapy as they believed that the

referral to PSC vas specifically for 'tixing'John's tendency to sexually

victimize others.
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2) Intervention

Intervention included individual sessions vith Mrs. C and John, one

individual session with Mr. C, marital therapy, dyadic work with Mrs. C and

John, family work and social netvorking with child welfare and other

resources.

3) Progress of Family

a) Individual Therapy with Mrs. C

l) John is no longer the presenti¡g problem. Previously, Mrs. C saw him as

the one vho needed to be placed in a foster hone. She has refocused on

herself and her relationship with her husband and now is available to

ourture and believe in John.

2) Alcohol is no longer a negative influence at this time.

3 ) Mrs. C had difficulty vith the conflicting nessages from her AA and PSC

meetings. Hovever she learned to have more confidence ia takiog the

message that best fits with her. The phrase 'self pity'was oftea used by

Mrs. C to descibe nurturing. As AA informed her that self pity was oot

good, Mrs. C also lost the opporturiity to nurture her family. Much vork was

needed to identify atrd separate self pity from nurturing.

4) 'Acting'vas aaother vord that carried negative connotatiors vith it.

Mrs. C felt that s/hen she vas actiag, her preseritation (such as presenting

one way to someoûe and another \¡ay to someor¡e else) did not reflect vho

she was. She believed that she vas negatively manipulating others for her
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os/n benefit. In some cases Mrs. C began to see how her acting was a

positive skill to have aîd that she vas able to be flerible, by meeting people

on their level of preseûtation.

5) Mrs. C is doing things tor herself arid not always lor others. She is

beginning to satisfy some personal needs that have been repressed for a long

period of time. She is more prepared to invest in herself and has seen the

positive results such as increased self avareness and self esteem. She has

appeared to have gone from one ertreme (martyr) to the other extreme (self

servíng). Mrs. C was informed that this s/as a necessary step in order to find

some balance between meeting others needs and meeting her ovn needs.

6) She is making others accountable for their behavior and recognizes that

she has a choice. She no longer has to tolerate inappropriate behavior from

others, whether that be from her family of origin or her nuclear family

members. Mrs. C is gaining a sense of self power.

7) Mrs. C is nuch mofe ar¿are of the children's needs and tries to discipline

in a healthy, grovth producing way. She puts a lot of thought into his

disciplinary measures, trying to calculate the effects of discipline prior to its

im ple mentation.

8) Mrs. C is more avare of her old patterns of behavior and 'catches'herself

slipping into these from time to tine. When she slips, she acknowledges the

slip and corrects it vith a more appropriate patterfl of behavior. Mrs. C is

also broadeniog her definition of self and ûot accepting her old pattern

vhere she vas either daddy's 'dessert' (her father sexually abuse her for a
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number of years) or an alcoholic. She has the permission to see herself in a

different, Iess narrov marner.

b) Individual Therapy vith John

I ) John has been able to identify the dynamics of the famity situation prior

to his sexual abuse of Lynn. He vas able to discuss his anger and hurt about

hov¡ he vas responsible for Peter and Lynn and hov he really needed to be

cared for and loved. He recognized that the level of responsibility given to

him vas inappropriate and that his parents should have been responsible for

caring for all children. In particular, John recognized that his parents gave

him conflicting messages about whether he should care for Lynn, AIso John

understood that Lynnr/ould come to hin for protection, vhen his parents

vere intoricated and fighting. Lynn vas said to be afraid of daddy's loud

voice. John discussed his feelings ol excitement r/hen Lynn vras in his bed

(as he vas the older brother vho vas able to protect his baby sister) and

talked about the leelings of anger he felt vhen protecting Lynn became an

annoyance.

2) John has insight into s/hat his leelings are, hovever does not easily

express them. He is able to match a particular feelings vith a physiological

and behavior response. For example: When I feet mad, ny body gets tight

and I punch out. John is also aware o[ hov he and othe¡s in his family deals

vith aoger. All deal with anger by striking out at someone.

3) John has learned to trust the therapist and can learn to trust others. The

issue of trust surfaced vhen John allowed the therapist to physically restrain

him vhen he could have 'escaped'. John is physically strong for his age and
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large is stature, and could have easily resisted the restrain. John also

mentioned that he could have left the session (escaped) if he wanted to.

At this time, John does not require individual sessions. His issues can be

dealt with vithin the context of fanily meetings.

c) Marital Therapy

l) Both Mr. and Mrs. C are beginning to look at hov their commitment to

each other, their behavior patterns, their picture of the vorld and their

relationship have been organized under the influence of alcohol. Both

believe that there are areas that need to be re-organized. Mr. and Mrs. C are

more as/are of their present day functioning and are beginning to see the

areas in which they vant to vork on. Areas they have identified are power

within their relationship, decision making, affective expression and their

involvemenl with each other.

2) Communication patterns vere identified, such as answer a question with
a question. Mr. and Mrs. C worked at communicating clearing and not

assumiag that they know how the other feels or vhat each is thinking. The

couple learned how to provide feedback to each other and are working oa

destroyiag their myth that THE siga of love is the ability of the partner to

know vhat the other is thinking and feeling.

3 ) Mr. and Mrs. C had an opportuoity to talk in the session without the

demands of the children and others interfering. They increasingly made

better use of their time in therapy and have mentioned that therapy is the

only time that tbey talk vith each other.
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{) Mr. and Mrs. C have identified to each other that they have built 'valls'

betveen them. This pattern had it's orjgins in their respective famity of

origin. Both are alraid to deal s/ith each other on an intimate level and

ensure that an opportunity for intimary does not occur. If they do only talk

to each other during therapy sessions, therapy may be a safe place vhere

both can practice being emotionally intimate.

5) Mrs. C has been very demanding of Mr. C by serting unrealislic

expectations, such as demanding that Mr. C tell her hov he feels 'NoW'. Mr.

C has difficulty expressing his thoughts and more difficulty erpressing his

feelings. Mrs. C is avare of this and has tried to 'slov dovn' to give her

husband a chance to respond vithin his time frame. 0n the other hand, Mr.

C has been able to verbally hforn his vife that he cannot talk about his

thoughts or feelings as vell as she can. Mr. C is beginning to do some vork
around this issue.

6) Mr. and Mrs. C have discussed how Alcoholics Anonymous philosophy

does not alvays provide a healthy route to marital harmony. AA members

have informed then that they have nothing to offer each other as alcoholics

and that they have to live for themselves, today. In addition to this, both

have learned not to expect anything from theic partners, as they have

nothing to give in return. .A,s a result Mr. and Mrs. C have shared their

vievs about this part of AA philosophy and (somewhat) believe that they

have something to offer each other and that in order for a relationship to

grov and be nutually satisfying, they need to have expectations for each

other. Their present expeclatioû to expect nothing from their partner is

being fulfilled.
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7) Due to Mr. C's abusive behavior, relerrals vere made to groups who

specialized in dealing with perpetrators of violence' Mr' C agreed to attend

grouP treatmeot.

d) Dyadic Work r¡ith Mrs. C and Jobn

I ) This part of intervention has been critical in increasing Mrs' C's

understanding and empathy for John' Instead of seeing John as a controlliûg

deliant child, Mrs. C nov vievs John as a chitd who has strengths' despite the

abusive home environment in which he has lived'

2)Therehasbeenani¡creaseindirectandclearcommunicationbetveen

Mrs. C and John.

.A vord of caution: It has been noted that due to Mrs' C and John's

improving relationship, Mrs. C has relied on him to meet some of her needs

that I believe should be net by Mr' C and not Joho' If Mr' and Mrs' C's

relationship should continue to improve' there vill be no concern' Hovever

iftheirretationshipdoesûotbecomemutualsatisfying,itisbelievedthat

Mcs. C vill request inappropriate amounts of nurturing from John'

e) FamilY TheraPY

1) The family has disclosed the following dynamics' Mr' C has been

idearified as the 'monster' (a similar label has been giveo to John)' When

Mr. C i¡rteracts r¿ith aûyone in the fanity' a third family member becomes

involved and focuses the attention onto him/herself' Therefore' no one in
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the family can talk r/ith Mr. C alone, as long as others are present. The

reason for this is that family members become anxious and fear for the

person Mr. C is speaking to. The fear comes from Mr. C's previous disptay ol

abusive behavior. ïhis pattern results in Mr. C feeling ostracized by the

family. In particular, his relationship c¡ith Mrs. C is often blocked byJohn

vho has been put in a position by Mrs. C to protect her from Mr. C. Fanily

members were given permission to interact with M¡. C without someone

interfering.

2) John appears stuck in a pattern vhere he feels he can love only his

mother or his lather and not both. Peter, John and Lynn are also stuck in a

pattern where there rieeds to be at least one child who is the 'bad'one.

Work vas done lo reframe John's annoying behavior as caring and nur[uring

to Peter. As long as John responds for Peter, Peter does not have to. .A,s a

result John is identified as the 'bad'child and Peter is the 'good'child. In

addition, Peter does not learn how to express his feelings.

3) Ilhen John tried to connect vith his father, John's behavior was

considered bothersome. John vould pick at his father's boot heels or mimic

his behavior, such as lslfing Peter not be pull his t-shirt over his knees.

Jobn's behavior vas reframed as an attempt to conoect with Mr. C. Mr. C

vas ideotified as an important person to John.

4) The expression of anger vas discussed. All fanily members stated that

they express anger in an appropriate manner. The only indication of

problems vith the erpression of anger was Peter, vho vould cry vhenever

anyone raised their voice to hin. Peter may be carrying the burden of

unerpressed anger for the family.
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5) The family had an opportunity to discuss the changes that have occurred

in the past year, such as parental sobciety and intrapersonal changes within

family members.

Work not Attenpted but Considered Important

It vill be necessary at one time to assess Lynn's level of understanding of

the abuse and the affects it has on her. A suggestion vas made that vork be

done vith Mrs. C to help her deal vith Lynn's responses to the sexual abuse.

In other words, prepare Mrs. C to be Lynn's therapist.

4) Evaluation (Pre and Post Treatment Measures)

Family C completed pre and post treatment measures on the FAM General

and Dyadic and on the Index ol Serual Satisfaction. John was unable to

complete the Index of Self-Esteem, therefo¡e the¡e vill be no scores

presented on this inde¡. Àll measures presented were completed by Mr. and

Mrs. C.

a) FAM General

In the pre teatnent rneasure administered in July 1989, Mr. C scored

conmunication, affective expression aad control in the famity problem ra¡ge

and the remaining four scales in the average range. Mrs. C scored role

performance, involvement and control as problem areas, with the remainiug

four scales in the average range. (Values and norms had a borderline score

of sixty [60] and affective erpression had a borderline score of forty [{01.)

See figure C- I for details. Overall ratings by Mr. and Mrs, C vere fifty-nine
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(59) and fifty-seven (57) respectively. The scores rirere supported by the

clients' statements and clinical assessment.

Ïhe post treatment measure clearly showed the amount of vork that the

family had done vhile in treatmenù. (See figure C-2) Mr. C identified the

only family problem area vhich was control. All other scale items, including

all of Mrs. C's ratings, vere vithin the average range. Control vas an issue

for Mr. C who felt that he did not have control of anything that occurred in

the family and felt unable to change the things he thought needed to be

modified. Overall ratings for Mr. and Mrs. C vere fifty-three (53) and lorty-

seven (47) respectively. This was a signìficanù numerical change which vas

supported by clienl self-reports and clinical observation. Prior to the

completion of the post treatment neasure, Mr. and Mrs. C had recognized the

changes in their lamily.

b) FAM Dyadic

In the pre treatnent measure, Mr. C identified most areas of the scale as

being in the family problen raflge, except for the scale items of role

performance and involvement, vhich vere in the average range. Mrs. C

identified all scale items as being in the average range, vith norms aud

values bordering on a rating of sirty (60). (See figure C-3) Mr. C's ratings

were supported by his statements and by clinical observation, hovever Mrs.

C's ratings were not supported by her statements or by clinical observation.

Mrs. C often stated hov unsatislactory her relationship vas vith Mr. C and

believed that their relatioaship vould remain the same as long as they vere

togelher. She often spoke of leaving Mr. C, however she found this difficult

to enact due to her religious beliefs. Mrs. C's ratings tend to reflect hov
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successful she believes she has dealt vith and survived in this relationship.

It appears lhat she has survived this relationship with the help of avoidance

and denial technìques. She had virtually disregarded her husband as a part

of this relationship due to his previous violent behavior tos/ards her and her

unresolved fanily of origin issues. In summary, the scale may be more

accurately used if Mr. C's ratings are taken as an indicator on hov he sees his

relationship vith his wife, while Mrs. C's ratings are probably more a

reflection on hov elfective she believes her coping mechanisms ve¡e for her

survìval in this relationship. Mr. C's overall rating vas sirty-tvo (62) and

Mrs. C's rating vas fifty (50).

The post treatment measure clearly identifies areas for vork and appears to

show an increase of involvement of Mrs. C with her husband, as seen by the

numerical increase in Mrs. C's ratiogs. An increase in Mrs. C's scores may

indicate the increased level of stress she is experiencing due to vorking on

issues betveen her and her husband. (See figure C-4) Areas for vork are

communicalion, affective expression and involvenent, vhich vere all rated

by Mr. C to be in the family problem range. All other scale itens rated by

Mr. C and all seven scale items rated by Mrs. C were in the average range.

The post measure appears to shov that Mr. and Mrs. C view their

relationship more congrueûtly than vas indicated on the pre trealment

measure, which may imply that they have done considerable vork in t¡ying

to deal vith narital issues. The post treatment aeasure was supported by

client self-reports and clinical observation. This couple has vorked on issues

and have clearly identified future issues to be discussed. those being

communication, affective expression and involvement. The changes noted in
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the post measure are clinically significaot. Mr. C's overall rating was fifty-

eight (58 ) vhile Mrs. C's rating was fifty-one (5 I ).

c) Index of Se¡ual Satisfaction

The pre treatment Beasure was cpmpleted in August 1989. This measure

showed that Mr. C vas sexually satisfied in his relationship vith Mrs. C (Mr.

C had a score of thirteen f l3l) and that Mrs. C vas not sexually satisfied in

her relationship vith Mr. C (Mrs. C had a score of forty-one [4 1l). Mr. and

Mrs. C confirmed that these results vere accurate. Mrs. C described how Mr.

C was preoccupied with sex, wanted ser vithout thinking about her needs

and that she vould often allov her husband to have his needs met v¡hile

being unresponsive and dissociated from the sexual experience. Mr. C vas

not as/are ol his vife's feelings until the Inder vas discussed.

The post treatnent measure, which was completed in October 1989,

identified that both Mr. and Mrs. C were sexually satisfied in their

relationship, Mr. C's score of seventeen (17), vas an increase of four (4), and

Mrs. C's sco¡e rr'as tr/eoty-tr/o (22), a decrease of nineteen (19). Mr. C's post

treatment score appeared to symbolize the c/ork he had done in re-

evaluating his beliefs about his sexual satisfaction aod the role of a sexual

relationship in a marriage. In the post treatment measure he identified Mrs.

C was vanting too much sex from him and that she vas not sensilive fo his

sexual needs and desires. Mr. C did not believe that their sex life added

substantially to their relationship. These statements by Mr. C are in direct

contrast to his pre treatment measure scores. Mrs. C's post treatBent

measure shoved that sex s/as more fun, had more quality and vas generally

more satisfying. Mrs. C believed that Mr. C no longer sav her mainly as a
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sexual object. Both Mr. and Mrs. C nade great leaps tor/ards re-negotiating

their sexual relationship. It is believed that Mrs. C's significant decrease in

lhìs post treatment neasure is due to her feelings of empoverment (her

ability to say 'no') due to the colltrol she nor/ has in her sexual involvement

r/irh Mr. C.

D

1) Fanily D

Family D members include Mr. and Mrs. D and children Doris ( 14 years),

Susan (10 years) and James (8 years). None of the children r/ere fathered

by Mr. D. Mr. D has a history of sho¡t term employment placements while

Mrs. D has been the steady financial provider. Both Mr. and Mrs D's

exfended families are involved in an Evangelical church. The D fanity is

presently involved in this religion. Their religion encourages patriarchal

practices and has very clear and rigid (and somewhat punitive) guidelines on

hov to discipline those church members vho commit a 'sin'. Mr. D is very

controlling and degrading to family members and believed that his own

parents and upbringing was excellent, yet could not provide one example of

this 'excellence'. Mrs. D was passive aod submissive (she sometimes refers

to herself as a door nat) in her relatiooship with Mr. D, however was active

and assertive in her place of employment. Mrs. D has experienced family

dysfunction in her family of origin and vas sexually provocative prior to

neeting Mr. D. This family vas referred to PSC due to the allegations that

Mr. D sexually abused Doris aad due to the allegations that Doris sexually

abused Susan and James. Mr. and Mrs. D do not believe that Doris s/as

sexually abused by Mr. D however do believe that Doris has victimized her
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siblings. Mr. and Mrs. D vould not allow Susan and James to participate in

therapy. Al the tine of referral, Doris had ¡esided in a foster home since her

apprehension in the vinter of 1989 and remained in fostec care for the

duration of treatnent.

2) Intervention

Intervention vith Family D included individual sessions vith Mrs. D and

Doris, dyadicvork r¡ith Mrs. D and Doris, marital therapy and social service

seclor meetings with Child and Family Services and other community

resources.

3) Progress of Family D

a) Individual Therapy with Doris

When Doris entered therapy, she vas literally hanging on to the belief and

hope that her mother vould somehow believe that Mr. D sexually abused

her. However, Mrs. D vas unable to provide Doris with this reassurance. As

a result, Doris'behavior grew more erratic, sexually provocative and self-

abusive. Individual therapy assisted Doris in looking at i) her efforts to

make her mother believe her and the high psychological price she paid for

her efforts, ii) the dynamics of the family and iii) the need to feel some

control in her life. Specific progress noted includes:

i) Doris became better educated in the dynanics of abuse aod hov it related

to her family.
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ii) Doris began investing her energy arid time into herself rather than

investing time and energy in trying fo control he¡ mother's beliefs and

feelings. As a result of self investment, Doris began to feel more empowered,

r¡hich resulted in her allowing her mother and Mr. D to take the

responsibility for their own decision making and making Mr. D accountable

for the abuse. By doing this, Doris confronted the mixed messages she

received from her family and made an attempt to make the family

accountable to her. All of this vork helped Doris to release herself from the

pathological ties of her family and !o gain more self-control. This vork also

helped to demease her negative behavio¡ that resulted lrom being enmeshed

in such a pathological family systen. Doris vas also lreed to remember past

events, which included Mr. D physically abusing all children. Doris nov has

the task of re-thinking her childhood from her nev empowered perspective.

b) Individual Therapy with Mrs. D

It has been very difficult to see progress vith Mrs. D. Her abusive past and

preseût relationships helps to naintain her role as a victim. Her present

framevork of understandíng relies heavily on self-blamíng. Her

presentation in therapy on occasion vas verbally and behaviorally child-like.

Mrs. D had great difficulty using her insight gained in therapy and her past

experience to help her to empathize r/ith Doris. For erample, Mrs. D and

Doris have experienced some similar victimi¿ations. Mrs, D could express

hov devastated she vas due to the experience, but did not have any ability

to generalize her feelings and see that her daughter vas experiencing similar

affect. Also, Mrs. D r¡as not able to 'carry'the issight she gained in one

session to the next session, regardless of the length of the session or the tiBe
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between sessions. This made it very difficult to build on insight or vork

completed in a previous sessiou. It often, if not alvays, felt that one had to

start at 'square one' on every occasion vhen meeting vith Mrs. D. In

addition to this, Mrs. D vould sometimes not even remember talking about

an issue addressed in a previous session, regardless of the emotional impact

of the issue.

Progress in individual sessions \¡/as not noted for the reasons described

above.

c) Dyadic vork with Mrs. D and Doris

Progress was noted in one major area. Mrs. D and Doris began to

communicate clearly and shared feelings about past family events and Doris'

biological father. During these sessions, Mrs. D communicated to Doris that

she would not be returning home, regardless of the work done vith the

family or the disposition of family court hearings. This clear communication

gave Mrs. D and Doris permission to separate from each other, thereby

breaking some of the pathological ties.

d) Marital Therapy

Mr. D's influence was strongly felt during marital therapy. He was able to

keep a conversation avay from pertinent issues mostly by refocusing on

inadequacies of Doris or Mrs. D. He accepted no responsibility for any

problems vithin the home and had taken the position of Savior. Mr. and

Mrs, D heavily invested in the belief that Mr. D made life so much easier fo¡

Mrs. D and her three children.
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Progress noted includes:

i) Mr. D realizing that he was also part of the problems his famíly vas

experiencing, Mr. D eventually agreed that he could not communicate

effectively !/ith Mrs. D. This process begafi to redefine Mr. D's position in the

family.

ii) Mrs. D vas able to openly challenge and disagree víth Mr. D's opinions in

the therapy session. Mr. D stated that he also noticed that Mrs. D vas more

assertive.

üi) Mrs. D did not as often come to Mr. D's delense (she allowed him to deal

vith the situation) and she would correct others vhen they paraphrased her

statements incorrectlY.

4) Evaluation (Pre and Post Treatment Measures)

Family D terminated their involvement prior to the completion of the post

measures in the FAM General and Dyadic and in the Index of Sexual

satislaction. However, Doris completed the Index of Self Estee m on a pre and

post treatnent basis.

a) FAM General - Completed by Mr' and Mrs. D and Doris

The pre treatment Eeasure vas completed in June 1989. The results of this

Beasure caa best be assessed by revieving the individual scores of family

members. Mr. D rated his viev of the family as average in all seven scales.

Mrs. D identified communication, role performance and task accomplishment

in the family problem range. The remaining four scale items were rated as
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average. Doris rated affective expression and role performance in the

average range and the other five scale items vere rated as a family problem.

Generally speaking, Doris identified more problem areas than Mr. or Mrs. D.

(See figure D-l) When Mr. D expressed his disagreemerit and

disappointment to Mrs. D's rating of three scale items ia the family problem

range, Mrs. D quickly stated that these three scale items s¡ere rated in this

rnanner due to Doris'behavioral and psychological problems. She further

stated thar if she rated her family as it r¡as at that time (without Doris, as

she was residing in a foster home), her ratings would be comparable to her

husband's. Overall ratings by family members are as follovs: Mr. D, forty-

four (44), Mrs. D, fifty-seven (57) and Doris, sixty-seven (67).

It is believed that if the post treatment measure vould have been

completed, Mr. and Mrs. D vould score significantly lor/er than Doris. These

ratings nay reflect the strong denial mechanisms used by Mr. and Mrs. D.

b) FAM Dyadic - Completed by Mr. and Mrs. D

In June 1989, Mr. and Mrs. D completed this pre treatment measure. ïhey

both viewed theic relationship as vithin the average range, bordering on

family strength. (See figure D-2) Mr. D's overall rating vas fifty-four (54)

vhile Mrs. D's overall rating vas fifty-five (55). Both stated that the

allegations brought them closer together to 'fight' a cornmon enemy, which

was the allegation of se¡ abuse. The ¡esults of the FÀM Dyadic directly

conflict with clinical observation and client self-reports about the narital

relationship. For erample, in marital therapy Mr. D would often comment on

hov inadequate Mrs. D vas in fulfilling her role as a wife and as a support

system to hin. In individual therapy, Mrs. D vould often state that she
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resented the fact that she had to be the stable linancial provider and

referred to Mr. D as being lazy. On many occasions she expressed interest in

leaving Mr. D. Lastly, Mrs. D stated that her sexual responsiveness to Mr. D

significantly decreased since the allegation of sexual abuse vas made by

Doris. Mr. and Mrs. D's concerns about each other were not reflected in the

FAM Dyadic. If a post treatment measure vas completed, it would be

anticipated that the results s/ould be sim.ilar to the pre treatnen! measure;

reflecting their use of denial.

c) FAM Dyadic - Completed by Mrs. D and Doris

The pre treatment measure was administered in August 19E9. Mrs. D's

ralings wefe all in the fanily problem range while Doris identified only

affective expression, communication and involvement as problem areas. The

four other scale items l¡ere rated within the average range. In general Mrs.

D believed that her relationship s/ith Doris was more problematic than Doris

did. (See fieure D-3) Mrs. D gave an overall rating of s¡xty-nine (69) vhile

Doris gave an overall rating of sirty-four (64). These results were supported

by clinical observation. Mrs. D had a very diflicult time connecting vith
Doris as long as she renained committed to the fact that she was sexually

abused. 0n the other hand, Doris olten tried to connect vith her mother,

everì to the point of ninimizing some of her ovn feelings about their

relationship, This dyadic profile appeared to not only reflect the present

viev of this relationship, but also seemed to reflect the motivation each

partner had to vork on improvi¡g the relationship. Both sav their

relationship as problematic, hovever Doris had more hope and therefore

more motivation, to improve the relationship. A post treatnent measure
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may have shovn ari increase in the intensity ol the dyadic problems,

particularly on Doris'results. If this was to occur, it could have been

iûterpreted as Doris'villingness to see the relationship as it presented,

rather than hoping it vould change.

d) Index of Sexual Satisfaction - Completed by Mr. and Mrs. D

The pre treatment measure was administered in July 1989. Mr. D scored

twenty-three Q3) and Mrs. D scored forty-one (41). Mr. D's score is vell

within the range of feeling satisfied with his sexual relationship vith his

wife. However Mrs. D's score of forty-one, reflects that she is not salisÍied

s/ith her sexual relationship with Mr. D. Mrs. D appeared to have concerns

about the quality ol their sex life and the frequency (sex being too frequent).

These concerns vould be supported by her statement of not being

responsive to Mr. D since the allegation ol sexual abuse vas disclosed.

Hovever there vere some contradictions in Mrs. D's responses. The

contradictions found in this Index reflects the con-fusion and double

rnessages that vere consistently present during individual therapy with Mrs.

D. Mr. and Mrs. D stated that the results of th¡s measure were accurate. It is

believed that Mr. D's score would remain the similar iî the post treatment

measure and that Mrs. D's score would decrease (symbolizing more

satisfaction) due to sensitivity of the issues discussed prior to their

termination and their need to present as a happy couple, vhich in turn

maintains their denial system and allor¡s them to avoid dealing with

pertinent issues regarding their marital relationship.

e) Index of Self-Esteem - Completed by Doris
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This is the only measure that was conpleted on a pre and post treatment

basis. In July 1989, Doris completed this pre treatment measure and scored

thirty-live (35). This sctre signified that Doris had a marginally low setf-

esteem. In 0ctober 1989, Doris completed the post treatment measure and

her score was thirteen (13). This score reflected a significant statistical

improvement which was supported by Doris' self-report and by clinical

observation. Major rating differences in the post treatnent measure scoring

reflected increased levels of self-cunfidence, self-validation, self-r/orth and

confidence in peer relationships, It is firmly believed that change in self

esteem was mostly due to Doris' ability to separate from her family's

pathological ties. Doris r/as able to invest time and energy into her ovn

needs and future plans and therefore became nore empowered, resulting in

a high degree of self-esteem.

viii) Resutts of Evaluation

The results ol evaluation are completed in tvo parts. One part discusses the

results of vorking r/ith the families and the second part addresses the issue

of self-evaluation; the evaluation of the student.

A) Results of Evaluatioa of Working vith the Families

Pre and post treatnent neasures provide afi ieportafit vehicle in which to

discuss evaluation, The results of these measures have been presented

previously. 0n a general riote, it appears that intervention was effective.

Families A and C seemed to benefit most from intervention. Family B vas

very difficult to motivate and therefore limited time r¡as spent vith them.

Conversely, a connection vas made vith Family D and a great deal of time
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vas spent s/orking vith them. Fanily B and D had one influential similarity,

that being that both used denial as a primary survival technique. Denial is

very difficult to deal vith, due to the repercussions of honesty, vhich may

include court action and/or imprisoûnent. Hovever, some vork vas done in

these families. In both families, the child victim appeared to benefit nost

from intervention. Therefore it is therapeutically correct and cliaically

appropriate to work vith families vhere the perpetrator is denying. In

addition to denial, both families vanted to maintain the status quo and did

not have the ability or investmerit to work on personal issues that directly

influenced their ability to deal vith the allegations of se¡ual abuse. It
appears that the four months of direct vork vith these tvo families was not

sufficíent to promote change and that a longer period of time s/as necessary.

Relationship building is a key issue in vorking vith these families. It is

important to spend time with the families to develop trust and security and

to provide them with constant nurturing. It is difficult to talk about non-

se¡ual issues. In cases of intrafamilial sexual abuse vhere sexual issues are

discussed, it is much more stressful for the client system. However, a

therapeutic relationship betveen the therapist and the client can facilitate

discussion of pertinent, intimate issues. Due to relationships taking time to

develop, a period of much longer than four months (as in this pcacticun) is

required.

It is ertremely importanl to develop and naintair contact vith the family's

social networks. These netr/orks also provide di¡ection to the fanity that

may contradict or rei¡force the cliniciaa's direction. Assisting retworks in

understanding family needs is ao important systemic intervention that
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promotes a unified approach to healing. Netvorks require understanding

and nufturing. The clinician Bust take the time to nurture netvorks into

providing an integrated therapeutic response to the ianily. In this

practicum, a lot of time was invested in nurturing netvorks.

In closing, it is believed that interveotion vas eflective and that the families

vho participated in treatment received a service that assisted them to

experience personal growth. The measures, client self-reports and clinical

observation support this belief.

B Evaluation of the Student - Self Evaluation

One way to evaluate self would be to re-consider the previously stated

educational benefits. It is my belief that these educational benefits have

been met and to some extent, surpassed. Knowledge of systemic arid

leminist approaches to family violence has been increased due to the

extensive literatu¡e review and due to vorking vith committee members

who have shared their perspectives of the feminist and systemic

perspectives. In the process of building knowledge, I have had the

opportunity to evaluate prior learning and knowledge and to consolidate a

more structured approach in dealing r/ith intrafamilial sexual abuse. In

doing so I have developed new expertise and skills in vorking with this

population and other client systems vho are experiencing family violence.

The expertise and skills developed have been most applicable to working in

a community s/ith limited resources. This practicum has given me the

opportunity to learn skills in family, marital, dyadic, individual and social

îets/ork intervention.
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In addition to the benefits of academic or sk¡ll learning, this practicun has

offered ne the opportunity to develop a philosophy about the treatment of

intrafamilial sexual abuse and abusive relationships in general. It is this

philosophy that helps to design a clear approach to treatment. I have

noticed personal and professional gros/lh through the re-evaluation of

values, beliefs and previous learning. I feel committed to what I believe,

vhich reflects both academic and self knovledge; the tï/o essential

prerequisites lor good clinical intervention.
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APPENDIX ONE

Descriotion of Pre and Post Measures
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APPENDIX ONE - MEASURES

i) Familì¡ Assess ment Measure

The Family Assessment Measure (FAM)vas developed by Skinner'

Steinhauer and santa-Barbara (1983). The model vas developed within the

Process Model of Family Functioning Framework (Skinner et al, 1983)' The

authors believed that the overriding goal of the fanily is "the successful

achievements of a variety of basic, developmental and crisis tasks" (p. 91)

that are said to be central to family functioning. There are seven tasks that

are assessed by family members. The task are task accomplishment' role

perlormance, communication, affective expression, involvement, control aûd

values and norms. AII of these issues are assessed by FAM. This measure is

not seen as a substitute for clinical assessfnent, rather is used in addition to

clinical assessment of the family (Skinner et al, 1983). In addition to an

assessment device, this measure can be used "as a üeasure of therapy

outcome" (Skinner et al, 1983, p. 92)'

FÀM includes i) a general scale that looks at the family systeü, ii) a dyadic

scale that assesses the relationship bets/een tvo people in the family and iii)

a sell ratinE scale which obtains perceptions of individual family members

regarding that individual's functioning in the family' For the purposes of

this practicun, only the general and dyadic scales were used. It vas decided

to used the dyadic scale because the dyadic scale can be used to neasute a

relationship betr/een any tvo people in the faBily sthile other scales used

for dyadic relationships, are usually appropriate for only the marital couple.

In vorking vith intrafamilial serual abuse families, it vould be iBportant to

get a measure of the mother/child relationship. FÀM vill be used in this
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practicum due to its ability to assess families, to be used as an outcome

measure and due to its significant level of reliability (Skinner et al, 1983).

ii) Index of Self-Esteem

The Inde¡ of Self Esteem (lSE) is a sfandardized scate vhich "measures the

degree or magûitude of a problem the client has vith the evaluative

component of self-concept" (Hudson, 1982, p. 230). This scale is one of a

number of scales that Hudson and co-vorkers have developed. The ISS scale

(to follow) is another scale developed by Hudson and co-workers. Bloom and

Fischer (1982) recomnend the use of these scales as the scales have been

developed to be used as repeated measures, "all scales are shorl (25 items

each), easy to administer, easy to interpret, easy to complete, easy to score"

(p. 149) and appear to be a stable measure even after repeated

administratioos. The Index of Self Esteem, as with other Hudson scales, is

said to have hi8h tes¿-retest reliabilities and internal reliabilities. In

addition to this the scale has "high face, concurrert and construct validity"

(Bloon and Fischer, 1982, p. l{9) and has the ability to discriminate betr/een

clinical and nonclinical populations. Hovever, Hudson (1982) recognizes ¿he

potential for response bias (particularly social desirability) to affect the

client's rating on each items. In addition, one must then be cautious about

hov the results are being interpreted. If one vants to present well oa this

scale, this can easily be done.

All Hudson's scales are scored in the same way, by using an equation (as

identified belov in the description of the ISS scale) and by reversing the

scores of every positively vorded item (Bloom and Fischer, 1982). The iten

scores to be reversed in the Index of Self Esteem are
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3,4,5,6,7,14,15,18,21,22,23, and 25. Bloom and Fischer (1982) suggest that

the clinical cut off point be 30 and that the scale be used as one part of the

assessment process. The value or clinical significance of the results of this

measure needs to be evaluated by clinician. For example, a score of 29 or 3l

does not mean that the persori is healthy or unhealthy. The score of 30 as a

cut off point is a "very rough guide" (Bloom and Fischer, 1982, p. l5l ).

Hudson (1982) recommends that the scale be administered to children l2
years and over due to the literary and cognitive integration skills needed to

complete this measure.

The scores obtained on this measure vill provide an indication on the level

of sefi esteem of the child. The child's level of self esteem is an indication of

hor/ traumatic life events are for the child and hov vell the child is able to

cope vith the siluation. The clinician can use the scoring of self esteem to

indicate the child's progress in coping with the sexual abuse. Everstine and

Everstine (1983) noted that the child experiences guilt, vorthlessness and

Iow self esteem due to the sexual abuse. It is believed that if the level of

self esteem increases, one nay assume that the child's feelings of guilt and

s/orthlessness has decreased and that the child has begun to reconstruct

his/her life in a healthy, gros/th producing way. In the Index oÍ Set[ Esteem,

the lower the score, the more self esteem is predicted.

iii) Index of Sexual Satisfaction (lSS)

This index is a twenty five item self-report scale that "measures the degree

or magflitude of sexual discord or dissatisfaction of one's relationship vith a

partner" (Hudson, Harrison, Crosscup, I981, p. 157). The ISS can be used for
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repeated adÉinistration and as a global measure for diagnosis, assessment

and outcome results.

!Íhen scoring the ISS it is necessary to first reverse the scores on items

numbered 1,2,3,9,10,12,16,17,19,21,22 and 23. These items are the

positively worded items. When the client has completed all the items on the

scale, the following equation is used to calculate the scores: (sun Y-N) ( 100)

over N (4). (Y is the score for each items and N is the number of items

completed.) Hudson et at (1981) state that if the client does not score five or

more of the items, the score is not calculated. The therapist vill need to

explore l¡ith the clients the reasons vhy the items vere not completed.

However if lhe client completes all items, the follo$/ing equation is used to

calculate the score: Y-25.

Hudson et al (1981) consider a score of 28 to be the critical point betveen

health and pathology. Those scores higher than 28 are believed to have a

sexual problem, while those lover than 28 are believed not to have a sexual

problem. Hovever, the authors note that no single score for the ISS should

be takeri seriously vithout evaluating the score in comparison to other

available clinical information. The authors believe that four iteüs in this

scale (items numbered 14, 16,20, and 24 need to be replaced and have

suggested replacement items. These replacemen! itens will be used iû the

scale for this practicun.

The ISS has strong psychometric properties and can discriminate betveen a

clinical and nonclinical sample (Hudson et al, 198l ). This measure is

important to the practicum due to the dynamics of intrafamilial child se¡ual

abuse, particular those issues that locus on the role reversal of mother and
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child, the sexualization o[ family relationships and the belief that the marital

subsystem lacks intimary and a healthy relationship.
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APPDNDIX TìÍO

Graohic Presentation of the Pre and Post Familv Assessment Measures
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